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Executive Summary

In November 2016, a six-person team of experts from member organisations of the International Legal Assistance Consortium (ILAC) conducted an assessment of the justice sector in Syria. In addition to the ILAC assessment, the team included a gender expert who also conducted a specific study of the status of women in the Syrian justice sector. Findings from that study have been included in this report.

In total, the team met with over 100 Syrian legal professionals, civil society actors and international officials. Among those interviewed were approximately 70 Syrian judges and lawyers, who included both those currently practicing law in different parts of Syria, and those who have been forced to flee to neighbouring countries due to the conflict. Those interviewed come from all parts of Syria, representing all major ethnic and religious groups, as well as different ends of the political spectrum in the different areas. The assessment aimed to provide an overview of the administration of justice in all of Syria. It also examined several crosscutting issues facing the justice sector in the aftermath of the current conflict.

ILAC found that in all parts of the country, Syrian judges and lawyers have continued to work to establish the rule of law in their communities. They are frequently the target of violent attacks simply because of their profession and commitment to the rule of law. On 13 March 2017, just days before this report was sent to the print, the Palace of Justice in Damascus and a nearby restaurant were targeted in a double bombing that killed over 30 persons – a grim reminder of the brutality often faced in Syria by those Syrians in the pursuit of justice.

The breakdown in the government’s control over territory has resulted in differences in the execution of justice across the country. As a result, a major challenge facing Syria in the future will be how to reinstate a unified system of justice capable of upholding the rule of law and due process.

ILAC has made two key findings that will be crucial in planning for this process:

1. Interviews with those from and working in non-government controlled areas revealed that virtually all armed groups involved in the conflict recognise, and in fact embrace the concept of courts or similar structures to settle disputes, provide justice (however defined), and handle routine administrative tasks;

2. Legal professionals in all of Syria share a pride in their profession and a commitment to professionalism in their respective role. Judges and lawyers living on either side of frontlines universally express their deep respect for colleagues on the other side, maintaining that they simply try to do their best to achieve fairness in an unfair system.
These two factors are significant for the future of Syria and should be considered in any reconciliatory efforts between the parties to the conflict.

The majority of people currently in Syria live in areas under the control by the Syrian government and the justice institutions. ILAC identified two parallel justice systems operating here. One is the regular court system, which handles all civil, criminal and personal status claims. The other is a web of exceptional courts without fixed procedure and with no clear limitations on jurisdiction.

Both regular and exceptional courts generally fail to live up to international standards of independence and impartiality. However, there is a clear tendency of the government to move politically sensitive cases out of the regular court system to be heard before the exceptional courts, which may be seen as an indication that the regular courts have retained at least some measure of independence in relation to the executive and the security forces. If the government felt certain the case would reach its desired outcome whichever court was used, it is difficult to understand why moving cases to the separate system would be necessary.

This notion is supported by judges who have been forced to leave Syria who claim that even though the regular courts where they served were not independent, they did retain a level of personal independence in their role as judges. Indeed, this independence was what forced many of them to flee after refusing to cooperate with the government. These remaining aspirations to independence will be important to support and to sustain for a future post-conflict situation, when building an independent court system will be an urgent priority.

Upholding judicial independence and due process is not only an obligation on states according to the right to a fair trial under international human rights law. The fact that there is a non-international armed conflict in Syria means that international humanitarian law is applicable. This imposes additional and complementary obligations on the different parties engaged in the conflict, including obligations relevant to the operation of the system of justice.

The exceptional courts are fundamentally flawed when it comes to implementing acceptable standards of independence and due process. This means that their continued use by Syria may violate the requirements under international humanitarian law if such courts pass sentences or carry out executions against protected persons under Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions of 1949. Without substantial reforms to bring the exceptional courts in line with what could be considered to be “regularly constituted” within the meaning of the Common Article 3 and customary international law, the government’s continued use of these courts would constitute a war crime.

Non-state armed actors participating in a non-international armed conflict are equally bound by the requirements enshrined in Common Article 3, including fair trial guarantees in relation to persons taking no active part in the hostilities. In large parts of Syria, the government is no longer present. Instead, a wide range of different armed groups now control different areas, each of which have formed their own separate
administrative and judicial institutions. The result is that there is no single system of justice in areas outside of government control. Instead, “justice” is a patchwork of courts, tribunals and panels with varying structures, influence and quality. ILAC found that the ideology underlying a given court can range from a belief in democracy and civil law to various interpretations of Islamic ideology or Sharia.

Nevertheless, common features to the various justice systems outside government control can be identified. One such common feature is the rejection of Syrian law. In many areas, Syrian law was rejected as too intimately associated with the current government and President Bashar al-Assad. In spite of many valiant efforts by lawyers and judges to uphold Syrian law after the government’s withdrawal from many areas, a combination of lack of international support to such efforts, and popular discontent with the government meant that Syrian law has been gradually replaced by other regimes.

Another common feature in opposition-controlled areas is the simple fact that some type of “judicial” system has been created. In virtually all areas in Syria where the government has lost control, efforts have been made to fill the vacuum created after courts and justice institutions were closed as part of the government’s retreat. Though many judges working in these newly formed courts assert that they are in control of how the courts operate, the overall results from the interviews and other reports demonstrate that many are under the direct control of armed groups. Nearly all these new courts struggle to assert their independence from the armed actors in control of the areas where they operate. However, interviewees described many laudable attempts to bring stability and judicial interventions in very difficult political situations.

Even where there may not be direct control by the armed groups in the area, indirect influence still raises issues of judicial independence. The House of Justice in Daraa in the south of Syria, for example, is arguably one of the more sophisticated and ambitious attempts to establish a legitimate non-state court system with safeguards in place to ensure its institutional independence. But lawyers and judges interviewed acknowledged that they allow themselves to be influenced by concerns other than the merits of the case. Interviewees said that they may apply the death penalty even where it runs contrary their judicial beliefs, if a milder punishment would lead to a conflict between armed groups. This implicitly acknowledges that the court is not strong enough to act independently of the armed factions.

The failure of armed opposition groups to establish independent and impartial tribunals serves to reduce their legitimacy and credibility, both within the local population and in the international community. Accordingly, it is widely recognised that these groups need to ensure that judges are qualified in matters of law, able to execute their duties without the interference from armed actors, and ensure that due process is respected at all times.

States who support armed groups opposed to the government, be it through finances, training or otherwise, have a particular responsibility to ensure that those groups adhere to international fair trial standards. This includes putting pressure on the groups to ensure that courts and tribunals they have established are regularly constituted within the meaning of Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
Women face distinct threats and challenges when they come into contact with the justice system. Syrian laws explicitly afford greater rights to men than women, particularly in matters related to marriage, divorce, custody and guardianship, and inheritance. This has had a continued impact on the status afforded to women during the conflict, including in areas that have fallen outside the control of the government after 2011.

In areas outside government control, the situation is further complicated by restrictions on freedom of movement, displacement, economic hardship, aerial bombardment by the government and international actors, and the actions of armed groups. Freedom of movement is crucial for women to be able to access the legal system in these areas. The need to document births, deaths, marriage, and divorce in the civil registry remains a top priority, as proof of status is necessary for many daily needs, such as travel. The ability to obtain documentation has been severely hampered by the armed conflict, and this has had a particularly negative impact on the lives of women.

For decades, the Kurdish minority were subject to considerable repression by the government. While the Kurdish population is primarily concentrated to the north of Syria, Kurds live in all parts of Syria, just as there is no part of Syria that is entirely Kurdish. However, in the events following the 2011 uprisings, large parts of northern Syria have come under the control of Kurdish forces. The particular political context of these areas has meant that the justice sector there has come to develop differently from other areas outside government control.

It is very difficult to get a clear picture of the current justice system in Kurdish-controlled areas in northern Syria. In part, this lack of clarity arises from the fluid, transitional nature of the situation, with only de facto governance and the continuation of the armed conflict. Equally important in this is the fact that the Kurdish-controlled areas are geographically separated. Accordingly, rather than the justice system being designed and formed by one central administration, different systems and structures are being formed locally, without coordination with or informing other regions or the embryonic central authority of developments.

Nevertheless, these areas have also followed a similar pattern to other areas not under government control, albeit with its own particularities. The most notable distinction to other areas outside of government control is that there are still government courts in operation in some locations in the Kurdish controlled areas that function alongside the new Kurdish justice institutions. However, it seems that while they do not outright defy Syrian law, the new justice institutions in these areas often simply ignore it in favour of norms adopted by Kurdish authorities or local customs and government courts have no capacity to enforce decisions.

The de-facto ruling Kurdish Democratic Ruling Party (PYD) seeks to establish a vision of justice in these areas based upon a Social Contract. Although the system as it stands today suffers from many serious flaws and there is no unity even among the Kurdish on how these areas should be governed in the future, Syrian Kurds of all political persuasions largely reject the visions of justice put forth by extremist groups in other areas of the country. Such voices may be pivotal in deciding the course of post-conflict Syria.
By 2011 there were substantial numbers of legally trained Kurds living in northern parts of Syria. Many of those have fled, leaving the areas under Kurdish control with a shortage of professionals, but Kurdish lawyers have begun to return to some extent to assist in rebuilding. Although political divisions within Kurdish society also run deep, bridging the divide between the different political and ethnic groups in these areas will be crucial when rebuilding them in the future. Previous experience in conflict-affected settings demonstrates that there are a variety of pressing challenges that need to be addressed as soon as hostilities end. Life-saving humanitarian aid and reconstruction of destroyed infrastructure are obvious issues of general concern, but a number of challenges also go directly to questions of where justice plays an integral role. Advance plans can be devised even during the conflict to address some of the conflict-related justice issues in order for responses to be timely and effective.

Justice questions will almost certainly destabilize peace processes if they are not addressed, particularly when there are high numbers of victims on all sides, as is the case in the Syrian conflict. At the same time, addressing conflict-related violations often threatens the objectives and vested interests of those negotiating for peace. The scale of these challenges and the difficulty of addressing them tends to increase with the duration and extent of the conflict, and systematic and strategic nature of the violations.

The two points are interconnected and all emanate from two of Syria’s most pressing concerns, namely the hundreds of thousands of persons who are missing as a result of the conflict, and the millions who have been displaced. In the final part of this report, some of these conflict-related justice issues are outlined, including accountability, missing persons and property restitution, and recommendations provided for how the Syrian legal profession, as well as the international community, can best prepare to take them on.

Lawyers may provide a potential engine of reform within Syria. The legal profession in Syria has a history of resistance to governmental overreach that is a source of significant pride among many lawyers. Moreover, judges and lawyers understand many of the issues that will need to be addressed in the post-conflict setting. Through their professional experience, they also understand the necessary changes and improvements needed within the system, and should be at the centre of any future efforts for reform.

As events in Libya demonstrate, post-government vacuums permit space for antidemocratic forces to prosper. Conversely, the post-2011 history in Tunisia illustrates the positive impacts that reform-minded bar associations and their members can have in creating a peaceful, stable transition. Given the numbers and probable influence of Syrian lawyers, the situation should be monitored with resources allocated to identify and provide rapid support for democratic reformers among the bar associations in the future.
Part 1

I. Introduction

The International Legal Assistance Consortium (ILAC) was established in 2002 as a mechanism to coordinate the work of international and regional actors involved in rebuilding justice systems and establishing the rule of law in countries that had experienced conflict.

ILAC consists of 52 member organisations worldwide representing over three million judges, prosecutors, lawyers and academics. During its first 15 years, ILAC has carried out assessment missions and initiated legal reform programmes in 16 countries. In making its assessment reports public, ILAC seeks to assist national rule of law actors identify both gaps and opportunities for reform, and to contribute to better coordinated and more effective international support to post-conflict rule of law reconstruction.

ILAC has been working to support the rule of law in Syria since 2013. The purpose of ILAC’s work has been to assist Syrian lawyers and judges in their efforts to prevent the complete collapse of the Syrian justice system in parts of Syria where the government no longer is in control. Specifically, ILAC has assisted in reopening personal documentation centres in these areas to ensure that personal status documents are still available to members of the public during the conflict. Documentation centres are operated by local Syrian organisations and monitored by Syrian judges to ensure that all centres in these areas apply the same standards and regulatory framework as government registries. The intention is to facilitate a future process to validate all documents and merge with the official registry once the conflict ends. To date, ILAC support reaches 15 centres inside Syria that have issued over 100,000 documents, recording births, marriages and divorces.

This work has highlighted how Syrian lawyers and judges in all parts of the country have continued to work to establish the rule of law in their communities. The breakdown in territorial control by the state has resulted in differences in the execution of justice across the country. This is significant for future efforts to rebuild the justice sector in Syria. Yet much of the reporting on Syria to date has blurred distinctions between the different systems present. ILAC has found that many of the actors in the sector were willing to share information if asked.

At its annual general meeting in 2016, ILAC decided to make an assessment of the administration of justice in all of Syria. A goal of the mission was to identify the features of the justice sectors in the different areas, and establish what are the commonalities and distinctions between those systems. In doing so, ILAC aims to inform future efforts
to rebuild Syria. In addition, it is hoped that this will aid in preventing a repetition of mistakes made in other post-conflict situations, where working justice sector institutions were dismantled, and new, weaker institutions constructed in their place.

In November 2016, a team of experts from four of ILAC’s member organisations carried out a needs assessment concerning the rule of law and the justice system(s) in Syria. The team examined the justice sector as it stood before the uprisings in 2011 and used this as a starting point for a comparison of the situation today in different parts of the country. Specific attention is given to the status of women in the justice sector. The assessment team was composed of distinguished legal and human rights professionals with diverse backgrounds and areas of expertise:

- **Agneta Johansson** (Sweden), Executive Director of ILAC and assessment team leader;
- **Gönül Erönen** (Northern Cyprus, United Kingdom), retired judge, Supreme Court of Northern Cyprus and the European Court of Human Rights, nominated by the International Association of Women Judges;
- **Finn Lynghjem** (Norway), retired judge, High Court of Appeals of Agder in Norway and Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina, individual member of ILAC;
- **Keith Raynor** (United Kingdom), judge, Woolwich Crown Court in the United Kingdom and former senior assistant prosecutor, Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia nominated by The Law Society of England and Wales;
- **William D. Meyer** (United States), former Chair of ILAC, lawyer and individual member of ILAC;
- **Stefan von Raumer** (Germany), lawyer specialised in property restitution, nominated by Deutscher Anwaltverein (German Bar Association);
- **Ismaël Benkhalifa** (Tunisia), coordinator of the ILAC MENA programme, lawyer;
- **Lynn Sferrazza** (United States), lawyer and consultant in justice and gender, nominated by the American Bar Association;
- **Mikael Ekman** (Sweden), ILAC legal adviser and report writer.

Due to security concerns, the team was unable to enter Syria. Instead, interviews were conducted in neighbouring countries with lawyers, judges and various civil society actors who work or have worked in the justice sector in each of the areas covered by the report. Interviews were carried out either as individual interviews, or in group sessions with panels of three to seven Syrian lawyers or judges, followed by individual interviews on specific issues raised. In some instances key persons were unable to cross the border to meet with the team in person. On such occasions, ILAC also interviewed persons inside Syria via video call, or by using questionnaires or intermediaries. Interviews have been complemented with extensive desk research. ILAC also relied on the expertise of the Syrian Legal Development Programme, a non-governmental organisation based in the UK, for interviews with five judges at courts in Idlib province, as
well as additional desk research. Separate meetings were held to discuss gender specific impact on numerous occasions.

In total, the team met with over 100 Syrian legal professionals and civil society actors, and 20 international officials. Among those interviewed were approximately 55 Syrian lawyers, who included lawyers that have been forced to flee to neighbouring countries, lawyers currently practicing law either in Syrian state courts or before courts established by opposition and armed groups, or who sit as judges in such courts. The team also interviewed Syrian judges who have been forced to flee to neighbouring countries, as well as six judges of different Sharia courts. Those interviewed come from all parts of Syria, representing all major ethnic and religious minorities, as well as different ends of the political spectrum in the different areas. In addition, three local lawyer associations in non-government controlled areas answered questionnaires from ILAC relating to housing, land and property in their areas. No names are used in this assessment to protect the identity of those interviewed, some of whom still live in or frequently travel into Syria. Their identities are known to the authors and to ILAC. The report is a technical assessment of the justice system and interviews have deliberately sought the views of lawyers and judges who are experts on this system, rather than political representatives of the Syrian government or the other parties to the conflict.

The armed conflict in Syria presented the team with unique challenges when compared to previous ILAC assessment missions. Most notably, the ability to gain a clear picture of the capacity and status of various institutions was hampered by the fact that the team could not visit them in person. It is significantly easier to access persons who are outside Syria than who are inside, which presents a risk of overreliance on second hand sources or outdated information. In many of the areas discussed in the report, the situation on the ground is also subject to frequent change, which can have an impact on the reliability of the information received. An otherwise accurate description of the situation by an eyewitness one day may not necessarily reflect developments after they left the area in question, for example. In a conflict setting, many of the actors also have strong interests to put across their own perspective of the situation. This can lead an outside observer to believe a situation is better or worse than it really is, depending on the political affiliation of the persons interviewed. In addition, the parties to the conflict often do not trust outsiders, and may try to use interviews to mislead opponents by withholding or distorting information.

ILAC has tried to manage these limitations in a number of ways. First, the team has sought to use as many different sources as possible, attempting to interview both experts who work within the systems analysed, and those who work outside or have rejected those same systems. The team has also met with academics, journalists and other civil society actors as well as staff at international organisations to gain a more objective perspective of the evidence presented. Where opinions differ among Syrians, the report tries to address this by stating where information was obtained and making sure to present both sets of opinions. In addition, the information obtained during the interviews has been corroborated with Syrian legislation and official documents, as well as reports from other independent organisations.
In Syria there is a non-international armed conflict. This means that international humanitarian law is applicable and imposes further obligations on the different parties engaged in the conflict, including obligations relevant to the operation of the system of justice. This report looks at the administration of justice by the Syrian government as well as a number of non-state actors in Syria. International humanitarian law applies equally to all parties to the conflict, including state parties and non-state organised armed groups directly participating in the armed conflict. Therefore, investigating whether the parties live up to these obligations should not be construed as taking sides in the conflict, or as expressing any opinion on the emergence of different bodies on the part of ILAC or any of the experts on the assessment team.

The team has tried to stay true to the terminology used by the actors in the different areas. Thus, if a body calls itself a “court”, and those who serve on its bench refer to themselves as “judges”, ILAC has stayed true to this terminology, notwithstanding the fact that they were not appointed as judges in accordance with the Syrian Constitution. Similarly, the term “Rojava” is used in the report when accounting for how the Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD) describes the system of governance established by the group in areas under its control in the northern provinces of Syria. ILAC does not in any way intend the use of such terminology to imply an endorsement of the work of the groups in question or of the institutions or policies they create. Rather, the decision to use the same language used by the Syrians who were interviewed was made precisely to limit ILAC’s role to that of an impartial observer, dedicated to allowing all sides to be heard.

The report makes a number of recommendations for action. These recommendations are founded in ILAC’s unwavering commitment to the rule of law even in the most difficult of circumstances, and firm belief that measures need to be practical and realistic and designed to visibly improve the justice situation for all Syrians.

In planning for peace, Syria and the international community will need to base their actions in rebuilding the justice system on what the current situation inside Syria is like. This report therefore aims to help inform that process by providing a comprehensive, publicly available account of the current state of the justice sector.

Finally, ILAC and the assessment team would like to express our deep gratitude to the many individuals from all parts of Syria and the international community, without whose support and active contributions this report would have not been possible. Unfortunately, due to the risks associated with work in relation to the Syrian conflict, it is not possible to include the names of those who deserve acknowledgement. We would equally like to thank ILAC’s intern Simon Rose for his contributions to preparations and desk research ahead of the mission, as well as for his assistance in the production of this report. The report was made possible thanks to funding provided to ILAC by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida).
II. **Historical and legal background**

### 2.1 Before independence

Syria is situated in the heart of the Middle East and borders Turkey, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Israeli annexed Golan Heights. It is divided into 14 administrative governorates. Prior to 2011, Syrians numbered roughly 22 million, with more than half living in urban areas. The population was very heterogeneous. Although Arabs formed around 90 per cent of the population, many other ethnic groups existed.

The Kurdish community made up the largest ethnic minority, constituting approximately ten per cent of the population. Other large minority groups included Syrian Turkmen, Armenians and Circassians. Ninety per cent of the population were Muslim, the majority of whom were Sunni Muslims. The Alawi minority accounted for roughly 12 per cent of the population, the Druze minority three per cent, and minor Shia groups another one per cent. The ten per cent non-Muslims were primarily composed of several Christian denominations, such as Syrian or Greek Orthodox, Maronite, Chaldean, and Catholic.1

The region's exposed geographical location, as a rich and fertile land surrounded by powerful empires, has meant that throughout history it has rarely ruled itself. As a result, Syrian legal traditions are a mixture of a wide variety of sources with historical influences from Roman and Hellenistic traditions, built on by Ottoman traditions in later years. In addition, religious law has played a role.2 In the mid-nineteenth century, the Ottoman Empire introduced a dual court structure, with regular courts operating in parallel to religious community courts, and the first written civil codes.

After the fall of the Ottoman Empire, Syria issued a proclamation of state-hood in the summer of 1919 and experienced a brief period of independence. However, this was not recognised by either the United Kingdom or France, who had decided to divide the Middle East according to their own interests in the Sykes-Picot Agreement in 1916. Accordingly, Syria became a French mandate in 1920 in the partition of the Arab world following the end of the First World War.3

---


3 **Ibid.**, p. 18.
It was not until mounting pressure compelled France to abandon its presence in the region after the end of the Second World War that Syria became fully independent in 1946.²

2.2 Independence after the Second World War

The modern legal system in Syria has been shaped by laws enacted in the years after independence. The Penal Code, Civil Code and Commercial Code were adopted in 1949, followed by the Criminal Procedure Code in 1950 and the Civil Procedure Code in 1953.³ Many of the prominent Syrian lawyers responsible for drafting these laws were educated in French universities, and hence Syrian law gained inspiration from civil law traditions, as well as Islamic and Egyptian sources.⁶

The Ottoman Law of Family Rights was replaced with the Syrian Law of Personal Status (SLPS) in 1953.⁷ The SLPS continued the Ottoman traditions of a dual court system and allowing minorities to rule their own personal status affairs in most areas. These principles were further developed in the Judicial Authority Law (Law No. 98 of 15 November 1961), which established the structure for the court system in Syria. However, under the Judicial Authority Law, religious courts do not have unlimited jurisdiction over personal status issues within the Syrian legal system.

Syrian jurists take pride in the fact that Syria has one of the oldest constitutional traditions in the Arab world, stretching back to efforts to adopt a constitution during the first period of independence in 1919-1920.⁸ However, during the French Mandate, the French blocked any independent constitutional process. As such, it was not until 1950 that the Syrian Constitution was approved by the Constitutional Assembly. It received popular support, despite the presence of some controversial articles regarding minorities and freedom of expression.⁹

In 1948, Syria joined its Arab neighbours in declaring war on the newly created state of Israel, and a state of war remains in place today. The post-independence period was also marked by widespread political instability, with numerous military coups. A brief political union with Egypt from 1958 until 1961 was followed by more coups.

---

⁷ Legislative Decree No. 59 of 17 September 1953, as amended by Law No. 34 of 1975 and Legislative Decree No. 76 of 2010.
The Ba’ath Party established itself as the country’s power centre following a coup in 1963, although infighting between different factions continued.10

In the aftermath of the 1963 coup, the new government enacted a host of laws. This collection of laws had a lasting effect on the Syrian justice system, allowing the executive to establish firm control over the judiciary. A cornerstone of this process was the State of Emergency Law (Legislative Decree No. 51 of 22 December 1962), in which the government established a nation-wide state of emergency that continued until popular unrest in 2011 prompted the government to introduce a new legislative framework to address the situation.11 The law authorised the adoption of exceptional measures during the state of emergency, including limitations on the freedom of association, residence rights, and freedom of movement, the arrest of persons suspected of endangering security, and authorisation for the government to request any person to perform any task.12

At the same time, the role and composition of the Supreme Judicial Council was altered.13 Originally designed as an independent body comprised of senior judges with the task to oversee the judicial system, the Supreme Judicial Council was changed to include a majority of members from the Ministry of Justice. These changes effectively gave the Ministry control over promotions, transfers, discipline, dismissal, and retirement of judges, prosecutors, and technical court staff.14 Multiple types of military and security courts were also established in the 1960s, and given jurisdiction to handle alleged violations of emergency laws and orders.15 In February 1966, the Regional Command of the Ba’ath party ordered the establishment of a Supreme State Security Court (SSSC). This was followed by Legislative Decree No. 47 of 28 March 1968, which gave the SSSC jurisdiction to try political and security cases.16

Under Ba’athist rule, the powers and immunities of military and security forces were expanded. Since the introduction of Legislative Decree No. 61 of 27 February 1950, members of intelligence agencies, including military, air and public security forces, have been immune from prosecution. When Decree No. 14 of 14 January 1969 created the General Intelligence Directorate, it gave its staff similar immunity to prosecution unless it was based on a referral by the director of the General Intelligence Directorate.17

---

10 Colello 1987, supra n. 2, p. 29.
11 These laws included the Emergency Law, Decree No. 15 of 22 December 1962, Revolution Protection Law, Decree No. 6 of 17 January 1964, Law for Establishing the State Security Department, Decree No. 14 of 14 January 1969, the Internal Organisations Law for the State Security Department, Decree No. 549 of 25 May 1969, Law for Setting Up Field Martial Courts Decree No. 109 of 17 August 1967, Law for Setting Up a State Security Court Decree No. 39 of 28 March 1968. The state of emergency was abolished through Decree No. 161 of 21 April 2011. However, fundamental aspects of the laws introduced in 1960’s were resurrected soon after through the adoption of the new Counter-Terrorism Law, Law No. 19 of 2 July 2012. See further section 4.1 below.
13 For more on the SJC, see section 3.1 below.
14 EMHRN 2012 report, supra n. 6, p. 57.
15 El-Hakim and Harding 2010, supra n. 12.
16 For more on the SSSC, see section 3.2 below.
17 Decree No. 14 of 14 January 1969, Article 16. The General Intelligence Directorate was initially known as the State Security Authority.
This immunity was further expanded by Decree No. 69 of 30 September 2008, which prohibited the prosecution of political security, police and customs officials for crimes committed on duty except in cases where a warrant was issued by the general leadership of the army and military forces.\footnote{Decree No. 69 of 30 September 2008; Amnesty International, ‘Briefing to the Committee Against Torture’, 2010, available online at: <http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/4c7fb6ee62.pdf> [accessed 17 January 2017]; VDC 2015, supra n. 12 p. 2.}

During this period, individual freedoms were further curtailed. In 1964, the Revolution Protection Law, Decree no. 6 of 17 January 1964, criminalised those who opposed the goals of the revolution or the socialist regime, whether in words, writing or with acts. The combination of these broadly defined crimes and the effective immunity from prosecution for those connected with the government led to a decline in monitoring and accountability of those responsible for torture and other abuse. Efforts to weaken judiciary also resulted in the detention of a large number of individuals for long periods.\footnote{Decree No. 5409 of 15 May 1969, Article 4; EMHRN 2012 report, supra n. 6, p. 54. See also Amal Women Center et al, ‘Joint NGO Submission on Politic and Civic Rights: Universal Periodic Review of the Syrian Arab Republic 26th Session of the Working Group - November 2016’, November 2016. -, pp. 6-8, <http://www.efi-ife.org/sites/default/files/IFE-EFI%20-%20UPR%20Report%20Politic%20and%20Civic%20Coalition%20Syria%20Nov2016.pdf> [accessed 27 January 2017].}

\section*{2.3 The Assad rule}

During the 1960s, Hafez Al-Assad rose in the ranks in both the military and the Ba’ath Party thanks to his successful participation in military coups. After Syria’s defeat in the 1967 war with Israel, and a failed military intervention to support Palestinian groups fighting in a Jordanian civil war, Assad assumed control in a bloodless military coup in November 1970. He immediately initiated a reconstruction of Syrian state institutions, concentrating power in the presidency, reforming the leadership of the Ba’ath Party, and creating a national parliament known as the People’s Assembly.\footnote{Colello 1987, supra n. 2, p. 37 ff.}

Many of these principles were enshrined in a new Syrian Constitution enacted in 1973.\footnote{Alan George, ‘Neither Bread Nor Freedom’ (London: Zed Books, 2003) p. 9 (hereinafter “George 2003”); EMHRN 2012 report, supra n. 6, p. 60; and Khalil Mechantaf, ‘UPDATE: Constitutional Law and Courts System in the Syrian Arab Republic’, 2012, GlobalLex, Hauser Global Law School Program, NYU School of Law, <http://www.nyulawglobal.org/globallex/Syria1.html> [accessed 27 January 2017].} Influenced in part by the Egyptian model, this document vested the President with extensive powers including the right to veto laws, dissolve the People’s Assembly and assume legislative authority when it is not in session, and act of his own accord if necessary to safeguard the nations interests or for national security. The 1973 Constitution also explicitly granted the Ba’ath Party a leading role in the Syrian state, which it retains today.

Though the 1973 Constitution included protections for judicial independence and integrity of the justice system, these provisions did not reflect the reality of life for judges, lawyers or persons using the courts.\footnote{See Chapter 3 below.}
In practice, the executive’s power over the court system established a few years earlier continued. The President was appointed as guarantor of the independence of the judicial system. This power was nominally shared with the Supreme Judicial Council, but the President now presided over the Council and the executive retained the majority of votes in it.  

During the late 1970s, opposition to Ba’athist control in Syria began to grow. Elements of the Muslim Brotherhood began an armed Islamist opposition, while the Syrian Bar Association, local bar associations and several other similar professional bodies followed more peaceful forms of opposition and obstruction.  

President Assad’s response included the creation in 1977 of the Economic Security Court, adding to the pre-existing multitude of exceptional courts. This new security court was supposedly focused on financial and economic crimes, but also had general jurisdiction over cases of “crimes against the socialist regime”. It was subsequently abolished in 2004.

The culmination of opposition to Ba’athist control came in February 1982, when the Muslim Brotherhood led a major insurrection in the city of Hama. Thousands of Syrian troops besieged the city. Sustained aerial and tank bombardment reduced many parts of the city to rubble, and tens of thousands of civilians lost their lives. This marked the end of the turbulence and the effective end of violent opposition to the Ba’athist government. In interviews for this report, it was apparent that this dark episode in Syrian history – 34 years before – left a lasting imprint on Syrian society.

When the eldest son of Hafez, Bassel Al-Assad, died in a car crash in 1994, his second son, Bashar Al-Assad, took the place as their father’s successor. Hafez Al-Assad died of a heart attack in June 2000 at age 69. Immediately after his death, the People’s Assembly lowered the mandatory minimum age of the president from 40 to 34 to allow Bashar Al-Assad to be nominated for the post.

A period of apparent political openness ensued – the so-called Damascus Spring – with several civil society organisations forming amid growing calls to allow genuine democracy to take root. However, the new atmosphere did not last. The government clamped down on those calling for reform in August 2001, imprisoning several prominent activists. In another incident, around 81 judges were dismissed from the judiciary in 2005.

---

24 Colello 1987, supra n. 2, p. 44; George 2003, supra n. 21, p. 103; EMHRN 2012 report, supra n. 6, p. 60.
27 George 2003, supra n. 21, p. 77.
This was allegedly because of corruption, but no trial or charges were ever brought against the dismissed judges.  

During the exceptionally long state of emergency between 1963 and 2011, Syrian society had become militarised. Many of those interviewed described a community that was divided into loyalists, who exchanged their loyalty for safety and career opportunities, and opponents, who faced detention, exile or displacement. Lawyers and judges had to be approved by the security services, and be members of the Ba’ath Party or at least confirm their support for its ideals:

“In all meetings, there must be a representative of the Ba’ath party. In regards to the judicial system, the security forces are controlling it specifically in relation to the criminal court. (…) [T]hey were persecuting people even for bringing their own pens. Above all human rights defenders.”

The extent of the security services’ interference with the justice system was illustrated by a judge with several years of experience working in courts in rural areas. The judge described what it was like to work within the regular court system subject to the inter-ference from exceptional courts and security forces:

“To start with, there were not many interventions by the security services during my service. I was not under pressure because the regime did not transfer any political crimes to the courts where I was working. Political crimes were transferred to field military courts and military courts. First, we had the state security courts and later the terrorism court. [T]he Syrian law did not give [judges] immunity. I was bound to the laws and to defend freedoms. I swore to do this. In Item 425 of the Principles of Criminal Procedure there is a law that states that if a person is detained and not processed in a court (by the government), he shall be freed and the person who detained him shall be detained. That was the law, but we could not enforce it. We didn’t have force – it was in their hands.”

28 Interviews with lawyers 1 and 4 and judges 2, 3 and 4, November 2016. There were some discrepancies between those interviewed as to how many judges were affected, some only said around 80, lawyer 4 said 81 and judge 2 was convinced the number was 82. See also Press release from Amnesty International who at the time listed the number of judges concerned at 81: Amnesty International, ‘Syrian Human Rights Defenders under attack’, press release, MDE 24/092/2005, 21 October 2005, <http://www.mathoum.com/press9/254S21.htm> [accessed 19 February 2017] (“hereinafter Amnesty International 2005 press release”).

29 Interviews with lawyers in Gaziantep, 9 November 2016.

30 Interview with Lawyer 4, November 2016.

31 Interview with Judge 1, November 2016.
2.4 The 2011 uprising and armed conflict

In March 2011, minor protests broke out after security forces in Daraa arrested a group of teenagers for painting revolutionary slogans on their school wall. Fuelled by economic grievances, social injustices, and political frustration, the demonstrations grew and soon evolved into general anti-government protests. The protests were spurred by a breakdown of the culture of fear after the successful overthrow of other regimes in the region during the “Arab Spring”. On 18 March 2011, security forces used live ammunition against the protesters. The repressive response by the authorities further escalated the protests. By mid-March, Syrians were demonstrating in all of the country’s major cities, and organising through newly created Local Coordination Committees and social media.

Violent repression by the government against protestors continued and worsened during the spring of 2011. By the summer, the opposition began to organise militarily when army defectors formed the Free Syrian Army (FSA). The government increasingly lost control over large parts of the territory, violence proliferated, and armed groups grew in number. The need for weapons and funds to sustain an armed conflict drove anti-government groups to seek international support. Driven by geopolitical and other differences, various actors within the international community soon offered support to these disparate groups. Syria’s membership to the Arab League was also suspended in November 2011. The international community was, however, unable to agree on a coordinated response, and a proliferation of armed opposition groups formed, ranging from nationalist based Syrian groups to extremist ideologically based groups, such as Jabhat al-Nusra.

The Syrian Armed Forces were weakened during this time from defections, amongst other things, and the government in Damascus increasingly became dependent on various pro-government militias (shabiha) that had formed, propped up by international fighters from Iran, Iraq, Russia and the Lebanese group Hezbollah.

These were mostly organised under an umbrella called the National Defence Forces.

At the time of writing, the situation on the ground in Syria remains fluid. In September 2015, Russia intervened in support of the government, which revitalised pro-government forces, leading to military victories, as well as massive human suffering among those opposed to the Assad regime. At the same time, the United States and other nations have provided support for a variety of forces battling extremist groups, especially the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS).

Since the outbreak of hostilities, several attempts at peace negotiations have been made under United Nations (UN) auspices. However, all negotiation and mediation attempts have been frustrated by several factors, including division among the Syrian opposition, inability to reach agreement on the future role of Bashar al-Assad in Syria, the continuation of violence on the ground, and the fact that so many nations are directly involved in the conflict.37

The violent conflict has also taken a heavy toll on the population and created the worst humanitarian crisis since the end of the Second World War. The UN has stopped trying to calculate an official death toll due to the complicated situation on the ground. However, various Syrian non-governmental organisations (NGOs) estimated the death toll to be between 310,000 and 470,000 persons in the summer 2016, with between 1 million and 2 million people injured.38

In 2016, an estimated 13.5 million people were in need of humanitarian assistance inside Syria, half of whom are children.39 Lack of access to health care and scarcity of medicine have led to a catastrophic health situation. Nutritional deprivation has been exacerbated by poor food availability and quality, and successive cuts in subsidies on bread. Over 50 per cent of children could not attend school in 2015.40

Over half of the Syrian population has been forced to leave their homes, with at least 6.5 million internally displaced persons and 4.9 million Syrians registered as refugees outside the borders of Syria. Refugees are mostly hosted in neighbouring countries, namely Turkey (2.9 million), Lebanon (1 million), Jordan (656,000), and Iraq (233,000), as well as in European countries (over 1 million), Egypt (118,000) and other parts of northern Africa (30,000).41

---


III. The justice system in the Syrian Arab Republic

“As men of law, we felt strangers in our houses”
Former Syrian judge

3.1 The courts

Legislation introduced in the decades of rule by the Ba’ath party has led to the development of two parallel justice systems in Syria. One is the regular court system with roots dating back to the Ottoman Empire, French rule and Syrian independence, handling all civil, criminal and personal status claims. The other is a web of exceptional courts. However, no clear limitations on the jurisdiction of the exceptional courts means a given case might be heard in either system.

During the interviews for this report, ILAC repeatedly heard how an accused could find himself subjected to quite different processes depending on which state apparatus controlled his case. Some people have been arrested by the security services and detained without any lawful process. Others were dealt with in the Counter-Terrorism Court (CTC), the military courts or the ordinary courts of first instance.

Separation of powers and independence of the judiciary

“There was corruption and bribery. Justice was never independent. The Head of Judicial Council was the President and the Deputy was the Minister of Justice, and both of them were part of the executive. In order to be appointed as a judge, you had to be from the Ba’ath party and have a recommendation from the security services.”

The 1973 Constitution established the President of the Republic as the guarantor of judicial independence, with the Supreme Judicial Council to assist him. Under this Constitution, the President was empowered to personally preside over the Supreme Judicial Council, though he was allowed to (and often did) deputise the Minister of Justice.

---

42 Interviews with Judge 2, November 2016.
43 Interview with Lawyer 3, November 2016.
44 Constitution of 27 February 2012, Article 132; Legislative Decree No. 24 of 14 February 1966, Article 3; Judicial Authority Law, Law No. 98 of 15 November 1961, Article 65.
The public prosecutor, the President of the Judicial Inspection Department, the Deputy Minister of Justice, the President of the Court of Cassation, and his two most senior deputies also sat on the Supreme Judicial Council. Thus, in addition to the Minister of Justice personally sitting on the Council, three out of the seven members report to him. Since the Council decisions were by majority vote, these three subordinates together with the Minister controlled the vote.\textsuperscript{45}

The only avenue to influence how the courts were run that remained for members of the judiciary was that they could offer input on administrative concerns through a general body (\textit{hay'a 'amman}) of the Court of Cassation, which had the power to present the needs and suggestions of the judiciary to the Ministry of Justice.\textsuperscript{46} Through this and similar mechanisms, the executive branch controlled the judiciary including appointments, discipline and transfer of judges via the Ministry of Justice. Under this superior-subordinate relationship, judges were in effect the “civil servants” of the executive.\textsuperscript{47} The Judicial Inspection Department also monitored judges’ performance and ability to efficiently function. The Judicial Inspection Department had broad powers to inspect the functioning of judges, prosecutors and all judicial departments.\textsuperscript{48} These powers included the inspection of places of detention, and preparing statistics in relation to the functioning of judicial departments. It also monitored judges’ records, the extent of judicial independence, judges’ attendance, efforts in adjudicating lawsuits, the management of courts, commitment to impartiality, and the like.

The Judicial Inspection Department was composed of one chairman of an Appeals Courts Chamber, and six advisors appointed by the Minister of Justice on recommendation from the Supreme Judicial Council. The Minister of Justice disseminated judicial inspection regulations proposed by the Judicial Inspection Department following approval of the Supreme Judicial Council.\textsuperscript{49} Judges serving in the Judicial Inspection Department reported to the Minister of Justice and the president of the Supreme Judicial Council. From the information received during interviews, it was clear that interviewees perceived the Judicial Inspection Department as an instrument of the executive to exert control over judges and the judicial system.

Judges interviewed for this report were deeply concerned about the resulting level of dependence on the executive.\textsuperscript{50} One judge described how the President of the Republic was able to fire any judge with a decree, without giving any reason or opportunity to appeal.\textsuperscript{51}

\textsuperscript{45} EMHRN 2012 report, supra n. 6, pp. 59-60.


\textsuperscript{47} EMHRN 2012 report, supra n. 6, pp. 59-60.

\textsuperscript{48} Judicial Authority Law, Law No. 98 of 15 November 1961, Article 13.

\textsuperscript{49} Ibid, Article 11.


\textsuperscript{51} Interview with judges in Gaziantep, 9 November 2016.
Many interviewees mentioned the incident when 81 judges were dismissed for corruption on orders from a Head of Security in 2005, despite the fact that they had been approved by the security branches prior to their appointment.\footnote{Interviews with lawyers and judges supra n. 28; and Amnesty International 2005 press release, supra n. 28.}

This event was part of a pattern of intimidation against judges, which was not limited to mere administrative sanctions. Another judge described how a gang connected to one of the state security agencies threatened the judge in a case against them. That judge was forced to flee his office in the judicial palace in Hama after it was raided by armed personnel, asking for the judge and searching the office.\footnote{Interview with Judge 4, November 2016.}

The judges’ lack of individual power and authority made life very difficult if they chose not to co-operate. As one interviewee put it: “[I] didn’t feel I was a judge...”\footnote{Interview with Judge 1, November 2016. Similar sentiments were expressed in some of the interviews with lawyers.}

\textit{Civil and criminal courts}

The ordinary courts in Syria hear civil and criminal matters. These courts are divided into three tiers. The first tier consists of the Courts of Conciliation or Courts of Peace (\textit{mahakim al-sulh}), which have jurisdiction over claims with a value not exceeding 100,000 Syria pounds or in criminal cases, minor criminal offences with a maximum punishment of a fine or up to one year imprisonment.

The second tier are the Courts of First Instance (\textit{mahakim al-bidaya}), containing both civil and criminal divisions. Claims exceeding 100,000 Syrian pounds, or more severe crimes, are heard directly in the Courts of First Instance. For suspected crimes deemed to be of a “significant nature,” investigatory judges carry out the investigations.\footnote{This form of evidence gathering is an adaptation taken from the French “inquisitorial” system in criminal trials and may last many months as evidence is gathered by the presiding judge.}

The Courts of First Instance also include the Customs Court (\textit{al-mahkama al-jumrukiyya}) and the Court of Labour Conflicts. These specialised courts are assigned jurisdiction according to the nature of a case. The Court of Assize is a criminal court that acts as first instance in cases where the alleged crime carries a possible punishment exceeding three years’ imprisonment.\footnote{Syrian Law Journal, ‘An Overview of the Syrian Court System’, 5 September 2016, <http://www.syrianlawjournal.com/index.php/overview-syrian-court-system/> [accessed on 15.12.2016] (hereinafter “SLJ 2016 overview of court system”).}

Under Syrian law, children between the ages of eight and 18 can be tried for criminal offences. Such trials should take place before special first instance juvenile courts (\textit{mahakim al-ahdath}), where particular procedural safeguards should apply.
However, judges and lawyers with experience from working on such cases indicated that it was not uncommon that children as young as eight were processed through the adult courts, even when a juvenile court was based in the same building.  

Judgements from Courts of Conciliation and Courts of First Instance could be appealed to the Court of Appeal (mahakim al-isti’naf). Courts of Appeal were located throughout Syria, with three criminal courts and four civil courts in Damascus, and one civil and one criminal appeals court in every other district.

For most cases, a final appeal could be made to the Court of Cassation (mahkamat al-naqd) in Damascus. The Court of Cassation sits in specialised three-judge panels according to four different areas of action: civil, criminal, canon law, and military law. The Court of Cassation only publishes summaries of its cases rather than full transcripts, making it difficult for Syrians to effectively plead and succeed in appeals. While Court of Appeal decisions were difficult to overturn, verdicts occasionally were nullified by the Court of Cassation on issues of form, rather than substance.

All final judgments are enforced through the Execution Court, on which a single judge sits. Complaints about the lack of implementation of court decisions are referred to the Execution Court by the relevant court department. Decisions by the Execution Court could be reviewed before the Court of Appeal.

The Syrian system also includes two levels of administrative courts. The regular administrative courts operate within the relevant ministry of government in relation to cases involving that Ministry. For example, cases involving administrative disputes with the military came under Ministry of Defence, whereas labour issues and social insurance came under the Ministry of Social Affairs. The other administrative structure was the Council of State. Originally based on the French system, the Syrian Council of State was adjusted to follow Egyptian model during the period of union with Egypt. Its role is to decide administrative cases involving the state, and to serve as an advisory body to public entities on diverse aspects of public law, such as administrative contracts, tenders, and ministerial decrees.

The Council of State is fully independent from the other courts of general jurisdiction. The Council consists of two divisions – the Judicial Division and the Advisory Division. The Judicial Division in turn is made up of two tiers, namely the Court of Administrative Disputes and the Supreme Administrative Court. The Court of Administrative Disputes hears cases in the first instance and the Supreme Administrative Court hears cases on appeal and delivers final judgments. The Council of State also has the authority to participate in arbitral proceedings.

57 Interviews with judges in Gaziantep, 9 November 2016; and interview with Lawyer 5, 2016.
58 Principles of evidence are governed by the Evidence Law, Law No. 359 of 10 June 1947.
59 Interview with judge, 10 November 2016.
60 Interview with judge, 10 November 2016.
61 Council of State Administrative Law, Legislative Decree No. 55 of 1 February 1959.
63 SLJ 2016 overview of court system, supra n. 56.
The Court of Conflicts hears disputes concerning whether a matter falls under the jurisdiction of the civil or administrative courts.

Syrian courts were notoriously slow in delivering decisions, with cases taking years to complete. Lawyers described the lack of competence and independence from the executive as two main causes for delays. Such factors are also likely to have contributed to the large backlog of pending cases in Syrian courts.

The courts routinely dealt with about 4,000-5,000 first instance cases per year. Former judges testified to being consumed by work every day. A lawyer from Tartus indicated that judges dealt with about 30 cases each day. In one case involving accusations that a man raped his own daughter detailed below, the lawyer felt that this excessive workload contributed to serious procedural errors violating the rights of both the victim and the accused.

Similar problems extended to the Appeal Courts where only one-fifth of cases were concluded within a year. A Damascus lawyer attributed this to the lack of motivational incentives for judges working in a system where “[t]he judiciary is turned into a tool to bring citizens into submission.”

---

**Criminal procedure**

The first step in the penal process following ordinary Syrian criminal procedure is to file a complaint with the police, who then contacts the alleged perpetrator and initiates a preliminary investigation. If the police determine that the case warrants further investigation, the case is referred to the public prosecutor, who is subject to the authority of the Minister of Justice. Prosecutors look at the facts of the case and determine whether to prosecute in a system of inquiry known as the niyaba. If the accused person is detained, the matter is subject to a full investigation by the prosecutor, who puts forward the charges and which court is competent to hear the matter based on the severity of the crime.

Cases involving more serious offences go to an investigating judge. The investigating judge questions the accused, decides whether or not to detain them, and works with the prosecution to gather evidence. Under Syrian law, if there is evidence showing a 50 per cent likelihood that the accused committed the offence, the case is sent to trial. However, this standard was not always observed.

---

64 Confirmed in many interviews with lawyers, in Beirut and Gaziantep.
65 Bacci 2010, supra n. 62, p. 4.
66 See infra n. 73.
67 Interview with Lawyer 6, 2016.
68 Constitution of 27 February 2012, Article 137; Judicial Authority Law, Law No. 98 of 15 November 1961, Article 56.
69 IBAHRI 2011, supra n. 50, p. 29.
Once the investigating judge has completed investigations, they take a decision on whether an offence has been committed and on the competent court. If the investigating judge agrees that the matter concerns a more severe crime that should be referred to the criminal court, it is forwarded to a referral judge. The referral judge is ultimately responsible for issuing an indictment and it is only at this stage that the defendant is considered to be formally accused of a crime. This judge is known among lawyers as the “gateway” to the criminal court. If at any stage the investigating judge or the referral judge finds that there is insufficient evidence, they should issue a decision declaring the defendant not guilty. Decisions by investigating judge and referral judge on innocence or on severity of the charges can be appealed by the prosecutor, defence or the victim.\(^\text{70}\)

Trials are inquisitorial in nature with the judge in control and lawyers playing a more marginal role than in many adversarial systems. Most proceedings are dealt with on file. The accused is brought into the courtroom, is identified and the charges are read. The accused is then asked if they accept the charges.

The accused person has the right to be represented at all stages of the trial, if they so choose.\(^\text{71}\) While women are not allowed to appear alone in a Sharia court, they can represent themselves in criminal cases.\(^\text{72}\) Though the accused has a right to legal representation of their choice,\(^\text{73}\) often whatever lawyer is in the courtroom on that day will be asked to defend the accused. In addition, the right to representation is not always respected.\(^\text{74}\) There are also explicit exceptions within the law:

“**There is a shocking item in the criminal law – if a person is accused of spying, they cannot have defence lawyers**”.\(^\text{75}\)

If the accused pleads guilty, a case is concluded relatively quickly.\(^\text{76}\) If they plead not guilty, the judge will usually consider written statements taken from witnesses against the accused and then consider written representations from the defence lawyer. Witnesses rarely attend court to give live oral testimony. Although the victim has the right to appear, in practice women generally let their attorneys appear on their behalf. But it can be a struggle for defendants to have their case considered. As one lawyer put it:

“**You have to force the judge to deal with the case there and then, and not to adjourn, and you have to fight to be heard**”.\(^\text{77}\)

---

70 Interview with Judge 2 in March 2017.  
71 Interview with judges in Gaziantep, 9 November 2016.  
72 Interview with lawyers in Gaziantep, 9-10 November 2016.  
73 IBAHRI 2011, supra n. 50, p. 29.  
74 One lawyer practicing in a court in areas under government control highlighted a case from 2015 where a man was arrested for having sexual intercourse with his 14-year-old daughter. He appeared in the Court of First Instance and was released on conditions awaiting his trial. He failed to appear at court for his trial, but the judge considered the written evidence on the case file, found the accused person guilty and sentenced him to ten years’ imprisonment in his absence and without any lawyer appearing on his behalf. The judge not hear any evidence from the victim, breaching the procedural requirements established in Syrian law. Interview with lawyer in November 2016.  
75 Interview with Lawyer 4, November 2016.  
76 Interview with judge, November 2016.  
77 Interview with lawyer in November 2016.
In cases where the state had a strong interest in securing a particular outcome, there seems to have been a preference for transferring these cases to exceptional courts. For example, where the accused was known as not supporting the government, their case would often be sent to the military court system. The exceptional courts are considerably more severe in their sentencing, and easier for the executive to control.\textsuperscript{78}

\section*{Personal Status Courts}

Matters of personal status, i.e. family law, are heard in the Personal Status Courts. The Personal Status Courts consist of the \textit{Sharia} Courts, \textit{Ruhl} Courts and \textit{Madhabhi} Courts. The \textit{Sharia} Courts have jurisdiction over all matters regulated by the SLPS, including marriage, divorce, paternity, custody, maintenance, guardianship and legal capacity, and inheritance.\textsuperscript{79}

Under the SLPS, \textit{Sharia} Courts have exclusive jurisdiction over matters relating to: legal guardianship, trusteeship, and legal representation; registration of deaths; legal capacity and mental maturity; missing persons; determination of paternity; and the maintenance of relatives.\textsuperscript{80} All Syrians, regardless of religion, are subject to the jurisdiction of the \textit{Sharia} Courts on these matters. Other matters in this area may be heard by the religious court of the specific community concerned.

The SLPS explicitly exempts the Druze, Christian, and Jewish communities from certain provisions, mainly in the areas of marriage and divorce. In those communities, such matters are handled by the \textit{Ruhl} Courts for Christians and Jews and the \textit{Madhabhi} Courts for Druze.\textsuperscript{81} An amendment to the SLPS in 2010 allowed inheritance and bequests to be determined in the various religious courts according to their own codes.\textsuperscript{82} Therefore, Druze, Christians and Jews may bequeath an estate in accordance with a last will and testament, and this need not be in accordance with \textit{Sharia} principles.\textsuperscript{83}

Judgments of the Personal Status Courts are reviewed by the Court of Appeal (\textit{mahakim al-isti'inaf}), which has a \textit{Sharia} Chamber to deal with appeals from the \textit{Sharia} Personal Status Courts. Final appeals may be made to the Canonical and Spiritual Divisions of the Court of Cassation.\textsuperscript{84}

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{78} Repeated by lawyers and judges in numerous interviews. See section 3.2 below.
\item\textsuperscript{79} The SLPS, Legislative Decree No. 59 of 17 September 1953, was amended by Law No. 34 of 1975 and Legislative Decree No. 76 of 2010, which dealt with inheritance matters.
\item\textsuperscript{81} SLPS, Articles 307 and 308.
\item\textsuperscript{83} A Sharia court judge and numerous lawyers interviewed for this report where unaware of the 2010 amendment to the SLPS. Amongst those interviewed, only Druze lawyers with experience from practicing in the Madhabhi court were aware of the changes to inheritance provisions. This suggests that the amendment to the law was not widely publicised.
\item\textsuperscript{84} IBAHRI 2011, supra n. 50, p. 28.
\end{itemize}
While Sharia court judges administer Sharia law, they are not religious clerics trained in Islamic jurisprudence. Rather they are appointed the same as other judges working within the courts of general jurisdiction, and require a law degree, amongst other qualifications.

The SLPS is taught in law faculties in Syrian universities, but often by professors from the Sharia faculties, rather than the faculty of law. Personal status laws for the other religions are generally not taught. As such, judges in the Christian courts are clergy-men. Although not explicitly required by law, in practice, all judges in all Personal Status Court are men.

According to interviewees, there was little interference with the Personal Status Courts for security reasons before 2011. They functioned relatively well, with people being able to access the rights they had under the law without impediment.

**Supreme Constitutional Court**

The Supreme Constitutional Court (SCC) was established under the 1973 Constitution. The Court has seven members, appointed to four-year renewable terms by decree of the President of the Republic. The President of the Republic also selects the Court President. The Court has both an advisory role, and the capacity to rule on the constitutionality of laws, if requested to do so by the President, by one-fifth of the members of the People's Assembly, or by a lower court. It is also ultimately responsible for overseeing presidential elections and is the sole body empowered to try the President of the Republic for high treason (the only crime for which he can be held responsible).

Even though the Constitution was changed in 2012 to include an explicit provision that the SCC should be independent, it is clear from the other provisions within the Constitution that judges could not act independently of the President of the Republic. The President thus has effective control over the organ responsible for overseeing presidential elections and the only institution capable of trying criminal charges against him. Before the new Constitution in 2012, the only entities allowed to challenge laws in Syria before the SCC had been the President of the Republic or the People's Assembly, the same bodies responsible for enacting laws in the first place. With the 2012 Constitution, a provision in Article 147(2) was introduced to allow parties before lower courts to submit challenges to the constitutionality of laws to the SCC.

---

85 Van Eijk 2016, supra n. 82, pp. 46-71.
86 Ibid.
88 Ibid.
89 Constitution of 13 March 1973, Articles 139-148, supplanted by the Constitution of 27 February 2012, Articles 140-149.
90 Constitution of 27 February 2012, Article 141.
91 Ibid, Articles 146 and 147.
92 Ibid, Articles 117 and 146.
However, it is not clear whether this provision had ever been used. The President’s institutional control over the SCC is likely to have contributed to reducing the respect of the people for the Court. The ILAC team noticed that interviewees often did not feel the need to comment or reflect in detail on the operation or functions of the SCC, despite explicit questions relating to this. The impression given was that it was not respected amongst legal professionals and somewhat looked down on as just another part of the corruption prevailing throughout the judiciary.

As such, in interviews discussions on the important supervisory powers granted to the SCC in the 2012 Constitution were overshadowed by the widely held perception that it operated as a tool for the President to control and manipulate the constitutional, legislative and judicial organs and the state structures, and was not trusted to reflect or meet the needs or concerns of the people.

Judges

ILAC was not been able to verify the precise number of judges in Syria before the uprising in 2011. One lawyer reported that there were 1,180 judges in 2007, while another indicated that there were 1,453 judges in Syria prior to the conflict conducting “regular work”. In any event, Syrian law envisaged that there should be one judge for every 25,000 citizens, including the religious courts.

Women comprised approximately 14 per cent of the judiciary. However, as noted above, there are no women judges in the Personal Status Courts. Women are not explicitly excluded by law, but Article 24 of the SLPS states that “[t]he judge is the guardian of whoever has no guardian”. Some officials argue that based on this provision, a woman may not function as a Sharia Court judge because a woman cannot act as the guardian of a minor or a marriage guardian. Among the other Personal Status Courts, only the Greek Orthodox religious courts explicitly allow female judges. However, in practice, all Personal Status Court judges are men.

Unofficially, the government clearly slanted judicial appointments in favour of the Alawite minority, who are traditionally strong supporters of the Assad family. Alawite areas accordingly had more judges and fewer problems with understaffing. A judge with experience working in Homs told the team:

“About 40 per cent of the judges were Alawites. In Homs, there were 2 million citizens, but only five judges. On the other hand, in one village with 2,000-3,000 people there were over ten judges and three of them were brothers!”
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The selection process for judges typically begins with the announcement of a special competition inviting lawyers with at least ten years experience to apply. To be selected, applicants were required to: (a) receive high marks in a written test; and (b) obtain clearance from the security services, who would undertake seven separate security checks. Such checks involved not only the applicant, but also included scrutiny of extended family members up to four times removed from the applicant. These background checks were carried out by staff without any academic training.

Security tests were obligatory and frequently resulted in rejection. Among the judges interviewed, many believed that reliability from a security perspective was the most important factor in the selection process. Accordingly, in spite of formal requirements, judges were appointed who had no legal training.

Applicants for judicial office were required to be members of the Ba’ath Party. However, as one lawyer explained, this requirement did not necessarily mean that applicants actively participated in Ba’ath Party politics. The reality was simple and followed a pattern repeated in many other professions in Syria – without joining the Party, a candidate knew there was no prospect of being selected.

Personal contacts and relationships were also crucial, even for talented applicants who obtained very high marks in the exam. One lawyer described the disappointment he felt after two years on judicial courses that he passed with high marks, all places were filled by other applicants with poorer grades, but whose fathers were judges or officers in the army.

After applicants were approved by the security services, the names of prospective judges were sent to the President who would issue a decree. However, the Presidential decree alone might not suffice for applicants to obtain a judicial appointment. As with other state agencies, bribery was widespread. It was often the case that Ministry of Justice officials would require a bribe to actually obtain the judicial appointment.

---
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According to one judge:

“
There was bribery in the selection to become a judge. People paid a bribe to get the appointment. You did not have to be a lawyer to get appointed as a judge. It was possible for a graduate from agriculture or engineering to be appointed – to deal, for instance, with the Ministry of Agriculture and compensation.”

Judicial training

In Syria, judicial education is the responsibility of the Supreme Judicial Training Institute. The Institute was set up by Legislative Decree No. 42 of 2000 to increase the level of quality of judges and prosecutors through training, and to ensure new candidates are “competitively appointed to the lowest judicial ranks in accordance with the Judicial Authority Law.”

The Decree installed the Minister of Justice as Chairman of the Institute Board. From this position, the Minister controlled the Institute’s activities, and allowed him to dictate the curricula, issue directives on the Institute’s activities, nominate lecturers and instructors, and determine the assignment of research papers. The Decree even empowered the Minister to endorse his own nominations.

Many of those interviewed felt that most judges did not have the adequate legal knowledge or training. As one lawyer put it: “[t]hey do not have good knowledge of the law – I have to explain everything to them”.

As was noted above, in spite of a formal requirement that judges must have a law degree, some judges did not have any legal background.

Bribery and corruption

Interviewees from all parts of Syrian society described corruption within the courts as a major obstacle to justice. Throughout the interviews, corruption was described as widespread and chronic. One lawyer said that it was impossible to achieve justice for an ordinary citizen in a case if the other party had financial or other ties with the government. In such cases, “even if the person was right, [they] could not obtain their rights.”
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Bribes were often necessary to win even the strongest of cases: 113

“Even a small employee can contact the judge and influence his position. Bribes were always widespread. Before the war, the bribe was under table, but now it is out in the open”. 114

This picture was corroborated by judges. One judge described the working methods of a colleague he knew of at a court in Douma, near Damascus as such:

“With corruption – In Douma there was a judge. She used to show the lawyers two versions of verdicts she had prepared. One verdict would be for the accused to be found not guilty, in which case she would receive a bribe, which would cost the accused 1 million Syrian pounds. The other was for the accused to be found guilty. That was “free” where no bribe would be paid, and the accused would receive a sentence”. 115

Corruption did not only take the monetary form. According to legal professionals, interventions in the process by security officials or superiors to induce a certain outcome to the case were regular occurrence. 116 This included civil cases, as well as criminal cases. Lawyers reported that it was practically impossible for the other party to successfully defend their rights in courts where one party belonged to or had ties with the government. 117 Even on appeal, the possibility of a retrial or successful appeal often depended on the positions of the parties, and the sensitivities of the subject matter of the case. 118 As one lawyer put it:

“The regime used to bring people to justice only if they wanted to. There were people who deserved to be brought to justice but this never happened”. 119

As discussed below, women were particularly vulnerable to the impacts of corruption perverting the course of justice. 120 An Alawite lawyer working in areas under government control described how bribes were often paid to doctors who provided expert reports to criminal courts on the sexual history of women charged with immoral sexual offences, such as prostitution.
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Such cases are inherently dangerous to women suspects who, if not released at an early stage of an investigation, face a real risk of being disowned for bringing shame and dishonour to the family.\footnote{Interview with Lawyer 5, 2016.}

Judges interviewed for this study believed that corruption was deliberately encouraged by the government. Keeping judicial salaries low, impacts on the standard of living for many judges. At the same time, workloads were high. This resulted in judges being more easily influenced in individual cases by routinely accepting bribes. In the words of a Syrian correspondent, “money speaks in the courts.”\footnote{Interview with journalists 1 and 2 in Gaziantep, November 2016.} The pressure to accept bribes was exacerbated by the fact that judges themselves needed to use bribes to further their own careers. According to one prominent lawyer, in the years leading up to the uprising a judge even had to resort to bribes to obtain a seat on the Supreme Judicial Council.\footnote{Interview with Lawyer 3, November 2016.}

**Conclusions**

The Syrian Constitution contains several articles aimed at guaranteeing the independence of the judiciary.\footnote{For example, Constitution of 27 February 2012, Articles 131-140, 142, 144-145 and 149.} Nevertheless, judges, lawyers and members of civil society consulted for this report did not consider the judiciary to be independent.\footnote{See also IBAHRI 2011, supra n. 50, p. 27.} Interviewees routinely remarked that judges were not independent even at the lower ranks of the judicial system, stating it was the same in all of Syria.\footnote{Interviews with lawyers in Beirut, November 2016.}

Their concerns fell primarily into two categories. First, a recurring theme in interviews was the description of the entire judicial system as subservient to and corrupted by the President of the Republic, the Ba’ath Party and organs of the multiple security services in Syria. Successive constitutions and legislation purported to give effect to the principle of the separation of powers between the legislative, the judiciary and the executive, and the principle of independence of the judiciary. In reality however, the system was systematically designed to make any judicial independence impossible at an institutional level, and very difficult if not equally impossible to act independently as an individual judge.\footnote{EMHRN 2012 report, supra n. 6, pp. 52-53.} Second, widespread bribery and corruption destroyed any chance of real independence.\footnote{Interviews with lawyers in Gaziantep, 9 November 2016; and interview with lawyer in Beirut, November 2016.}

Not surprisingly, the judges interviewed steadfastly maintained that they had been independent as judges, but that they were forced to work in a system that was not.\footnote{Interviews with lawyers and judges in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016.} Judges took pride in what they deemed to have been a good judicial system with good legislation to guide it, but said that the government had used exceptional laws to control the judges.
Coupled with the immunity for security officers and a widening military justice system, they considered that the civilian courts had scant opportunity to enforce the law in a fair and just manner.\(^{130}\)

### 3.2 Exceptional courts

As has been noted above, a parallel system of exceptional courts has been created in Syria through a raft of repressive laws to deal with perceived threats to the state or the political control of the Ba'ath party.\(^{131}\) There is no clear delineation between the jurisdictions of the regular courts and the exceptional courts, or even between the various exceptional courts. For example, violations of the 1963 State of Emergency Law could be tried either by the military courts or a separate extraordinary tribunal.\(^{132}\)

According to interviewees, security agencies could instruct judges to treat a particular case as a security issue, even in cases that were blatantly ordinary crimes, such as drug dealing.\(^{133}\) Among those interviewed, the exceptional courts were infamous for how they dealt with any opponents to the government, demonstrators, and alleged spies under the guise of treason.\(^{134}\) While ILAC did not investigate in any detail the extent to the role or involvement exception courts in executions or enforced disappearances, Human Rights Watch has estimated that 17,000 individuals were victims of enforced disappearances between 1980 and 2000 under former President Hafez al-Assad, many of whom were processed through the exceptional court system.\(^{135}\)

The exceptional courts are divided in a military and a civilian system. The Military Courts and Military Field Courts are organised under the Ministry of Defence, and the Counter-Terrorism Court, which replaced the Supreme State Security Court, under the Ministry of Justice.

---
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The Military Courts

Syria has traditionally used two types of courts where military officers act as judges: the Military Courts proper, with a mix of military officers and legally trained judges, and Military Field Courts, presided over solely by military officers.

The Military Courts proper were originally established to deal with all cases involving members of the military or police. However, these courts also have authority to try civilians for “state security offences” as defined in Articles 260–339 of the Penal Code.\(^\text{136}\) As a result, the Military Courts hear cases concerning not only soldiers, but also those involving activists, demonstrators, or persons related to such individuals.\(^\text{137}\)

A military prosecutor is responsible for drawing up the charges and deciding the venue for a civilian defendant.\(^\text{138}\) If the accused was a serving soldier, approval from the Chief of Command or Minister of Defence is required before a prosecution can be initiated. In all cases involving either civilian military personnel, representatives of political security, state security and the Ba’ath party are present. The court could also call upon the assistance of military intelligence.

The bench in a basic Military Court is composed of two civil judges and one military judge in “military rooms.” The selection of judges is very much in the hands of the security services. In order to be appointed, Military Court judges need to pass a security check. According to one lawyer, judges are not in a position to challenge the military prosecutor and could not stop the trial, even if they are convinced that the accused is innocent, unless a bribe is paid.\(^\text{139}\)

Accused persons do have the right to be represented by a defence lawyer in these courts. However, their presence was of little relevance according to one lawyer: “Currently in military courts, the lawyers have no real role, they are only decoration”.\(^\text{140}\) Lawyers typically are not allowed to meet with defendants in detention without the authorisation of the Syrian Bar Association, which was routinely refused.\(^\text{141}\)

One lawyer who had worked in the Military Courts in Aleppo before the war described political representatives of the state military security and the Ba’ath Party as the “main movers of the whole court”. With members of military intelligence present, many times judges did not even dare to release an obviously innocent person.\(^\text{142}\)

---
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Indeed, military courts reportedly would not require the prosecution to present any evidence, but instead would only consider secret military intelligence reports. Defence arguments were summarily rejected.  

According to interviewees, civilians were often brought before the military courts, even if they had only committed a minor offence. One lawyer highlighted that a civilian being tried in a military court would get a much heavier sentence than if they had been tried in the ordinary criminal courts:

"In the start of the demonstrations, if a protester was brought to a civilian court, they would go to prison for one month. However, at a military court they would get a minimum of one year. They would look at any demonstrator as a traitor of the country."

During the 1980s, the Military Courts issued numerous death sentences against defendants accused of belonging to the Muslim Brotherhood pursuant to Law No. 49 of 7 July 1980. This law stipulated that political affiliation with the Muslim Brotherhood was punishable with the death sentence, even if the defendant did not commit concrete acts against the state.

One lawyer who helps those detained or imprisoned following Military Court conviction or detention reported of deplorable conditions, including forced disappearances and torture in prisons.

Anyone convicted has the right to appeal to the Military Chamber of the Court of Cassation. On appeal, the Court of Cassation does not look at the facts of the case. However, in theory it can find trial proceedings in a Military Court defective in form and declare the decision null and void. If the case is referred to the Court of Cassation a second time, the Court of Cassation then has jurisdiction to look at both the facts of the case and its form. It was not clear if such appeals in fact do occur, or their chances of success.
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The Military Field Courts were established by Legislative Decree No. 109 of 17 August 1968. These courts were intended for use during armed conflict, either against the enemy or to prosecute soldiers who deserted the battlefield for crimes that would otherwise fall within the jurisdiction of the military courts. The need to subject the latter category of persons to the Military Field Courts jurisdiction became apparent due to the widespread desertions during the war against Israel in 1967. Later, Legislative Decree No. 109 of 17 August 1968 was amended to expand the court’s jurisdiction to also cover periods of “domestic unrest”.

A Military Field Court can be established by a decision of the Minister of Defence. All the judges in the Military Field Courts are military personnel. The Chair should not be of lower military rank than the rank of major, and other judges not lower than rank captain. Trials are conducted behind closed doors, and both trial and judgment kept secret. According to one report, the secrecy surrounding the courts could extend even to informing the accused, who even after receiving a death sentence is not told until shortly before the execution.

Officers sitting as judges on these courts could not rely on their position in the military to shield them from pressure from other state agencies when deciding individual cases. Rather, two of the judges interviewed for this study described how even the military officers sitting as judges on these courts lived in fear of the security forces.

These Military Field Courts are not bound to apply Syrian criminal law of procedure, and sometimes adapt the procedure to suit the needs or desires of the Chair. Sentences include life imprisonment or the death penalty. In theory, judgments issued by the Military Field Courts are signed by the Minister for Defence or, in the case of death sentences, by the Head of State i.e. the President of the Republic. Such judgments are final and there is no appeal.
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Even before the 2011 uprising, Military Field Courts were accused of summarily trying and executing individuals deemed to be enemies of the government.159 A Damascus lawyer described the accused before Military Field Courts as “doomed.” According to this lawyer, the standard procedure was to take prisoners from detention directly to death row, with those sentenced to death executed shortly after judgments against them had been entered.160

Supreme State Security Court

In the years leading up to the 2011 uprising, one of the most reviled organs of the Syrian government was the Supreme State Security Court (SSSC). Although the SSSC was abolished in 2011, its legacy lives on in its replacement, the Counter-Terrorism Court (CTC).161

Like the Military Courts proper and Military Field Courts, the SSSC existed outside the ordinary criminal justice system and was accountable only to the Minister of Interior.162 The SSSC had jurisdiction to consider all cases referred to it by the Military Governor or his deputy. It was mandated to cover all civilians and military persons of all capacities and regardless of immunities.163 Under this scheme, the SSSC’s jurisdiction was virtually unlimited.164 Over the years, the SSSC tried thousands of people perceived by the government as threats, including communists, pan-Arab Nasserites, Iraqi Ba’athists, human rights activists, members of the Muslim Brotherhood, suspected Islamists, Kurdish activists and assorted independent activists critical of the government.165

Proceedings in the SSSC were not public, and exempt from the rules of criminal procedure that apply in the courts of general jurisdiction. The SSSC and the security services typically denied defence lawyers access to their clients prior to trial, and only fleeting access immediately before or after a trial session began. Proceedings often began before defence lawyers even saw their client’s file.
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Lawyers were permitted to submit only written defence statements, and were routinely denied the opportunity to present any oral defence.¹⁶⁶

Human Rights Watch reported on a conversation with a western diplomat who frequently attended SSSC proceedings, who commented:

“*I have never seen [SSSC President] al-Nuri really look at a file. He basically tells the defendant, ‘this is the charge, what do you have to say?’ As the defendant speaks, he may suddenly say, ‘enough!’ The prosecutor never asks questions. He might add a comment or share a joke with al-Nuri*.”¹⁶⁷

Judgments were not subject to appeal. SSSC sentences were final, but not enforceable until ratified by the President of the Republic. In practice, however, the Minister of Interior ratified the verdicts.¹⁶⁸ Sentences were often harsh, ranging between three and 15 years imprisonment, and in many cases involving political prisoners, life imprisonment or sentenced to death.¹⁶⁹

¹⁶⁶ Ibid, and IBAHRI 2011, supra n. 50, pp. 28-29.
¹⁶⁷ See HRW 2009 report, supra n. 162, p. 6.
¹⁶⁸ Ibid.
¹⁶⁹ VDC 2015, supra n. 12.
3.3 The legal profession

Though their official organs have been hijacked, Syrian lawyers speak of a history of independence and clashes with governmental authorities. Going back to the French Mandate and the years following Syrian independence, many lawyers were activists and politicians.\(^{170}\)

After Hafez Al-Assad took control of the government in 1970, the representative bodies of the legal profession became increasingly opposed to his policies.\(^{171}\) In 1972, the government passed a law unifying the previously decentralised bar associations under its umbrella leadership.\(^{172}\) However, the Bar Association of Damascus passed a resolution in June 1978 demanding the immediate lifting of the Emergency Law, condemning the use of torture, and threatening to discipline lawyers if they took part in government activities. The resolution further stated that the judgments of exceptional courts “should be considered as contrary to the law and to the principles of justice,” and it warned lawyers against allowing “the prestige of the legal profession [to] give credibility to these disastrous courts”.\(^{173}\) Bar associations in other cities soon followed with similar resolutions, and in December 1978 the national Syrian Bar Association demanded independence for the judiciary, dissolution of the exceptional courts, and termination of the state of emergency.\(^{174}\)

The Syrian Bar Association and local bar associations continued their protest activities over the course of the next two years, as anti-government agitation increased overall. When the numerous professional groups including the bar called a national strike in the spring of 1980, the Assad government reacted by dissolving all professional associations on the ground that they had been “infiltrated by reactionary elements” and were a danger to society, replacing their leadership.\(^{175}\)

At the same time, more than 50 lawyers were arrested by the intelligence agency (mukhabarat), including the President of the Syrian Bar Association. While some were tried in secret, others were detained without trial. Presidential amnesties between 1991 and 1995 permitted some to be released, but others are believed to have died in prison.\(^{176}\)
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On 15 August 1981, Law No. 39 was passed, which required the Bar to act “in conformity with the principles and resolutions” of the Ba’ath Party, and “in coordination with the competent office” of the party’s Regional Command. Bar association meetings were banned unless called and attended by a Ba’ath Party representative. The new law also gave the government the power to dissolve any local or national bar association at any time.177 The ability to practice law was likewise restricted. Ministry of Justice approval was required for a lawyer to represent foreign individuals or companies. Lawyers faced arrest or disbarment and their offices were subject to search if they represented clients considered to be threat to state security. The government started to vet all candidates who applied to the Bar, filling positions with Ba’ath party members, many of whom had no legal training. In 1987, President Hafez Assad named the former Director of Intelligence for the Damascus Governate – a non-lawyer – as Head of the Syrian Bar Association.178

Some of these provisions were relaxed with the passage of Law No. 30 of 11 July 2010. Under the new law, the Syrian Bar Association was referred to as a professional body “founded in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution.”179 However, the 2010 law still mandated that the Bar Association must cooperate “with the official and People’s authorities in the Arab country of Syria, and also “in coordination with the office responsible for the regional leadership of the Socialist Arab Ba’ath Party”.180 Actions of the general meetings of the local and national Bars were legally void without the attendance of representatives of both the Ba’ath Party and Ministry of Justice,181 a restriction that was routinely enforced.182

As before, the Ministry of Justice had the right to supervise and inspect the Syrian Bar Association and its branches,183 while the government retained the power to dissolve any bar association at any time.184 While lawyers were not required to be party members, it was reported that those registering for entry to the Bar were required to swear allegiance to the Party.185 At the same time, the presidents and a majority of council members of the various local and national bar associations must be party members.

The changes in 2010 also added restrictions to Syrian lawyer’s abilities to properly represent a client. For example, lawyers were required “to abstain from visiting prisoners in places of detention” without written permission from the head of the local bar association or faced disbarment.186
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Reports from prior to the 2011 uprising indicate that such consent was granted or denied based on political considerations and that, even when consent was granted, a guard or security officer often was present to record statements made during the meeting. The 2010 Law also allowed the investigation, arrest and interrogation of a lawyer and the search of his/her offices, although only with the permission of the president of the local bar association. However, the law also allowed such activities without permission in cases "which relate to the security of the State."188

On the eve of the 2011 uprising, the Syrian Bar Association had 14 local chapters.189 Official statistics from the Syrian Bar Association indicate that in 2011, there were 21,687 registered lawyers in Syria. One quarter of all registered lawyers were found in Damascus, and another 20 per cent were registered in Aleppo.190

Prior to the conflict, law faculties were reportedly operating through Damascus University in Damascus and its Daraa branch, Aleppo University in Aleppo and its Idlib branch, El Baath University in Homs, Tishreen University in Latakia, and Euphrates University in Deir ez-Zor and its branch in Hasakah.

Until the start of the conflict, women in Syria generally had equal access to educational opportunities. However, while women constituted approximately half of the pre-conflict total university population, they were less well represented in law faculties. In the early 2000s, approximately 30 per cent of the graduates from the University of Damascus and 19 per cent of the graduates from the University of Aleppo were women.193

Statistics obtained by ILAC showed that in 2011, 17,147 (79 per cent) of registered lawyers were male, and 5,486 (21 per cent) were female. The percentage of registered female lawyers varied greatly by province, from as high as 30 per cent in Damascus and 26 in Tarsus to 19 per cent in Aleppo and as low as 9 per cent in Raqqa.194 Approximately 14 per cent of the total workforce were women in 2012, indicating that women's participation in the legal sector appears to be similar to other employment sectors. However, it was indicated during interviews that the status of women in the Syrian justice system impacted on women's ability to practice at the Bar.196
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Examples of this included the ability to attract clients, interactions with male members of the judiciary and the Bar, and stigma attached to practicing in particular areas of law or government.

While women are represented in the lower ranks of the judiciary and various bar associations, they are less likely to hold high-level positions. According to interviewees, there are no women in leadership positions in the Syrian Bar Association, which still functions in government-controlled areas. One female lawyer noted that there is a Women’s Committee within the Bar. However, it is chaired by a man and she described its work as “decorative, pro-forma”.

### 3.4 Status of women

Women face particular threats and challenges when they come into contact with the Syrian justice system. The extent to which existing Syrian laws explicitly afford greater rights to men than women, particularly in matters related to marriage, divorce, custody and guardianship, and inheritance, has had a continued impact on the status afforded to women in areas that have fallen outside the control of the government after 2011.

**Constitutional provisions and laws relevant to the status of women**

Article 45 of the 1973 Constitution provided:

> The state guarantees women all opportunities enabling them to fully and effectively participate in the political, social, cultural, and economic life. The state removes the restrictions that prevent women’s development and participation in building the socialist Arab society.

Article 23 of the 2012 Constitution is similar in scope. Indeed, the 2012 Constitution enshrines the principle of equality among all citizens even more clearly than its 1973 predecessor, prohibiting discrimination on the grounds of “sex, origin, language, religion or creed” and guaranteeing “respect for the principles of social justice, freedom, equality and maintenance of human dignity of every individual”.

Article 3 of the 1973 Constitution provides that “Islamic jurisprudence shall be a major source of legislation.” This is reflected in the SLPS, which is largely based on Sharia law. Although Article 3 of the Constitution goes on to state “[t]he personal status of religious communities shall be protected and respected”, as noted above the SLPS applies to all Syrians, regardless of religion, with only a few exceptions in the areas of marriage, divorce, and inheritance. As such, the provisions of the SLPS apply to the majority of the Syrian population.
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The legal age of marriage is 18 for men and 17 for women, or 15 for boys and 13 for girls with the consent of a guardian and a judge. A Muslim man may marry a non-Muslim woman, but a Muslim woman may not marry a non-Muslim man.

Syrian law allows for polygamy. Amendments to the SLPS in 1975 intended to make it more difficult for a man to have multiple wives by requiring a husband to have the financial ability to support an additional wife and a Sharia justification, the wife’s consent to share a marital home with a co-wife, and equal housing for all wives. However, in spite of these efforts to limit polygamy, it is still practiced in Syria, particularly in areas where government control is weak or non-existent. In addition, some interviewees cited cases where husbands would threaten to divorce their wife and leave her penniless unless she consented, rendering the legislative safeguards ineffective.

Marriage is conditioned upon obedience. If a wife is disobedient to her husband, she loses her right to maintenance for as long as she is disobedient. A married woman requires her husband’s permission to work, or she forfeits her right to maintenance. Christian personal status laws also require a woman’s obedience in exchange for a husband’s maintenance.

A man has the right to one-sided and unconditional repudiation of a marriage (talaq). In contrast, a woman may petition for divorce only under very restrictive conditions, including insanity, lack of consummation, and “harm” – referred to as “judicial divorce” (tafriq). Under Article 177 of the SLPS, if a man abuses his unilateral right to divorce and arbitrarily divorces his wife, she may seek compensation. However, if there are relatives who can financially support her, a man who arbitrarily divorces his wife may not be required to pay her compensation. A third type of divorce, mukhala’ah, is a contract for divorce in which a man agrees to a divorce in exchange for his wife relinquishing all or some of her financial rights.

In the event of a divorce, a mother is entitled to physical custody of a son until he is 13 years old and of a daughter until she reaches the age of 15. A woman loses this right if she remarries.

---

202 SLPS 1953, Articles 16 and 18.
203 Ibid, Article 20.
204 Ibid, Article 48(2).
205 Ibid, Articles 17, 67 and 68.
206 Interviews with lawyers and women’s rights activists in Amman, November 2016.
207 SLPS 1953, Article 74.
208 Ibid, Article 73.
209 Van Eijk 2013, supra n. 80, p. 64; van Eijk 2016, supra n. 82, pp. 99-128.
210 SLPS 1953, Articles 85-94.
212 Van Eijk 2016, supra n. 82, pp. 215-228.
213 SLPS 1953, Articles 95-104.
214 Ibid, Article 146.
However, even while the mother has physical custody, the father retains legal guardianship until the child reaches 18 years of age.\textsuperscript{216} Guardianship involves control over “education, medical treatment, instruction, career guidance, consent to marriage and any other affairs concerning a minor’s interest.”\textsuperscript{217} The father also retains guardianship over a minor’s funds,\textsuperscript{218} and therefore a mother with custody of her child might not have access to the funds to provide for that child. In addition, even if a mother retains physical custody, a father may decide to marry off his daughter without the consent of either the mother or daughter.

During marriage, a woman may not travel with her child without permission of the child’s father, while a father may travel freely with his child during marriage.\textsuperscript{219} If a woman retains custody after a divorce, a woman’s right to travel with her child is limited without permission of the guardian, i.e. the father; however, likewise, a father may not travel with his child without the permission of the custodian, i.e. the mother.\textsuperscript{220}

The SLPS provisions on guardianship apply to all religions, but Christians and Jews are exempt from the provisions on physical custody.\textsuperscript{221}

\textit{Sharia} law provides detailed and complicated calculations of inheritance shares, and a complete discussion on this topic is beyond the scope of this report. However, as a general rule, a woman may inherit from her father, mother, husband or children, and under certain conditions, from other family members.

However, her share is smaller than a man’s entitlement. For example, a son inherits twice the amount that a daughter inherits. These principles are embodied in Book Six of the SLPS. Article 209 of the SLPS provides that a will may not contain anything prohibited by \textit{Sharia}. Unless all heirs agree, only up to one-third of an estate may be bequeathed in a will to persons not considered heirs under \textit{Sharia} law, and the remaining two-thirds are distributed in accordance with \textit{Sharia} principles.\textsuperscript{222}

In addition to provisions of the SLPS, provisions in the Penal Code and Nationality Law impact the rights of women. Specifically, Article 3 of the Nationality Law, Legislative Decree 276 of 24 November 1969, permits only fathers to transmit citizenship. Although the law does provide exceptions for foundlings (a person of unknown parents or parents of unknown nationality) and for persons born in Syria whose relationship to a father cannot be established, these exceptions are rarely applied.\textsuperscript{223}

\textsuperscript{216} Ibid, Article 162.
\textsuperscript{217} Ibid, Article 170.
\textsuperscript{218} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{219} Ibid, Article 148.
\textsuperscript{220} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{221} SLPS 1953, Article 308; and Civil Procedure Code, Legislative Decree No. 84 of 28 September 1953, Article 535 (this law was replaced by Civil Procedure Code, Law No. 1 of 3 January 2016).
\textsuperscript{222} SLPS 1953, Article 238.
Provisions in the Penal Code allow men to invoke the defence of honour as a mitigating circumstance for assault or murder. Article 548 provides: “He who catches his wife, sister, mother or daughter by surprise, engaging in an illegitimate sexual act and kills or injures them unintentionally” may be sentenced to five to seven years imprisonment. This provision was amended in 2009 and 2011 to increase the minimum sentence. Prior to the 2009 amendment, there was no punishment imposed for such killings. The 2009 amendment introduced punishment of only two to three years, which was increased to five to seven years in 2011. In contrast, the punishment for murder is 20 years hard labour.

Further, the Penal Code facilitates impunity for rape, and pressures women to marry their rapists. Article 508 of the Penal Code provides for a reduced sentence of two years if a rapist marries his victim. Prior to an amendment introduced in 2011, a perpetrator was exempt from punishment altogether if he married the victim. There is no law against marital rape, domestic violence or gender-based violence.

Adultery is a crime in Syria, but has a different definition, punishment and conditions for proof for men and women. Adultery must be committed inside the home in order for a man to be charged. In contrast, a woman may be prosecuted for committing adultery anywhere. While a man may produce any form of evidence against his wife in court, including witnesses, physical proof, or written documents, a woman may only present written evidence of adultery. If convicted of adultery, women may serve from three months to two years in prison, while men serve only one month to one year.

Syria’s ratifications of international instruments like Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) in 2003 did little to secure women’s rights. Syria ratified the treaty with reservations to articles that it claimed were incompatible with Sharia law and the SLPS, thus making it ineffective as a tool for addressing many of the concerns raised above. The reservations made related to: Article 2 (policy measures); Article 9, paragraph 2, concerning the grant of a woman’s nationality to her children; Article 15, paragraph 4, concerning freedom of movement and of residence and domicile; Article 16, paragraph 1 (c), (d), (f) and (g), concerning equal rights and responsibilities during marriage and at its dissolution with regard to guardianship, the right to choose a family name, maintenance and adoption; Article 16, paragraph 2, concerning the legal effect of the betrothal and the marriage of a child; and Article 29, paragraph 1, concerning arbitration between States in the event of a dispute.


Women’s access to formal and informal justice institutions

There is no formal legal aid system in Syria, and lawyers generally do not accept pro-bono cases. While the cost of obtaining a lawyer is a barrier to access to justice for both men and women, lack of pro-bono services may disproportionately impact women, as they often lack control over household finances. Under Sharia law, a husband must provide for his wife. The legal framework does provide that a woman may have her own bank account and control her own money. However, in practice men generally control the family finances, which can result in women’s inability to retain private legal assistance.\(^{228}\) Fears of repercussions from her husband and family may also contribute to a woman not pursuing formal legal remedies.

Numerous female interviewees reported that male judges often harass women litigants and even women lawyers in court.\(^{229}\) An employee of an NGO that provides legal assistance within Syria recounted an instance where a woman was beaten in court by her husband, and the judge did not intervene.\(^{230}\) In addition, interviewees also noted that corruption in the court system prevents effective remedies for the party with fewer resources, typically the woman.\(^{231}\)

These factors may result in a woman’s reluctance to seek legal assistance or resort to the Personal Status Courts. Whilst these “gender norms and values apply equally to all Syrian women, regardless of religion”,\(^{232}\) many interviewees stated that these barriers were less significant in urban centres, such as central Damascus, where non-religious attitudes were more prevalent.\(^{233}\)

Women have traditionally had access to informal justice mechanisms, which generally involve a male community elder or leader mediating a dispute. Given the difficulties presented in accessing the formal justice system due to the legal framework, procedure and societal pressures, this has been an important route of redress for many women. There are, however, challenges in these mechanisms, as well. While informal mechanisms may make it easier for women to make their case heard, women are often marginalised in these customary systems, due to their lack of status and influence in their communities. Indeed, when interviewees were asked about informal justice, they were dismissive of these traditional practices and considered them another form of control over women.\(^{234}\)

---

\(^{228}\) Interview with activist, November 2016.

\(^{229}\) Interviews with lawyers in Gaziantep, 4 November 2016; interview with judge in Gaziantep, 9 November 2016; and interviews with lawyers in Amman, November 2016.

\(^{230}\) Interview with activist and NGO worker in Gaziantep, 7 November 2016.

\(^{231}\) Interviews with lawyers and legal professionals in Amman, November 2016.

\(^{232}\) Van Eijk 2016, supra n. 82, pp. 1-18.

\(^{233}\) Interviews with lawyers in Gaziantep, 4 November 2016; interview with judge in Gaziantep, 9 November 2016; and interviews with lawyers in Amman, November 2016.

\(^{234}\) Ibid.
Women's access to effective remedies

_Sharia_ court judges have wide discretion over areas not covered in detail in the SLPS, which includes remedies.\(^{235}\) The majority of female lawyers and activists interviewed felt that this discretion allows a manifest bias by male _Sharia_ court judges in favour of men.

This bias was noted particularly in divorce and custody cases. In a judicial divorce ( _tafriq_ ) case, the first step is an obligatory reconciliation process set forth in Articles 112-115 of the SLPS. In this process, a judge “appoint[s] two arbitrators from among the families of the couple or anyone the judge deems able to reconcile them”.\(^{236}\) If efforts at reconciliation fail, the two arbitrators – who are always men – issue a report that determines “wrongdoing.” Based on this report, the judge determines the rights of the husband and wife. If it is determined that the marital discord is the greater or equal fault of the wife, she will be required to return all or part of the marriage dowry.\(^{237}\) The judge has broad discretion in appointing arbitrators. Several interviewees noted that these arbitrators usually are not professionals or trained in any way, but may be distantly related to the couple.\(^{238}\) All considered that the practice of appointing only men results in a bias toward the husband's point of view. Combined with the wide discretion of the judge, this practice often results in a loss of financial support for women in divorce cases.

The separation of guardianship and custody can also prevent effective remedies for women in custody cases. Women activists and lawyers report that while a woman is entitled to physical custody of her children, if a judge does not require adequate financial support by the father, including the right to stay in the family home, many women are forced to give up custody.\(^{239}\) Without her own resources or the assistance of her family, this can result in a mother simply being unable to care for her children. As such, it is not uncommon for children to remain with their father even if the mother has been awarded custody. Many female lawyers report that men often use custody as a bargaining chip to get women to relinquish rights to financial support.\(^{240}\)

If a woman loses custody of her child, visitation rights are decided by the judge. Interviewees report that a woman's visitation right is often confined to a Child Visitation Centre for two to six hours each week. Interviewees reported that conditions in these Centres are poor.\(^{241}\) In areas without Centres, these visits may happen in courthouses.\(^{242}\)

\(^{235}\) SLPS 1953, Article 305.
\(^{236}\) Ibid, Article 112(3).
\(^{237}\) Ibid, Article 114.
\(^{238}\) Interviews with lawyers and legal professionals in Amman, November 2016.
\(^{239}\) Interview with activist, November 2016.
\(^{240}\) Interviews with lawyers and legal professionals in Amman, November 2016.
\(^{241}\) Interview with lawyer, 11 November 2016; and interview with lawyers in Amman, November 2016.
\(^{242}\) Interview with lawyer in Amman, November 2016.
Remedies and procedures in gender-based violence and honour killings

Interviewees told us that in their view many women never lodge a formal complaint of domestic violence due to social constraints. This includes fear of reprisal from a husband or family member, as well as perceptions of the police as untrained and unsympathetic to such complaints. 243 In the case of death due to domestic violence, a prosecution will be brought, but sentences are often reduced.

If a woman does lodge a formal complaint, the process for obtaining relief is not easy. According to a lawyer who has handled many such cases, domestic violence cases are most often considered minor offences and sent to the Court of Conciliation. Whilst this offence may be subject to a sentence of three to fifteen years imprisonment, the lawyer stated that in their experience 99 per cent of cases are dropped by the victim before sentencing. The lawyer, however, did highlight one case in which a husband who broke his wife’s arm was sentenced to six months in prison and fined 280,000 Syrian pounds. 244

In the case of death of the victim, a defendant may avail themselves of Article 548 of the Penal Code noted above that allows for a reduced sentence for honour crimes. According to one criminal defence lawyer interviewed, judges often reduce a man’s sentence even if there is no first-hand evidence to support the application of this provision. 245 It is within a judge’s discretion to determine if a murder is an honour crime, and judges frequently take the defendant on his word, admitting no other evidence.

Official statistics on honour killings do not exist. However, the Syrian Women Observatory estimates that there are nearly 200 honour killings each year. 246 Other NGOs have estimated that there were 300-400 honour crimes in 2010. 247

243 Interview with lawyers and legal professionals in Amman, November 2016; and interview with civil society representatives, 11 November 2016. Inquiry into police services is beyond the scope of this report. However, it is noteworthy that the number of female officers at police stations in government-controlled areas reportedly varies by district depending on social norms in that community, and most police stations in opposition-held areas have no female officers at all, which is likely to have had an impact on how the police is perceived.

244 Interview with lawyer in November 2016.

245 Ibid.


247 Human Rights and Gender Justice Clinic et al UPR Submission 2016, supra n. 224, p. 3.
Part 2

IV. Developments after the 2011 uprising

Since the uprisings in 2011, Syrians in different parts of the country have been living under the rule of different masters. With the loss of territorial control in large areas, official Syrian government organs disappeared in these areas, including the justice system. In its place, a variety of systems of justice have emerged in different regions controlled by the various armed groups. Changes in the justice system in areas under government control can also be observed.

While the situation on the ground changes daily, these systems are and are likely to continue to shape the future justice and judicial system in Syria with profound effects on the citizens of Syria. The following section gives an account of the changes to the justice system in both government and non-government controlled areas.

For the purposes of this analysis, it should be noted that there has been an ongoing non-international armed conflict since at least 2012.\(^{248}\) In addition to the tragic humanitarian consequences, the escalation from peaceful protests to a full scale armed conflict has had specific legal consequences. International humanitarian law is applicable during armed conflicts and imposes further obligations on the different parties engaged in the conflict, including obligations relevant to the operation of the system of justice.

These obligations are additional to those already owed by the Syrian government under international human rights law.\(^{249}\) International humanitarian law applies equally to all parties to the conflict, including state parties and non-state organised armed groups directly participating in the armed conflict.\(^{250}\)

\(^{248}\) The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has been describing the situation in Syria as an armed conflict of non-international character at least since July 2012. See International Committee of the Red Cross, ‘Syria: ICRC and Syrian Arab Red Crescent maintain aid effort amid increased fighting’, operational update, 17 February 2012, <https://www.icrc.org/eng/resources/documents/update/2012/syria-update-2012-07-17.htm> [accessed 20 February 2017]. This qualification has not been contested by the Syrian government or by any other international organisation concerned with the situation in Syria.

\(^{249}\) These obligations include the right to a fair trial under Article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1969, 999 UNTS 171 and 1057 UNTS 407, ratified by the Syrian Arab Republic on 21 April 1969 (hereinafter “ICCPR”).

Common Article 3 to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949, ratified by Syria in 1953, is applicable in non-international armed conflicts.\textsuperscript{251} Common Article 3(1)(d) provides that it is prohibited at any time and in any place to pass sentence or carry out executions “without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples” on “persons taking no active part in the hostilities”, including members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause. In addition, the requirements relating to fair trial guarantees as part of customary international law are also binding on all parties to the conflict.\textsuperscript{252} Under Article 8(2)(c)(iv) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, serious violations of the requirements set out in Common Article 3(1)(d) constitutes a war crime.\textsuperscript{255}

Guidance can be found within other international instruments on how to interpret Common Article 3(1)(d). The requirement that a court be regularly constituted was replaced in Article 6(2) of Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts 1977 (Additional Protocol II) by the requirement that a court offers “the essential guarantees of independence and impartiality”.\textsuperscript{254} According to the International Committee of the Red Cross’ (ICRC) General Commentary to Common Article 3, this formula focuses more on the capacity of the court to conduct a fair trial than on how it is established. This takes into account the reality of non-international armed conflicts, which places obligations on all parties to the conflict, be they State or non-State actors.\textsuperscript{255} The International Criminal Court (ICC) Elements of Crimes also defines a regularly constituted court as one that affords “the essential guarantees of independence and impartiality.” As such, no trial should be held, either by State authorities or by non-State armed groups, if the guarantees of independent and impartiality cannot be provided.

Whether an armed group can hold trials providing these guarantees is a question of fact and needs to be determined on a case-by-case basis.\textsuperscript{257} The ICRC Commentary offers an analysis for the purposes of assessing an organised armed group’s compliance with the requirements of Common Article 3. According to this, a regularly constituted court


\textsuperscript{252} See, for example, ICRC Study on Customary International Humanitarian Law (2005), Rule 100, <https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/v1_rule100> [accessed 12 February 2017].


\textsuperscript{254} Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts 1977, 1125 UNTS 609. Syria is not a party to this treaty.

\textsuperscript{255} ICRC Commentary 2016, supra n. 250, para 678.


\textsuperscript{257} ICRC Commentary 2016, supra n. 250, para 694.
cannot be interpreted as referring exclusively to state courts constituted according to domestic law, as that would leave non-state armed groups unable to comply with this requirement. This would be in contradiction to the rule that the obligations set out in Common Article 3 apply equally to “each Party to the conflict”. According to the ICRC Commentary, to give effect to this provision it may be argued that courts are regularly constituted as long as they are constituted in accordance with the “laws” of the armed group.\textsuperscript{258} Alternatively, armed groups could continue to operate existing courts applying existing legislation.\textsuperscript{259}

\textbf{4.1 Areas under government control}

As the peaceful protests against the government that began in early 2011 grew in intensity, it seemed inevitable to many observers that the Syrian justice system – a primary target of protestors’ grievances – would face major upheaval. However, despite many years of peaceful demonstrations and even with the outbreak of armed conflict, Syrian courts and justice institutions appear to have experienced relatively little formal change.

Change did initially seem to be on the horizon. In response to domestic and international pressure, the Assad government approved a number of reforms to the legal system in an effort to meet the demands of protestors. These included lifting the State of Emergency and abolishing the SSSC in 2011, as well as adopting a new Constitution in 2012.\textsuperscript{260}

However, while the 2012 Constitution did tone down the emphasis on control by the Ba’ath party, it did not substantially alter the overall constitutional framework that had granted the executive and security forces complete control over the judiciary.\textsuperscript{261} Moreover, just over a year after the SSSC was abolished, it was replaced with the new Counter-Terrorism Court (CTC). By all accounts, the CTC has virtually the exact same function, procedures and capacity as its predecessor.\textsuperscript{262}

\begin{flushright}
\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{258} There is some support for a similar approach under international human rights law. For example, the European Court of Human Rights has held that “[i]n certain circumstances, a court belonging to the judicial system of an entity not recognised under international law may be regarded as a tribunal established by law provided that it forms part of a judicial system operating on a “constitutional and legal basis” reflecting a judicial tradition compatible with the Convention, in order to enable individuals to enjoy the Convention guarantees’ [emphasis added]: Ilaşcu and others v. Moldova and Russia, Application No. 48787/99, Grand Chamber Judgment, ECHR 2004-VII, 8 July 2004, para. 460.
\item \textsuperscript{259} ICRC Commentary 2016, supra n. 250, para 692.
\item \textsuperscript{260} Legislative Decree No. 161 of 21 April 2011, and Legislative Decree No. 53 of 21 April 2011.
\item \textsuperscript{261} See further 2012 Constitution, Articles 131-140, 142, 144-145 and 149.
\item \textsuperscript{262} See section 3.2 above.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
\end{flushright}
Courts

One area which has seen relatively little change since the uprisings in 2011 is the courts. Most of the same structures, strengths and weaknesses that were in place beforehand continue to operate. Interviewees confirmed that civilian courts in government-controlled areas generally have continued functioning with the same basic personnel and procedures as before the armed conflict began.

To the extent that change has occurred, it has further weakened rather strengthened the justice system. For example, in 2011 the Criminal Procedure Code was amended, indirectly allowing police officers to issue orders delegating police duties to unspecified persons. These duties could include the power to enforce court decisions, gather evidence, organise witness statements and confessions, amongst others. Thus, it is now seems that any branch of the government with a delegation order, including the security services, can independently gather evidence and confessions admissible in courts.\(^{263}\)

Problems with interference from the security forces, and judicial bribery and corruption remain endemic. A lawyer working in courts in an area under government control described how after the start of the conflict all people accused of committing crimes who appeared in court, including children, were questioned about their political affiliations and those of family members.\(^{264}\) Another lawyer said that the situation for litigants had worsened during the conflict, as judges now insist that payments be made in US dollars and not Syrian pounds.\(^{265}\) A lawyer who had practised in government courts after the uprisings confessed to have personally been involved in bribing judges, meeting directly with a judge in his office and agreeing a sum to be paid, usually 1,000-3,000 US dollars depending on the nature of the charge.\(^{266}\) Another lawyer from the same region described a payment of 10,000 US dollars to release suspects in a case of alleged murder and rape.\(^{267}\)

The situation does not seem likely to improve soon. While the Judicial Inspections Department now appears to be defunct, the quality of “qualified” judges who graduated from the Supreme Judicial Training Institute after 2011 is no better than before. Many interviewees remarked on the lack of training provided to judges and the poor legal skills often encountered. One judge put this down to a lack of motivation among judges to further develop their skills stemming from low wages and poor living conditions.\(^{268}\)

“...every court in each governorate has an inspection department, totally ineffective. Not one single case to look at”\(^ {269}\)

\(^{263}\) Decree 55 of 21 April 2011, further amended by Decree 109 of 28 August 2011.
\(^{264}\) Interview with Lawyer 5, 2016.
\(^{265}\) Interview with Lawyer 3, 9 November 2016.
\(^{266}\) Interview with Lawyer 13, 2016.
\(^{267}\) Interview with Lawyer 14, 2016.
\(^{268}\) Interview with Judge 11 in November 2016.
\(^{269}\) Interview with lawyers in Beirut, November 2016.
Perhaps the biggest difficulty for judges working in government controlled areas in the post-uprising environment was that they were forced to pick sides. A number of judges were killed or had to flee either government or anti-government forces. The best estimate ILAC was able to obtain is that approximately 100 judges fled from the government after the outbreak of armed hostilities.270 The judges that remained have come to be considered affiliated (by choice or by force) to the government, making it very difficult for them to maintain any appearance of impartiality or independence in relation to alleged crimes, whether committed by the government or those who oppose it.

Although both the regular and extraordinary courts have not substantially changed how they work, in practice the balance between them has changed. According to some sources, virtually all serious cases now go through the extraordinary courts, where the security services have greater control over the outcome. Even if there have not been major changes to how these courts operate, other reports have shown that the pre-existing problems have grown to an unprecedented scale, as the system is now being used to process tens of thousands of people perceived to be loyal to the opposition.271

ILAC’s research confirmed the findings of other sources that the Military Field Courts are now used to try civilians far removed from military operations for even the slightest offence to the government. In the years after 2011, these courts have developed into a key component in the Assad government’s efforts to repress opposition among the population.272 According to a report by the UN Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic (COI), “[Military] Field Court proceedings have been extensively used to issue punishments, including the death penalty, for acts alleged to have been committed in the context of the Syrian uprising.” The COI concluded in the report that “[p]roceedings in the field courts bear no resemblance to a fair trial, and confessions obtained during torture are often submitted as the only evidence, to the extent any evidence is submitted at all.”273

The COI’s findings are consistent with the evidence gathered in the interviews conducted by ILAC. The complete absence of legally binding procedure in these courts, coupled with the denial of any rights of the accused and total secrecy surrounding proceedings renders the Military Field Courts unequipped to conduct a fair trial. Such inadequacies are particularly alarming given the multiple reports of the extremely high number of cases before these courts. The lack of any meaningful procedures to protect defendants has resulted in sentencing people to death after only a few minutes of trial and without a proper defence.274

270 Interviews with Judge 4 and Judge 2, November 2016.
271 Confirmed in several interviews with lawyers in November 2016. See also e.g. Amnesty International 2017 report, supra n. 153; and VDC 2015, supra n. 12.
272 Interviews with lawyers and judges in November 2016. See also Amnesty International 2017 report, supra n. 153.
274 Interviews with lawyers in November 2016. See also, for example, Amnesty International 2017 report, supra n. 153, p. 6.
As noted above, ILAC did not investigate in any detail the extent to which the extraordinary
courts participate in executions or enforced disappearances. However, many other
reports indicate that this practice has intensified considerably since the start of peaceful
protests in 2011. According to the COI, military commanders undertook a coordinated
policy together with intelligence agencies to target civilian protesters through mass
arrests and enforced disappearances in 2011 and early 2012. Since then, the COI has
found that enforced disappearances have continued with rampant use of torture and
inhumane conditions of detention, causing death in large numbers in prisons operated
by the government. According to independent reports, approximately 17,723 have
died in Syrian prisons from the start of the conflict. In Sednaya prison in Damascus
alone, between 5,000 and 13,000 are estimated to have been executed.

Following the start of the conflict, arbitrary detention has become a particular threat to
women. Indiscriminate arbitrary internment, abuse, humiliation and torture of women
has been used by government-allied forces as a means to draw out men to surrender, or
in exchange for weapons in the possession of armed groups. As a result, there are
thousands of women whose whereabouts are unknown. One lawyer working in
Damascus stated that while official statistics say there are 11,000 women being held in
detention by the Military Field Courts, Counter-Terrorism Courts and Courts of First
Instance, the real number may be as high as 15,000.

Another lawyer also working in Damascus stated that there were 7,000 women detain-
ees in Adra prison in Damascus alone, along with as many as 30 children arrested with
their mothers. On entering detention, women may be stripped and searched by male
guards. They are often beaten and subjected to sexual violence. Food at these detention
centres is inadequate, and women have no access to health care or feminine hygiene
products. Though prison rape and sexual violence is common for both male and female
prisoners, sexual violence against women is reportedly used as a tool of oppression by
government forces, as it brings shame to the entire family.

Arab Republic, ‘Conference Room Paper - Without a trace: enforced disappearances in Syria’, 19 December
[accessed 19 February 2017].
Memo for Amnesty International Report on Deaths in Detention’, Human Rights Data Analysis Group, August
278 Ibid.
hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/syriawrd0714_web_1.pdf> [accessed 17 February 2017].
280 Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom ‘Violations Against Women in Syria and the Dispro-
281 Ibid.
282 Interview with lawyer, 2016.
283 Interview with Lawyer 12, 2016.
284 WILPF, 2016, supra n. 280, p. 10.
The Counter-Terrorism Court

In response to the anti-government demonstrations, the Assad regime lifted the State of Emergency and abolished the SSSC in April 2011. Little more than a year later, however, the government adopted a new Counter-Terrorism Law. Further to this law, the Syrian government issued a decree establishing a new Counter-Terrorism Court (CTC) a month later in July 2012.

Although the CTC has exclusive jurisdiction over all cases concerning terrorism in Syria, the decree leaves the jurisdiction of the court open ended by stating that it shall address terrorism “and the crimes referred to it from the court’s prosecution department”. The CTC’s personal jurisdiction, however, is clear: “[a]ll individuals, whether civil or military, shall be under the Court’s jurisdiction”.

The law guiding the CTC’s work gives a wide definition of terrorism including “any action aimed to cause panic among people, disturb public security or harm the State’s infrastructure…”. This was widely seen as designed to allow the government to silence political opponents. According to a report by the Violations Documentation Center in Syria, frequent charges brought against people appearing before the CTC include financing, promoting and supporting terrorism, participating in demonstrations, writing statements on Facebook, contacting opponents abroad, smuggling weapons to insurgents, photographing or bombing checkpoints, kidnapping, or delivering food, aid or medicines to opposition-held areas. By 2016, the majority of alleged criminal offences committed by civilians were sent to trial at the CTC. One lawyer indicated that they had seen juveniles appearing before the CTC.

The CTC is based within the Ministry of Justice in Damascus. At least three judges sit on the bench, including one member of the military, appointed by the Supreme Judicial Council. The Supreme Judicial Council can create additional chambers of the CTC, but it was unclear how many chambers exist at present. According to some reports, the CTC does have some female judges.

---

286 Law No. 19 of 2 July 2012.
287 Legislative Decree No. 22 of 26 July 2012. As part of the same reforms, Law No. 20 of 2012 was passed to the effect that any member of the civil service convicted for involvement in terrorist activity should be dismissed. Legislative Decree No. 22 of 26 July 2012, Article 8. This was also confirmed in numerous interviews with lawyers who defend clients at the court.
289 Legislative Decree No. 22 of 26 July 2012, Article 3 (emphasis added).
290 Ibid, Article 4.
293 VDC 2015, supra n. 12, p. 20.
294 Ibid.
295 Interview with lawyer, November 2016.
296 Decree No. 22 of 26 July 2012, Article 2.
297 Interview with Civil society representative 4 in Gaziantep, November 2016.
The court has its own investigating magistrate and prosecution department who are appointed by decree after nomination by the Supreme Judicial Council. A lawyer from Damascus said that in order to ensure that prosecutors stayed in their jobs, the authorities forbade them to leave, seized their property, and informed them that they would be killed if they tried to escape.

Accused persons are often arrested at checkpoints, or taken from their homes. Arrest warrants are issued by a number of departments of the security services specialised in criminal cases. The arrested person is then taken to a special detention centre, depending on the particular agency who issued the warrant. Often these detention centres are located in underground basements.

The legislation establishing the CTC is only two pages long and contains only one rule on procedure, which effectively exempts the court from any procedural rules. Article 7 of Decree No. 22 of 2012 provides that “[a]part from the right of the defendant, the Court shall not abide by any of the rules stated in the effective legislation, in all phases and procedures of prosecution and litigation.” Trials are not public, and although the defendant is allowed a defence counsel and to hear the charges, several lawyers working at the CTC stated that the right to legal representation is theoretical and not a functioning reality. In practice, defence lawyers are present, but not allowed to speak during proceedings. They are permitted to examine documents on the court file, but they are not provided with copies. Defending suspects in terrorism cases is not without risks to lawyers in Syria. One lawyer described how a colleague specialised in terrorism was forced to flee the country after their house was raided.

Another lawyer with recent experience in defending suspects before the CTC stated that evidence obtained as a result of torture is admissible. Coerced confessions are frequently used as the only evidence. Nevertheless, a lawyer suggested that persons detained by the government were “lucky” to find themselves before the CTC, where there was some form of judicial process. Many were not so lucky, in the sense that they were arrested and then disappeared, never to appear in any court:

“...if the security services take a person and they do not appear in a court within 24 hours of being taken, we presume they are dead because it looks like they have disappeared. If a suspect reaches the Terrorism Court, this is good for them.”

Several lawyers stated that the most prominent characteristic of the new court is that it tries to issue verdicts very fast. A lawyer described a recent case involving 25 people accused of funding terrorist activities against the government. The President of the Court presided over the trial, together with two other judges on the bench.

---

298 Decree No. 22 of 26 July 2012, Article 2.
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300 Interview with Lawyer 12, 2016. See also VDC 2015, supra n. 12, p. 13.
301 VDC 2015, supra n. 12, Annex 1; confirmed in interviews with Lawyer 5 and Judge 1.
302 Interview with Lawyer 4. Corroborated by Lawyer 6 and Lawyer 10 in November 2016; and Lawyer 12, 2016.
303 Interview with Lawyer 5, 2016.
The presiding judge reviewed all 25 case files, and called each accused to come before him. Some of the defendants who had managed to obtain legal representation had a defence lawyer present. If no defence attorney had been retained, the court would undertake a wholly artificial procedure of nominating any lawyer present to represent the accused. However, the process was purely cosmetic. Defence lawyers, although present in court were often not allowed to speak. Instead, if the accused pled not guilty, the trial consisted of the judges reading the case file and considering written submissions from the defence. After reviewing all 25 case files in quick succession, the President and the other judges then retired to consider the case, but returned shortly to issue their final judgement. All 25 accused were found guilty. The client of the lawyer describing the case received five years’ imprisonment.304 The Violations Documentation Center described another trial where 28 defendants were tried and convicted in individual trials in under three hours in total.305 Such procedures are the norm in trials before the CTC.

The CTC’s sentencing practices are very harsh. Under the Counter-Terrorism Law, sentences may include 10 to 20 years of hard labour, or the death penalty. Membership in a “terrorist organisation” with the aim “to change the government system or State’s identity” leads to a higher sentence.306 It was not clear this means that the Court can apply the death penalty to more acts than those explicitly punishable by death according to the law, or if it merely means that such cases should be punished with the higher end of the sentencing scale.307 In any event, lawyers interviewed confirmed that the death penalty has been imposed by the court.308

Minors tried before the CTC are supposed to be sent to rehabilitation centres, rather than sanctioned or punished. Anecdotal reports suggest that this principle is seldom followed. The Counter-Terrorism Law also provides for the confiscation of movable and immovable property of perpetrators in the sentencing of all crimes within the court’s jurisdiction.309 Lawyers practising at the court say that travel bans and seizures of property are routinely enforced.310

The CTC can hold trials in absentia and such judgments can only be re-considered if the convicted person voluntarily surrenders to the authorities.311 Decisions by the CTC can be appealed directly to the Court of Cassation without having to go through the Court of Appeal.312

---

304 Interview with lawyer, 2016.
305 VDC 2015, supra n. 12, pp. 6 and 20.
306 Law No. 19 of 2 July 2012, Articles 3, 5 and 6.
308 Interview with Lawyer 10 in November 2016; and Lawyer 12, 2016.
309 Law No. 19 of 2 July 2012, Article 12.
311 Decree No. 22 of 26 July 2012, Article 6.
312 Ibid, Article 5; and interview with Lawyer 12, 2016.
Despite the CTC’s repressive nature, suspects are occasionally released from the court. Lawyers working at the court confirmed that their clients had successfully bribed CTC judges to be released. However, the same lawyers stated that a bribe cannot make the difference between a death sentence and release, only to a reduction of the sentence. Moreover, bribery at the CTC is difficult, as one must be either well-connected within the government or with the judge themselves. Lawyers also described recently issued instructions, requiring any decision of the CTC to release a suspect be referred to higher security office for monitoring. This was apparently issued due to suspicions that judges are receiving bribes. A judge noted that since CTC judges have no immunity for actions taken in the course of their duty, they are afraid of the security services.

The secrecy surrounding the CTC makes it difficult to assess the extent of its activity. According to one account, somewhere between 35,000 and 50,000 persons were brought before the CTC between July 2012 and June 2013. Another report estimates that approximately 80,000 persons have been referred to the court between June 2012 and December 2014.

---

**The legal profession**

Many lawyers and judges have suffered from violence and oppression in Syria. ILAC received consistent evidence of the mistreatment of lawyers and judges. With the first stirrings of the Arab Spring in Tunisia in December 2010, Syrian lawyers increasingly began to speak out about issues inside their own country. On 16 March 2011, a group of protestors approached the Ministry of Interior in Damascus to submit a petition requesting information concerning a number of political prisoners. When police officers and military security agents began physically confronting the group, a lawyer named Sirine al-Khouri tried to intervene when she saw a security officer using excessive force against a woman demonstrator. According to witnesses, Ms. al-Khouri was indeed pulled by her hair for roughly 150 metres, thrown into a security officer’s parked vehicle, and taken away. Later, when the President of the Syrian Bar Association was asked about Ms. al-Khouri’s case, he stated that he had no concerns about the arrest of a member of the Bar, and commented that he was “sure that Sirine al-Khouri would not have been arrested unless she was [in the act of committing an offence].”

---
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The Damascus protests were followed two days later by events in Daraa, where escalating demonstrations were met with lethal force.\footnote{319} Again, Syrian lawyers were among those arrested and tortured by government security officials.\footnote{320} Lawyers organised numerous gatherings across the country demanding an end to the repression of peaceful demonstrators, and respect for human rights and democratic principles.\footnote{321} One of the largest demonstrations took place in Aleppo, where roughly 300 lawyers reportedly staged a sit-in at the Palace of Justice, chanting slogans for liberty and the release of political prisoners, while pro-government lawyers gathered in a different room to pledge their loyalty to the government.\footnote{322} According to one report, more than 80 lawyers were subjected to arbitrary arrests based on their peaceful exercise of freedoms of expression and assembly in the first three months of the 2011 demonstrations.\footnote{323}

Numerous reports state that the Syrian Bar Association and other local bar associations pressured lawyers to support the government, and reported those who refused or expressed their opposition to the authorities. They also initiated disciplinary procedures and criminal proceedings against those who did not support the government, and lawyers who defended protesters often faced immediate action from their local bar association and the judiciary.\footnote{324} Activist lawyers inside Syria continued using social media to call on the country’s lawyers to join the anti-Assad protests “out of … professional obligation.”\footnote{325}

In Aleppo, one-third of the city’s 6,000 lawyers reportedly signed a petition against the government’s repression of the protests circulated by a new “Free Syrian Lawyers Association”.\footnote{326} At the same time, a Committee of Syrian Lawyers for Freedom was formed in Damascus.\footnote{327} On 23 August, 2011, a group of lawyers issued a call for Syrian lawyers to protest against the continued complicity of the Syrian Bar Association with the government, and approximately 100 lawyers participated in protests outside bar associations in at least four regions, including Damascus, Aleppo, Hasakah, and Swaida.\footnote{328}


\footnote{320} Ibid.


\footnote{323} EMHRN and OPHRD 2011 press release, supra n. 321.


\footnote{326} Ibid, and interviews with lawyers in Gaziantep, 9-10 November 2016.

\footnote{327} Ibid.

Reports from the scene indicated that lawyers still loyal to the government were very aggressive, and the protesters were assaulted by pro-government militias (shabiha) led by the heads of the local bar association.329 Some participating lawyers were detained.330

As the opposition against the Assad government increased, the arrests, detention and disciplinary proceedings against Syrian lawyers participating in the uprising continued.331 In one widely reported incident, a group of men attacked a lawyer at the Palace of Justice in Aleppo, beating him with rifle butts in front of his colleagues before dragging him away, covered in blood, and stuffing him in the trunk of a car. Outraged, other lawyers rescued their colleague and grabbed two of the attackers, handing them over to the police. When the lawyers filed a complaint with the Chief Prosecutor in Aleppo, a large number of armed men stormed the assaulted lawyer’s house searching for him.332

We were told in interviews of when a lawyer had attended the military hospital in Quser to collect the bodies of those supposedly killed for demonstrating against the government. He took custody of the corpse of a defence lawyer called Mohammed Aruk (who had defended suspects in court). Mr Aruk had been summoned to a meeting with the security services, and then tortured and murdered. Photographs of his body were taken and are included in the Caesar photographs.333 Another lawyer Jarfat Jeehan was tortured and murdered in 2013.334

At the same time, the Syrian Bar Association continued its support for the Assad government. In one instance, the Syrian Bar Association indicated that it was preparing a formal complaint against the perceived “Sheikhs of conspiracy” who, it alleged, were acting against Syria, and had “invited militants and gathered financial support for killing Syrian people.”335 It was also reported that the Syrian Bar had formed “a legal committee” to study the investigate alleged crimes perpetrated by a number of Arab and international TV stations and individuals “who have contributed to the media forgery and acts of instigation to destabilise Syria.”336

329 Huffington Post 2011 news article, supra n. 328. See also Committee of Syrian lawyers for freedom, ‘Statement about repression of lawyers sit-ins and in response to a statement of lawyers association related to security services’, Facebook post, 25 August 2011, <https://www.facebook.com/notes/%D9%84%D8%AC%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AA%D9%86%D8%B3%D9%8A%99%82-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%AD%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%81%D9%8A-%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7/about-repression-of-lawyers-sit-ins-and-in-response-to-a-statement-of-lawyers-as/273438922683251/> [accessed 12 September 2016].
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The complicity of the organised Syrian Bar Association in these activities ultimately led to its condemnation by several international legal associations, including ILAC member organisations Union Internationale des Avocats and the International Bar Association. In March 2012, ILAC along with fourteen other international legal professional organisations wrote to United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon condemning the actions of the Syrian government and expressing strong support for Syrian lawyers engaged in peaceful dissent or in representing persons peacefully pursuing change in their country.

As the conflict has dragged on, dissent by lawyers remaining in government held areas has diminished. This has been due in part to the threat of reprisals by the government, but some lawyers have also remained supporters of the government. One measure of Syrian lawyers’ continuing support for the existing order can be seen in the membership in local bar associations since 2011. According to official statistics from the Syrian Bar Association, the number of lawyers registered with government bar associations increased from pre-2011 numbers reaching a high water mark of 23,422 lawyers in 2013. In 2014, while hostilities raged and a number of areas were outside government control, the number of Syrian lawyers registered with the government-controlled bar associations was higher than in 2010, before the uprising began. Even in the Hasakah governate, which is largely under Kurdish control and where an alternative bar association controlled by the PYD is available, the number of lawyers registered with the government-controlled bar association increased by one person between 2010 and 2014.

According to one report, in the fully Kurdish-controlled city of Kobani, 98 out of 105 lawyers remained registered with the government bar association in 2013. The first dip in registrations appeared in 2014, when the total number of lawyers in the various local bar associations declined by roughly 1,400. Most of this decline came from Aleppo, where the local bar association lost over 1,800 members between 2013 and 2014, mostly due to defection and death. In contrast, the number of registered lawyers has continued to increase year-on-year in other governates largely controlled by the government, such as Damascus and Tarsus.

---
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Legal education

As with other types of education in Syria, law students have had their education disrupted by the conflict. Current enrolment statistics for law faculties could not be obtained. Interviewees could not agree concerning which, if any, law faculties were still in operation. Some were of the opinion that all faculties except Daraa and Homs are still functioning. Lawyers familiar with the situation indicated that the Deir ez-Zor faculty was closed due to the fighting with ISIS, but that its branch in Hasakah was operating on a limited basis.

Regardless, given that primary education enrolment has dropped to 50 per cent overall, and as low as 6 per cent in places like Aleppo where conflict has been prolonged, it can be concluded that many individuals will have greater difficulty accessing higher education programmes, such as law degrees, than before the conflict began. Some refugees have been able to attend law faculties in Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan. However, for many the cost of tuition is out of reach.

Women have been particularly impacted in this respect. While women comprised half of all university students in Syria prior to the conflict, only approximately 20 per cent of Syrian university students in Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan are women. This may be due to a number of factors, including families allocating scarce resources to male family members for economic and cultural reasons.

Analysis and recommendations

The Syrian justice system generally fails to live up to international standards of independence and impartiality, particularly in the operation of the exceptional courts. However, the tendency of the government to move politically sensitive cases out of the regular court system to be tried before the extraordinary courts may be seen as an indication that the regular courts have retained at least some measure of independence in relation to the executive and the security forces. If the government felt certain the case would reach its desired outcome whichever court was used, it is difficult to understand why moving cases to the separate system would be necessary.

This notion is supported by judges who have been forced to leave Syria who claim that they did retain a level of personal independence as judges. Indeed, this independence was what forced many of them to flee after refusing to cooperate with the government.

345 Human Rights and Gender Justice Clinic et al UPR Submission 2016, supra n. 224, p.6.
These remaining glimpses of independence will be important to support and to sustain for a future post-conflict situation, when building an independent Syrian court system will be an urgent priority.

As noted above, the exceptional courts are even more problematic when it comes to implementing acceptable standards of independence and due process. The fact that there is now a non-international armed conflict in Syria means that these courts may also violate the requirements under international humanitarian law if such courts pass sentences or carry out executions against protected persons under Common Article 3. Without substantial reforms to bring the exceptional courts in line with what could be considered to be “regularly constituted” within the meaning of the Common Article 3 and customary international law, the government’s continued use of these courts could constitute a war crime.

Long-term peace in Syria will require rebuilding the justice institutions. This process should focus on the regular court system, which has been less burdened with political interference and therefore may be less controversial in the eyes of many Syrians. Closing down the extraordinary courts could be an important first step in rebuilding trust in Syrian justice. The extraordinary courts in Syria, and in particular the Military Field Courts, are not independent, and fail to offer accused persons a fair trial. Trials in these courts are not seen as impartial, and undermine trust in the Syrian state. Abolishing these courts would not only help bring the Syrian government’s actions to be more in line with international human rights and international humanitarian law, it could also be an important step towards returning to peace.

Another area where support should be considered is legal education. Many of those interviewed expressed interest in regional law faculties, including those in Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia, and Algeria, as the law in those countries is similar to Syrian law and diplomas from many of the law faculties in those countries are recognised in Syria. Interviewees also specifically requested that these opportunities should not be limited to those under a certain age. With the conflict now in its sixth year, many of the displaced are older and have equally had their opportunities disrupted. Higher educational opportunities, such as masters degree programmes, should also be considered, as already qualified lawyers would also benefit greatly from these programmes. Programmes that supplement legal education for Syrian youth, such as skills training in areas like conflict resolution and legislative drafting, would better prepare law students to participate in rebuilding the Syrian justice sector.

Unfortunately, after an initial burst of enthusiasm for reform by some Syrian lawyers in 2011, such activities decreased as government repression increased, and activist lawyers either left the country or were silenced.

---

347 As noted above, the fair trial protections afforded under international humanitarian law to protected persons are complementary to their right to a fair trial under international human rights law, which is applicable to all persons.
Control of the Syrian Bar Association and the various local bar associations remains firmly in the hands of government supporters.³⁴⁸

While Syrian authorities permit sympathetic delegations from outside the country to visit,³⁴⁹ creating an open dialogue with lawyers in areas under government control remains very difficult under current conditions. This is especially so when it comes to any dialogue between lawyers in government and opposition areas, due to security concerns on both sides.

However, if the government's control loosens, lawyers may provide a potential engine for reform within Syria. The legal profession's history of resistance to governmental overreach is a source of significant pride among Syrian lawyers. Moreover, lawyers understand many of the issues that will be facing any new Syrian state. Through their professional experiences, they also understand the necessary changes and improvements the Syrian system needs, and should be at the centre of any future efforts for reform. As events in Libya demonstrate, post-government vacuums permit space for anti-democratic forces to prosper. Conversely, the post-2011 history in Tunisia illustrates the positive impacts that reform-minded bar associations and their members can have in creating a peaceful, stable transition. Given the numbers and probable influence of Syrian lawyers, the situation should be monitored with resources allocated to identify and provide rapid support for democratic reformers among the bar associations in the future.

1. **Efforts should be made to convince the Syrian government to abolish the extraordinary courts.**

2. **Cooperate with faculties of law at universities and judicial training institutes in Syria’s neighbouring countries to initiate comprehensive law programmes in Syrian and international law, as well as the law of the host country to build future generations of Syrian legal professionals.**

As women’s attendance at law faculties outside Syria is lower than men’s, programmes should aim to ensure equality in the number of male and female participants. Where appropriate, ensuring that programmes are available to a wide audience, and not just law students, could contribute to addressing the problems caused by disruption to the formal education system, and may contribute to encouraging other students to stay in education.

3. **Fund scholarships for law students in these programmes or whose studies in Syria have been interrupted.**

4. **Encourage dialogue between lawyers from different parts of Syria as well as with regional and international colleagues.**

---


4.2 Common features of areas outside government control

“There is funding for humanitarian aid and for the military, but not for justice”. Lawyer on the international support in Syria

It is difficult to provide a comprehensive account of all aspects of the justice sector in opposition areas in Syria. The sheer number of different armed opposition groups, each of which have formed their own separate administrative and judicial institutions, means that there is no single system of justice in areas outside of government control. Instead, “justice” is a patchwork of courts, tribunals and panels with varying structures, influence and quality. The ideology underlying a given court can range from secular, non-religious to various interpretations of Islamic ideology or Sharia.

With some exceptions, most judicial bodies in areas outside government control handle any case brought before them, without the constraint of formal specialisations, such as civil, criminal, military, or administrative. These bodies each have their own procedures and laws, ranging from some more ambitious attempts at systematic imposition of justice in more moderate opposition areas, to the draconian ideology of ISIS. Information regarding how these courts engage and interact with one another is scarce, and access is difficult.

The situation is also constantly changing, following the ebb and flow of the conflict. The rapidly altering territorial control makes it difficult to ascertain the exact hierarchies and communication procedures amongst the different courts. From the interviews conducted, it is apparent that even judges in these non-governmental courts can find the situation bewildering, making it is impossible to accurately map the situation in every opposition area at a single point in time.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, ILAC has been able to identify three features common to the various justice systems outside government control. These are outlined below, followed by a discussion of the specific situations in four areas controlled by a variety of actors loosely referred to as “the opposition”, namely Aleppo, Daraa, Idlib, and East Ghouta. Detailed analysis of the situations in the areas in northern Syria under control of the Kurdish majority and the presently shrinking areas under ISIS control follows from this.

---

350 Interview with Lawyer 1, November 2016.


**Rejection of Syrian law**

One common feature of the justice sectors in areas outside government control has been the rejection of Syrian law. As these areas came under the control of armed opposition groups, government institutions came to be viewed as being part of the government, and the law itself was seen as “the government law.” Even on technical issues where legal experts viewed the existing Syrian law as superior, they could not apply it openly due to its association with the government. In order to gain power, some anti-government forces actively encouraged this equation between Syrian law and the Assad government. This was particularly true for the institutions within the Syrian justice system where the influence of the executive had been deeply entrenched.

The groups that gained military control of these territories established new judicial systems based on their ideals. In early 2011, most Syrians had never experienced free and public debate about matters of government policy. Under the changing circumstances, it was relatively easy for extremist groups to garner support for any alternative to the previous oppression. While legal professionals recognised the need for some sort of reasoned structure to the new system, memories of the corrupt court system imposed by the Assad government were too fresh. For many ordinary citizens, religious courts and judges were preferable to the old system.

This phenomenon was illustrated by a lawyer who described a project to establish courts in the north west of Syria. Lawyers in the area offered two-day informational workshops on rule of law to persons living there. When people were asked before a course what kind of system they wanted, they replied that they wanted an Islamic Caliphate. He attributed this to the fact that ISIS had been handing out leaflets in the area prior to the interviews. After the course, the same respondents all said they wanted a multi-ethnic pluralistic society.

In other areas, *Sharia* courts were established specifically to handle conflicts between the military factions and not to look at the civil disputes. These courts would be staffed with fighters and were used as a means to control the area.

---
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In a number of areas, opposition activists took the initiative to develop new judicial systems in the months after government forces retreated. Many judges and lawyers described ambitious and sophisticated programmes to establish courts based on legal principles and international human rights standards in the initial stages of the conflict.359 However, such efforts received negligible international support. Most failed due to a lack of funding:

"We had a plan to open courts and submitted an application to a major international donor. Unfortunately, our application was refused. This opened up the way for al-Nusra and ISIS to take over the justice file. The donors had no problem to support humanitarian aid but justice was a red line for them."360

In contrast, groups that favoured stricter interpretations of Islamic law did not face the same difficulties in raising funds. Donors outside Syria who shared or wanted to promote these conservative ideals often generously supported such groups, most of whom were militarily active.361 For this reason, many Syrian legal professionals who initially stayed in Syria to rebuild the justice system were forced to withdraw.362

As discussed below, the resulting legal frameworks used in areas outside government control differ significantly based on the armed group in control. However, some remnants of Syrian law may still be found in certain areas, particularly where the continuity in maintaining on-going records is vital, such as births, deaths and other transactions. In a number of areas outside government control, various forms of Sharia law and courts have been adopted, notably where conservative factions gained military dominance. Another approach taken in some areas was the adoption of the Unified Arab Code. This 20-year-old set of legal codes was originally endorsed by the Arab League, but has never been adopted in any country.

It reflects a relatively strict, but codified interpretation of Islamic law, and includes criminal, civil, and personal status codes, as well as books of civil and criminal procedure.363 The Unified Arab Code provided those looking for a way to reject Syrian law to establish religious credibility by adopting a Sharia-based system.

359 Interview with Lawyer 16, November 2016.
360 Ibid.
362 Interview with Lawyer 16, November 2016.
One proponent described it as valuable because they are “organised, usable, that they have aspects of a codified law but are still based on Sharia, and that they are distinct from pre-revolutionary law”. At the same time, the Unified Arab Code provides a code-based system of law, rejecting the more traditional concept that Sharia is to be interpreted and applied on a case-by-case basis by religious judges.

It does attempt to capture the spirit of classical Islamic jurisprudence, however. For example, judges have a broad discretion in choosing punishments and penalties to suit the circumstances of a case within specified minimum and maximum bounds:

“We decided on the Unified Arab Code because it is codified [and] was developed by both legal experts and sharia experts, and because our popular base is keen on applying the rulings of the Islamic Sharia”.

For those struggling to establish justice systems in the areas outside government control, the use of the Unified Arab Code represented a pragmatic decision, mollifying legal professionals trained in the use of a written code, while its strong Islamic flavour met the demands of some armed groups and religious leaders for a stricter brand of Islamic law. Nonetheless, the controversy over the codification of Sharia continues, with the result often depending on which faction carries enough popular legitimacy and/or military strength to impose its will.


Creation of new justice mechanisms

Another common feature in opposition-controlled areas is the simple fact that some type of “judicial” system has been created. In virtually all areas in Syria where the government has lost control, efforts have been made to fill the vacuum created after courts and justice institutions were closed as part of the government's retreat. Many of these lacked essential features of independence and impartiality. However, interviewees described many laudable attempts to bring stability and judicial interventions in very difficult political situations.

In the interviews conducted for this study, Syrians pointed to three primary factors driving groups to establish new justice mechanisms. First, after Syrian state institutions ceased operations and withdrew from an area, court records and property registries were deliberately destroyed. This destruction was intended to hinder governance and create turmoil in the areas under opposition control. As courts, civil registries, property

364 Martin 2014, supra n. 353.
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368 SLDP 2016 study, supra n. 351, p. 2.
registration offices and other services ceased working, a justice vacuum arose that soon led to administrative chaos.\footnote{370}{Interview with Judge 9, November 2016.}

Second, popular pressure mounted for a new system to settle disputes, particularly in areas controlled by the Free Syrian Army (FSA).\footnote{371}{Interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, 2016.} Anxious to build legitimacy, the FSA and allied groups felt a need to respond. However, in meeting these demands, these groups also began to use the newly established justice mechanisms as a means to exert control over the territory under their dominion. The manner in which a given armed group reconciled these two interests appears to have determined how the justice sector developed in areas under their control. The outcome also has depended on additional external factors, such as on whom the group depends for funding and equipment, ideology and if the group in question relied primarily on Syrian or foreign fighters.\footnote{372}{Interview with Civil society representative 8, November 2016; and interview with Civil society representative 9, November 2016.}

A third factor was the need for trusted mechanisms for the peaceful settlement of disputes between armed actors.\footnote{373}{By way of example of such a dispute, after a shooting between two armed groups in March 2016, the groups involved agreed that the armed faction responsible for the murder should deliver the suspected killer to the other armed group. A three-part committee was formed to adjudicate the dispute, which included members of the disputing parties and the Islamic Commission for Liberated Areas (a judicial authority supported by Ahrar Al Sham, see section on Idlib Region below). The Commission looked into the claim and defence, and provided a judgment of manslaughter. The sentence was four months imprisonment for the leader of the faction responsible and one month imprisonment for the deputy for complicity in the crime, as well as a 95,000 US dollars fine. Two persons from the other group were also punished for participating in the shooting. SLDP 2016 study, supra n. 351, p 10.} This perceived need may have been an incentive to improve independence and impartiality of new justice mechanisms, since none of the fighters would accept decisions by a body perceived to be biased against them. The strength of this factor or whether it had any impact on cases involving civilians is unclear, however.

The consequences when armed groups failed to agree can lead to further fighting. One activist said that a contributing factor to the conflict between Ahrar al-Sham and ISIS in 2014 was the refusal to use each other’s court.\footnote{374}{Interview with Civil society representative 8, November 2016. Disagreement over courts also seems to have been a substantial aspect of the split between Jabhat al-Nusra and the Southern Front in Daraa. Interview with a judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, 2016 (see further section on Daraa Region below).} In January 2017, events followed a similar pattern when Jabhat al-Nusra attacked many other rebel factions, including Ahrar al-Sham. The latter had previously requested that al-Nusra and other factions consent to a judicial committee, and accept its Sharia ruling with regards to the fighting.\footnote{375}{Statement by Ahrar Al Sham requesting Al-Nusra to consent to judicial committees, 24 January 2017, received from Civil society representative 8, November 2016 (in Arabic).}
Challenges to women’s rights

In the areas outside government control, barriers to access to justice and women’s legal needs identified above are exacerbated. These issues are further complicated by restrictions on freedom of movement, displacement, economic hardship, aerial bombardment by the government and international actors, and the actions of armed groups. Although the systems in these areas differ depending on the armed group, the systems are generally more conservative in dealing with women than the approach in government-controlled regions.376

Women’s access to the legal system in non-government areas is highly dependent on women’s freedom of movement. In most areas held by extremist groups, women’s freedom of movement is extremely restricted. In such areas, it is often the case that women cannot move freely without a male relative, and men and women cannot mix in public. As stated by one interviewee, the law in these areas is “the intersection of patriarchy and extremism.”377 While restrictions on movement are most strict in areas controlled by extremist groups, such as Jabhat al-Nusra and ISIS, even in areas controlled by less extreme armed groups, women’s freedom of movement may be restricted as a result of the conflict, in addition to social and religious norms.378

When women are able to access a legal forum, remedies are often ineffective. This is partly due to the rules of evidence applied, such as considering woman’s testimony as worth less than that of a man’s.379 Under some schools of Sharia, the testimony of two women is equal to that of one man, whereas in other schools the testimony of four women is needed to equal the testimony of one man. Interviewees affirmed that these rules are being applied in some non-government areas, and, even where they are applied, women’s testimony is often still ignored.380

At the very least, the systems put in place in non-government areas have the same problems relating to rights of women in the areas of marriage, divorce, custody, guardianship and inheritance to those described under the SLPS before the 2011 uprisings. Under the interpretations given to Sharia by some extremist armed groups, women have even fewer rights. These issues are further exacerbated and complicated by the ongoing conflict.

The need to document births, deaths, marriage, and divorce in the civil registry remains a top priority for women, as proof of status is necessary for many daily needs, such as travel. Documentation in government areas continues as before. However, many people in non-government areas cannot access or are afraid to access government civil registries for fear of reprisal. Over the course of the conflict, donor-funded efforts have assisted in establishing documentation centres attached to local councils established

376 Interview with Lawyer 4, November 2016.
377 Interview with activist in Gaziantep, 7 November 2016.
378 Ibid.
379 Interview with Lawyer 12, 2016.
380 Interview with Lawyer 17, November 2016; and interview with Civil society representative 4, November 2016.
by opposition forces. For example, ILAC sponsors 15 such centres inside Syria. While initially there were problems with documents from one non-government area not being recognised in other areas also outside government control, the situation has greatly improved with time. All non-government areas now use the same documentation forms and systems. These documents are generally recognised throughout the non-government areas and are designed so that they may be merged with the government system post-conflict. There is even anecdotal evidence of these documents being accepted by foreign governments, although there is no official international recognition of the system.

The potential for stateless children is on the rise due to nationality laws that only permit transmission of nationality through fathers, and due to an inability to properly document birth during the conflict. Those interviewed by ILAC confirm that some women are unable to prove the identity of their children’s father, due to his disappearance or death. If a father is away from home fighting in the conflict, dead, missing or otherwise no longer with a child’s mother, a mother may be unable to register the birth of the child with the name of the biological father. This can render a child stateless. While this is also an issue in government-held areas, this situation combined with the civil documentation problem discussed above renders children born in non-government areas particularly vulnerable to future statelessness.

Interviewees stated that child marriage, forced marriage and polygamy is on the rise throughout Syria, due to economic hardship and the rising number of widows. 381 Numerous interviewees reported that gender-based violence has been on the rise during the conflict, although there are no official statistics. Even prior to the conflict, there were few services in Syria for victims of gender-based violence. According to one women’s rights activist, only three shelters existed in all of Syria before 2011, all of which are in areas currently controlled by the government. 382 Consequently, victims of gender-based violence in non-government held areas appear to have nowhere to turn to for assistance and services. Seeking redress in court is equally unavailable. As noted above, this was difficult prior to the conflict, but it is now virtually impossible in many non-government areas where the laws now imposed provide no recourse, even if women could freely access the courts.

381 Interview with lawyers in Gaziantep, 4 November 2016; interview with judge in Gaziantep, 9 November 2016; interview with female activist, November 2016; interview with activist, November 2016; interview with activist, November 2016.

382 Interview with activist, November 2016.
4.3 Detailed overview of four areas outside government control

In the descriptions of the new justice mechanisms introduced in Aleppo, Daraa, Idlib and East Ghouta, references to “courts” are used as a convenient short-hand. Many of these mechanisms lacked essential features of independence and impartiality to constitute “courts”. That said, interviewees recounted many laudable attempts to bring stability and judicial interventions in very difficult political situations.

Aleppo Region

The largest city in northern Syria, Aleppo has become a tragic symbol of the Syrian civil war. ILAC heard considerable testimony from judges and lawyers with direct knowledge of the justice situation in Aleppo before and during the war. However, at the time of the mission’s visit to the region in November 2016, the intense fighting for control over central and eastern Aleppo made it impossible to undertake the interviews planned with judges and lawyers then working in the region. Nevertheless, information obtained from those who had escaped to the border regions provided substantial insights into the situation. In particular, developments in Aleppo illustrate the tension between legal professionals and extremist Islamist groups, and their differing visions for justice in Syria.

After the uprising in 2011, judges and lawyers in the more urban areas of Aleppo discussed forming courts in the areas outside government control to deal with criminal cases, and land, property, and administrative disputes. These professionals were committed to creating a new judicial system, going so far as to discuss amended internal written procedures to enhance the efficiency and fairness in the new courts.\(^{383}\)

At the same time, while the fighting continued in the northern countryside, customary dispute resolution mechanisms morphed into local dispute resolution committees. Though based on traditional practices and fuelled by a rejection of the corrupt government judiciary, as Islamists took control of the armed opposition these committees gradually became identified as *Sharia* courts, boards or commissions to better align with the militants’ ideology. As an employee in one of these early courts reported:

> “They worked without a written law. Instead, each member of the commission relied on his knowledge of law, custom, and religion…. They did not have the ability at first to enforce their rulings, but they had a sort of informal, moral authority, and so their word was respected”.\(^{384}\)

\(^{383}\) Interview with Civil society representative 5 in Gaziantep, November 2016.
\(^{384}\) Martin 2014, supra n. 353.
These armed groups, including Jabhat al-Nusra, ultimately formed dozens of their own religious courts.\textsuperscript{385} One observer from Aleppo remarked at the time: “It is almost the fashion to have your own courthouse now.”\textsuperscript{386} These bodies had no unified structure and generally lacked qualified judges.\textsuperscript{387} Many presiding over them were fighters lacking legal training, including in Sharia law. Despite this, they issued death sentences to government supporters.\textsuperscript{388}

Even their more modest judgments were procedurally flawed and only moderately Sharia-compliant.\textsuperscript{389}

In these early stages, legal professionals engaged in a kind of “diplomacy” with Islamists over the question of how judicial mechanisms might operate. The Aleppo lawyers invited the armed groups to voluntarily form a joint judicial system. Known as the Unified Council in Syria, this system was formed in late 2012 with the creation of two central courts and plans to develop branches in outlying areas.\textsuperscript{390} According to media reports at the time, the Council also had a prison, and a desk for prisoners’ rights.\textsuperscript{391}

The Aleppo lawyers envisaged a mechanism operated by trained lawyers alone. However, Jabhat al-Nusra conditioned its support on an agreement that half of the members of the proposed judicial council should be Islamists and half actual lawyers. Even with this condition, the lawyers were enthusiastic given the immediate need to suppress serious criminal activity and kidnapping by organised criminal groups. Furthermore, the lawyers appreciated that Islamic law had a role to play:

\begin{quotation}
There is an assumption in our country that people believe in Islamic law. If there is a dispute people go to Islamic judges without going to the court to try and solve their problems there.
\end{quotation}

\textsuperscript{385} See p. 91 below.
\textsuperscript{386} Interview with Civil society representative 2, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{387} NPR 2013 press release, supra n. 356.
\textsuperscript{391} SLDP 2016 study, supra n. 351, p. 3; Al Jazeera, ‘Judicial power in Aleppo’, news article, 1 March 2013, <http://www.aljazeera.net/news/reportsandinterviews/2013/1/3/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D9%84%D8%B7%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%82%D8%B6%D8%A7%D8%A6%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A8%D9%86%D9%83%D9%87%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AB%D9%88%D8%B1%D8%A9-%D9%81%D9%8A-%D8%AD%D9%84%D8%A8> (in Arabic) [accessed 10 December 2016].
\textsuperscript{392} Interview with Civil society representative 5 in Gaziantep, November 2016.
The members of the Council ended up including ten Sharia experts, made up of three judges and seven lawyers.\textsuperscript{393} Approximately twenty-four courts in or around the city would be staffed with one lawyer and two religious scholars, with decisions based on Sharia and the Unified Arab Code.\textsuperscript{394}

Despite this arrangement, armed groups were not in agreement with the Unified Council over property and jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{395} Tensions escalated between the lawyers and the militants, culminating in Jabhat al-Nusra’s demand that court personnel hand over the newly refurbished offices of the civil court to the head of the militants’ Sharia board.\textsuperscript{396} When they refused, heavily armed fighters in four vehicles roared through the building’s fence.

These so-called Sharia Board Police detained 20 lawyers and other employees.\textsuperscript{397} They were brought before the militants’ al-Nusra Sharia Commission, but were ultimately released after a few hours when the parties agreed to allow an independent judge to look into the matter.\textsuperscript{398}

After this incident, lawyers ceased contact with Jabhat al-Nusra, turning instead to co-operate with less extremist groups, with a view to applying the Unified Arab Code:\textsuperscript{399}

\begin{quote}
“Some moderate Islamists stayed and together we used a government building to form the court and used the Syrian judicial system to make the court operate. Eventually we formed a committee with colleagues from a Sharia background, who are not qualified lawyers. We took the decision to follow the Unified Arab Law, which is endorsed by the Arab League. Our main goal was to achieve a court to solve the basic problems. We needed to have a legislative reference, because otherwise the court cannot function in an appropriate way. Some of the people from the moderate Islamists who were going to act as judges started to work with us for two months, but later they came to Turkey.”\end{quote}\textsuperscript{400}

Islamist extremists continued to seek control over the Unified Council, ultimately stopping its work in 2013.\textsuperscript{401} After the Council’s collapse, lawyers and judges moved on to work where somewhat more moderate armed groups were strong.\textsuperscript{402}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{393} SLDP 2016 study, supra n. 351, p. 3; Al Jazeera 2013 supra n. 418.
\textsuperscript{394} New York Times 2013 article, supra n. 387.
\textsuperscript{396} Interview with Civil society representative 5 in Gaziantep, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{397} New York Times 2013 article, supra n. 387.
\textsuperscript{398} SLDP 2016 study, supra n. 351, p. 3; New York Times 2013 article, supra n. 387; Orient News 2013, supra n. 394.
\textsuperscript{399} SLDP 2016 study, supra n. 351, p. 3; All4Syria article 2012, supra n. 389. However, the decision to apply the Unified Arab Code as opposed to lawfully adopted Syrian law was not without controversy. In the words of one lawyer: “The court failed to gain respect, because the factions controlled the court and it became worse. For instance, the cousin of a leader was assigned as a judge. In my opinion the sharia law in the Unified Arab League Code law is not unified. It is not evaluated by the judge’s opinion. We need Syrian law and the unified law for a stable country.” Interview with Lawyer 18, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{400} Interview with Lawyer 18, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{401} SLDP 2016 study, supra n. 351, p. 3.
\textsuperscript{402} Martin 2014, supra n. 353.
\end{flushright}
As the conflict dragged on, the region of Aleppo fell under the control of a wide range of different armed groups and a variety of new justice systems were introduced. For example, elements of ISIS controlled some areas in the Aleppo region at different times, bringing with it the brutal law that characterises the group’s rule. Other factions in the region in fact appeared to compete with ISIS by attempting to prove their *bona fides* by demonstrating similar brutality.

The result was an assortment of conflicting judgments and jurisdictions. A judge who had worked in Aleppo said that at that time the courts in Aleppo simply did not respect each other’s decisions. The judge described the situation as thus:

“*These are exceptional circumstance and this is a pragmatic response, but it is far removed from a proper system of justice.*”

---

**Daraa Region**

In the south of Syria, Daraa was at the heart of the 2011 protests against President Bashar Al-Assad. When the government was pushed out of parts of Daraa, it abolished the courts and withdrew all lawyers and judges from those areas. According to a local source, there were approximately 500-600 lawyers and about 60 judges working in the area before 2011. Ninety per cent of judges were from the Ba’ath Party. When the government withdrew, only a handful of these judges refused to leave and remained in region, or fled.

In the third week of protests, the government freed all convicted criminals in the city, and their files destroyed to make it impossible to find and return them to prison. As a result, the local population was left to assume responsibility for the civil administration in the area. Having gained control of territory, the FSA soon found itself under public pressure to provide these administrative resources, including calls for the creation of councils to manage daily life.

In response, the territory outside government control around Daraa was divided into six sections. In each, exceptional judiciary councils were established to handle all types of legal matters. Legal experts and Islamic scholars were appointed to lead the councils. Smaller city centres followed, establishing judiciary councils to replace services shut down by the government. At the same time, other armed groups began to set up their own councils consisting of Islamic scholars. By the end of 2012, the judiciary

---

403 See Chapter 4.5 ‘Areas under ISIS Control’ below.
405 Interview with Judge 9, corroborated by Lawyer 7.
406 Interview with judge at House of Justice, 2016.
407 Interview with Civil society representative 6 in Gaziantep, November 2016.
408 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016.
409 Ibid, and interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, November 2016.
410 Interview with judge at House of Justice in Daraa, November 2016.
411 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016.
councils had increasingly taken on many of the characteristics of courts.\textsuperscript{412} As a result, there were four different types of courts created in Daraa. These were the courts controlled by the FSA,\textsuperscript{413} Islamic courts created by other armed groups,\textsuperscript{414} Sharia councils where two consenting parties could turn for arbitration, and secret courts shielded from public view and operated by unknown forces.\textsuperscript{415}

The profusion of different bodies applying different laws and often reaching contradictory results was unacceptable, even for the armed groups.\textsuperscript{416} Faced with public demonstrations, all armed groups present in Daraa agreed to form a single unified judicial system to address these contradictions.\textsuperscript{417}

Under this agreement, a “House of Justice” was set up to function as one common court, with jurisdiction over areas outside government control in Daraa and al-Quneitra. Initially, a group of Islamic scholars were appointed as judges. However, lawyers from the region had organised themselves in the Daraa Bar Association. These lawyers opposed this approach, demanding that they – as trained and experienced professionals – be involved in the application of law and procedures. These objections sparked a second round of negotiations, during which it was agreed that the House of Justice would no longer rely solely on Islamic experts. Instead, the Daraa Bar Association was invited to appoint judges, and to help write formal laws, rules and procedures.\textsuperscript{418} As a compromise to satisfy the lawyers’ demands for a written code, and demands of armed groups that the law be based on Sharia, the negotiators agreed to rely on the Unified Arab Code.\textsuperscript{419}

Some groups continued to oppose the deal on the grounds that a written law would violate Sharia.\textsuperscript{420} Most notable among these dissenters was Jabhat al-Nusra, which had fundamental disagreements with the Southern Front (part of the FSA). Attempts to reconcile the two factions failed, due to Jabhat al-Nusra’s refusal to provide information concerning the fate of people who disappeared in the hands of their court or forces (including prominent opposition fighters), and Jabhat al-Nusra’s steadfast belief that the compromise principles used at the House of Justice violated its conservative interpretation of Sharia.\textsuperscript{421}

\textsuperscript{412} Interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{413} Such as the court of Altaiba.
\textsuperscript{414} Such as the courts by Jabhat al-Nusra in Korba and court of Muthenda (loyal to ISIS) in Jill Leen.
\textsuperscript{415} Interview with Civil society representative 7 in Gaziantep, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{416} Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{417} Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016; and interview with Civil society representative 6 in Gaziantep, November 2016. According to one judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, minor factions affiliated with ISIS or opposed to any form of government were excluded from the agreement. Interview, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{418} Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016. A copy of the rules and procedures were provided to ILAC in March 2017, see infra n. 426.
\textsuperscript{420} Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{421} Interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, November 2016.
Despite opposition from Jabhat al-Nusra, the reconstituted House of Justice appeared to be a relatively successful attempt at building a system for justice, at least as compared to many other parts of Syria. The decision to rely on the Unified Arab Code also appeared to win credibility among civil society actors:

"The House of Justice looks like it belongs ideologically to The Muslim Brotherhood. It has adopted the Unified Arab Code. This is the court for the people. The judges are religious scholars in Sharia". 422

Court structure

The House of Justice is a core institution in the local administration in Daraa and al-Quneitra. 423 Its territorial jurisdiction includes the city of Daraa and those parts of the surrounding region outside government control (approximately 100 villages or 70 per cent of the governate according to their own account). In addition, the House of Justice has jurisdiction over roughly 60 per cent of al-Quneitra governate. 424

The House of Justice is staffed by a variety of judges, lawyers and trainers. As part of the agreement between the armed groups controlling the region and the lawyers of Daraa, a judicial council was created to manage judicial appointments. Each of the original armed opposition groups' courts or councils were allowed to send one representative to a meeting where the council members were appointed. 425 A bargain was struck whereby the lawyers and the armed groups were each allowed to nominate half of the members to the council, ensuring that half would be trained in law and half would be trained Islamic scholars. This judicial council appoints the judges of the HOJ. In addition, the council is responsible for general support of the judiciary, including legal training and motivational support:

"The Judicial Council supports the House of Justice and works to motivate them to do their job in order to not have conflicts between the different groups". 426

Recently, the House of Justice was reconstituted to provide training for lawyers and scholars in an effort to find the right balance between lay judges and trained professionals. 427 At the time ILAC conducted interviews, 52 judges were working at the House of Justice, including 37 lawyers who received training to become judges. 428

422 Interview with Civil society representative 7 in Gaziantep, November 2016.
423 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016.
424 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016; and Interview with Civil society representative 6 in Gaziantep, November 2016. Figures not taking into account those parts of that region currently under control by Israel.
425 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016; and interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, 2016.
426 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016; and Law of the Judicial Authority in Houran's courthouse, articles 8-9, as provided to ILAC in March 2017 (hereinafter "2017 HOJ Judicial Authority Law").
427 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016.
428 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016; and interview with Civil society representative 6 in Gaziantep, November 2016.
Information provided to ILAC indicated that approximately 250 lawyers currently work in Daraa, compared to 600 before the outbreak of hostilities. In addition, the Daraa Bar Association has 100 more members currently in Jordan. As of November 2016, defence lawyers from the region were receiving training in the Unified Arab Code. In fact, a requirement had been introduced that lawyers wanting to represent clients in Daraa must have had such training.429

At the time of interviews, the House of Justice was organised in two “stages”, apparently functioning as first and second instance courts.

At the first stage, the court consists of one judge for misdemeanours and three judges for more severe criminal cases.430 In 2015, the House of Justice began the process of establishing a Court of Appeals, which was finalised in 2016, adding a second stage to its operations.431 According to the temporary “Law of the judicial authority in Houran’s courthouse” (HOJ Judicial Authority Law), which was provided to ILAC in March 2017 and is applied as an exceptional law in the HOJ during the conflict, there is also a court of cassation connected to the HOJ.432 Three judges serve on a panel in the appeals stage, with the provision that the judge in the first stage cannot sit on an appeal from his or her own first stage judgment.433 For serious cases, such as a murder trial, there may be something known as the “third stage” where the accused would face a panel of five judges, though this procedure apparently is not consistently utilised.434

**Procedures**

The procedure in criminal cases at the House of Justice appears to be essentially identical to those previously used in the Syrian courts.435 As such, the process is controlled by a prosecutor and an investigative judge. A case is initiated when a victim of a crime lodges a complaint directly to the prosecutor. A case number is issued and the prosecutor, with the support of investigators, can either call witnesses to the court house, or go to investigate in person. After talking to witnesses and taking a statement from the victim, the prosecutor evaluates the severity of the case, and forwards the matter to an investigative judge. The latter then calls in the suspect for questioning and decides whether to bring the case to court.436

At the trial stage, the trial judge has generally read the file. As such, trials normally are short, particularly in the event of a guilty plea.437 In the courtroom, the accused is advised of the charges and requested to plead guilty or not guilty.

429 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016; and interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, 2016.
430 Interviews with lawyers and legal professionals in November 2016; and 2017 HOJ Judicial authority law, articles 20-21, supra n. 423.
431 Interview with, judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, 2016.
432 2017 HOJ Judicial authority law, articles 3, 16-17, supra n. 426.
433 Ibid, articles 18-19.
434 Interview with Lawyer 19, November 2016.
435 Interview with Civil society representative 7 in Gaziantep, November 2016.
436 Interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, 2016.
437 Interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, November 2016.
Accused persons are entitled to legal representation, but the defence lawyer is not allowed to talk to the judge during the proceedings. If the accused pleads guilty, the victim is not brought to court. If the plea is not guilty, the victim is brought before the court. The judge controls the proceedings. The judge takes notes of the victims’ testimony and creates a written record of the victim’s statement, including any claim for compensation. In a similar fashion, the judge takes a statement from the accused. After the hearing, the judge will prepare a verdict, though it is rare to have the verdict on the same day as the hearing.\textsuperscript{438}

The House of Justice is currently working to introduce a greater adversarial element into the process, and to ensure that defendants are represented by a lawyer present in court.\textsuperscript{439} The current process also includes elements of mediation. In more serious cases, in particular those that would justify the death penalty under the law, the judge will often work with the victims’ families to reach some form of reconciliation.

According to the HOJ Judicial authority law, there is a Judicial Inspector who answers to the Judicial Council. The inspector is responsible for inspecting the judgments, decisions and judicial procedures at the courts as well as managerial and disciplinary issues. The Judicial Inspector should also conduct prison inspections and verifying the legality of arrests and implementation of punishments.\textsuperscript{440}

\section*{Applicable law}

As discussed above, the House of Justice applies the Unified Arab Code.\textsuperscript{441} The House of Justice had initially rejected the idea of applying either Syrian law or the Unified Arab Code. However, the judges and lawyers found the application of unwritten Sharia law confusing, and with time became convinced that a written code was needed. The Daraa Bar Association suggested the Unified Arab Code, as it was keen to abandon the unwritten law, and hoping that this would be acceptable to the armed groups, given the Code’s origin and heavy reliance on interpretations of Sharia.\textsuperscript{442} The Daraa Bar Association prepared a study of the Code, and recommended that the House of Justice adapt it. Due to the deeply rooted feeling that Syrian law as applied by the government was unfair, the recommendation to apply a different law – or, indeed, any law – was welcomed by many.\textsuperscript{443}

House of Justice officials acknowledge that the introduction of Sharia into the penal code is something new in Syria. Many legal professionals in the Daraa region consider the Unified Arab Code to be a transitional law during the conflict.

\textsuperscript{438} Interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{439} Interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{440} 2017 HOJ Judicial authority law, articles 9-15, supra n. 426.
\textsuperscript{441} Interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, November 2016 and Lawyer 19.
\textsuperscript{442} Interview with Lawyer 20, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{443} Ibid.
These professionals hope that the House of Justice will ultimately amend the current Unified Arab Code, and that new criminal and procedural codes will be adopted.\textsuperscript{444} However, there may be different interpretations as to what law’s application should indicate a transition to. Recently, a common statement was released by the HOJ in Daraa, the Higher board of judiciary in Western Ghouta and the Higher judiciary in Aleppo that declared that the Unified Arab Code should be applied in their judicial proceedings “as a constant standard law, and this an initial step as they would hope that this law is implemented in the remaining districts of Syria.”\textsuperscript{445}

The Unified Arab Code does provide for the death penalty. According to the legal professionals from Daraa interviewed, the House of Justice tries to avoid applying the death penalty, due to the unavoidable substantive and procedural shortcomings in a justice system during the armed conflict. However, interviewees could list six cases handled by the House of Justice where convictions had resulted in a death sentence.\textsuperscript{446} According to these sources, in each case the death penalty was applied to prevent very severe consequences, such as violent conflict between two armed groups, if a lesser punishment had been imposed.\textsuperscript{447}

\textsuperscript{444} Interview with judge at the House of Justice in Daraa, November 2016.
\textsuperscript{445} Common statement released by the HOJ in Daraa, the Higher board of judiciary in Western Ghouta and the Higher judiciary in Aleppo on the judiciary in Syria and the application of the Unified Arab Law, issued in February 2017.
\textsuperscript{446} One example from 2015 described in an interview with a judge at the House of Justice in Daraa: “Two persons had killed an old lady. The criminals were found and admitted. They said they watched the victim for almost two hours only. She bought some chicken from the first defendant in the market. He agreed with the second defendant to take her in the car. She agreed to be taken to one place. They took her to a different place and hit her on her head and she fell unconscious. They threw her in the empty fields while conscious in a hole - I have seen it. A military place. She was tied. The two families didn’t reach a conciliation and so the final judgement was death sentence. It was applied. We talk for criminal cases and delay to get the families to agree. We called the family of the victim to get them to be merciful. Sometimes it works”.
\textsuperscript{447} Interview with Lawyer 20, November 2016.
Idlib Region

Courts

One Idlib lawyer explained that the civil society supported the creation of new courts after the withdrawal of the Assad government, particularly to maintain the existing system for the documentation of births and marriages. However, by the end of 2013 there were four separate “judicial” systems established by different factions in the area of Selkrin alone. These were administered by ISIS, Jabhat al-Nusra, Ahrar al-Sham and the Syrian government respectively, depending on which group had control of an area. The resulting bedlam created a chaotic situation difficult to follow even for the lawyers and judges working in the region.

By 2015, Idlib was fully in the hands of Islamic armed groups who formed Sharia courts to replace what was left of the pre-existing judicial system. ILAC was to identify three possible bodies that dominate the justice sector in the Idlib region:

- Dar al-Qada’ - the adjudicatory councils of Jabhat al-Nusra;
- The High Judicial Council of Jaish al-Fatha; and
- The Islamic Commission for Liberated Areas of Ahrar al-Sham – which appears to be part of the High Judicial Council of Jaish al-Fatha.

Information concerning the relationships between these bodies is confusing and sometimes contradictory. For example, Jabhat al-Nusra and Ahrar al-Sham are apparently part of Jaish al-Fatha, but have their own fully (al-Nusra) or semi- (al-Sham) independent court systems.

The different bodies typically adhere to directives from its armed group's legal office, and its judges are members of the armed group. As such, they lack independence from the armed group’s leadership and fighters.

448 Interview with Lawyer 15, November 2016.
449 There was also one group of Syrian judges from Selkrin who had insisted on their independence from the executive and had to flee, yet they were not allowed to stay in Selkrin by the groups in control, and so they moved their court to Harim instead.
450 Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
One of the judges interviewed described the current relationship between the courts as such:

“In liberated areas, we see several judicial systems in place. Jaish al-Fatah immediately establishes courts in the areas it liberates. These are centrally controlled by the High Judicial Council of Jaish al-Fatah (al-Majles al-Qada’i) - which forms and provides the authority for these courts. Jaish al-Fatah has seven factions – Ahrar al-Sham, al-Nusra, Faylaq al-Sham, Liwa al-Haq, Jaish al-Sunnah, Suqour al-Sham and Jund al-Aqsa, and some of these factions also have their own judicial bodies, or when disputes occur among them, they attempt to create committees external to the courts themselves”).

These judges still working in the Idlib region emphasised coordination efforts and meetings between the different judicial systems to try to negotiate differences, but they did admit to overlapping jurisdictions. This was confirmed by one judge, who said that it is unclear even to the lawyers and judges operating within these areas how jurisdictions and fora are determined. Most arrangements occur through negotiations, agreements and optional coordination. Given the fluid nature of the conflict and the factions engaged in the hostilities, these agreements are often changed, broken or dismissed at a moment’s notice, making the administration of justice highly unpredictable.

In cases where jurisdictions overlap between two courts, there is an agreement that the claimant may choose the forum in which to bring the claim. Though denied by sitting judges, other reports indicate that a major factor in choosing a court in the Idlib region was whether the litigant had a relationship with one of the judges, to ensure a favourable judgment before submitting the complaint. In interviews, Idlib lawyers also suggested that local citizens might choose the court depending on the jurisprudence it applied:

“We were working in unnatural conditions. We carried out a survey. From a random sample, the result was that the type of court the citizens preferred depended on the description of the case. If a person was filing a complaint, they wanted it to go to a Daesh [ISIS] court in order that an extreme result would follow. If you were an accused, you would prefer to go to a court run by Ahrar”.

Occasionally, a party may apply to a different court after a case has been decided. However, there is a written agreement among the courts that they will not consider cases already adjudicated by another court.

---

453 This group has since been removed from the coalition.
454 Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge working at an opposition court in Idlib, January 2017.
455 Atlantic Council 2016 article, supra n. 452.
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457 Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 13, 14, 16 and 17 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
One interviewee said that the heads of the various courts meet and discuss how to handle such issues.458 Another stated that in more politically sensitive cases, *ad hoc* commissions can be established. For example, in a dispute between two armed groups, each with an associated court, a joint office between the two courts can be established to look at the dispute.459

According to judges currently working in Idlib, all *Sharia* courts offer a right to appeal.460 This was confirmed by a lawyer from the region.461 According to the head of the Appeals Chamber of the Criminal Court of Jaish al-Fatha, however, the actual verdict from the Trial Chamber cannot be appealed if it was issued based on *ijtihad* (the exercise of independent reasoning or freedom for judges to make new rulings not based on precedent).462 Different judges sit on the Court of Appeal than those that sit in the first instance courts, and reportedly have extensive experience and the necessary expertise to sit on a higher court.463

**Functioning of the courts**

Although judges currently working in Idlib disagreed, other interviews conducted by ILAC confirmed the conclusions of other studies and media reports that these bodies function poorly, at best.

According to many of those interviewed, and supported by news articles at the time, the judges in these courts are mostly not qualified to handle matters governed by such non-religious legal frameworks, as they are not trained in non-*Sharia* law.464 Moreover, these courts have handed down harsh sentences on individuals who are considered to deviate from Islamic orthodoxy. One lawyer described, for example, how three judges from the government courts in Idlib were sentenced to death and executed for high treason for having applied Syrian law.465

Even in relation to matters governed by *Sharia* law, many judges in the Idlib courts are laypersons with little formal training.466 As such, their expertise is minimal. One report notes that these courts often apply provisions of *Sharia* law without taking into account the full application of the law, such as for example exceptions to applicability in times of conflict, or disregarding evidentiary rules.467

458 Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 14 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
459 Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 15 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
460 Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
461 Interview with Lawyer 7, November 2016.
462 Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 15 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
463 Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 13, 14, 16 and 17 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
465 Interview with Lawyer 7, November 2016. According to this same lawyer, when they later obtained the death sentence they found that it was signed by Abu Fulan, an infamous Islamist extremist from the UK.
466 Atlantic Council 2016 article, *supra* n. 452.
Another report indicated that a Sharia court in Idlib ordered the execution of a woman for adultery without requiring the other involved party to be present during the trial and ignoring Sharia’s evidentiary requirement of eyewitness testimony. The Sharia courts are also often accused of following the direction of the armed faction that established them.

Interviews with judges currently working in the Idlib region illustrate the dichotomy between their view of their own competence, and the observations of outside informants. Sharia court judges in Idlib uniformly reported that judges in their courts have no political or military affiliations, are objective and fair, and have a commitment to Islam, honesty and ethics. They reported that judicial selection is based on interviews and previously decided written criteria, which include experience, education and competence.

Idlib judges gave varying details regarding the background and education of Sharia judges working in the region, with several stating that they must have a university degree, either in law or Sharia. One judge stated that judges are Sharia experts, each with an individual legal adviser attached. In addition, some stated that judges receive training from other judges prior to starting working as a judge. One judge said that judges are initially required to complete a training period, during which their competence is determined in practice. Although responses from judges currently working in Idlib were inconsistent, it appears they generally acknowledged that judicial appointments ultimately were up to the armed group in control.

However, according to outside observers the Sharia courts in the Idlib region are commonly viewed as lacking basic competence. Contrary to information provided by current judges, others contend that many judges are former tailors or construction workers with little legal expertise. Court decisions are often poorly reasoned and inconsistent. Judges seldom adhere to a fixed set of procedures and principles, and often render judgments in accordance with the wishes of their armed group’s leadership. The ad hoc nature of the judicial decision-making in turn results in squabbles among the judges over matters of jurisprudence and religious ideology.

---
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Public perceptions of these Sharia courts is difficult to determine. Some Idlib lawyers indicated that they had canvassed the local populations to determine their views on these issues. The answers received depended on the most recent information given to the respondents. For example, the initial responses in one area strongly favoured the imposition of harsh Sharia law as interpreted by ISIS. This was based largely on flyers spread in the area by ISIS. After the lawyers conducted informational workshops, all participants favoured a civil system based on the rule of law. However, by that time many Syrian lawyers and judges had been forced out of the region.

One lawyer from Idlib described sentencing to death of a woman who had been found guilty of forcing young women to participate in sexual acts, which were filmed with a view to distribution for profit. Many of the local population apparently approved of this sentence. Describing the prevailing mentality, the lawyer said:

“*If they believe an adulterer should be killed, then she will be. In short, all the verdicts in the liberated areas are governed by social traditions, not laws and a certain system*”.  

---

478 Interview with Lawyer 7, November 2016.
Criminal procedures

There is again stark contrast between what is reported by the judiciary currently sitting on the Sharia courts in Idlib, and the reports of others.

Though the descriptions from sitting judges in the Idlib region were inconsistent, they generally described procedures that appear to be fairly consistent with the Syrian criminal procedure. In one instance, one of the judges connected to the High Judicial Council even made explicit reference to Syrian law applying procedurally.\textsuperscript{479}

Most of the Idlib judges interviewed described procedures for criminal cases that contained the following common features. A case at one of the tribunals will generally first be considered by a magistrate, arbitrator or anyone else as appointed by both parties, trying to reach a settlement outside the court structure.\textsuperscript{480} If settlement out of court cannot be reached, a plaintiff or the Prosecutor General can submit a complaint to the court, together with any evidence and names of witnesses. An investigatory judge then investigates the case based on the evidence provided. After an initial inquiry by the investigation judge, the case is referred to the court and the court will issue a summons for the defendant to attend trial.\textsuperscript{481} The Prosecutor General can also issue a warrant of arrest at an earlier stage in criminal cases. There is a police force working as an enforcement body for each court, consisting of 15 to 50 individuals who bring in suspects, amongst other activities. However, in some cases the court can also cooperate with armed groups in the area to bring in suspects.\textsuperscript{482} If the suspect is a member of an armed group, one interviewee stated that the court contacts the head of the relevant group to deliver the suspect.\textsuperscript{483} Interviewees indicated that defendants tend to adhere to court's summons and turn up at the court voluntarily.\textsuperscript{484}

A defendant in a criminal case can be detained pending trial, and several interviewees said that the time limit for initial detention is 48 hours.\textsuperscript{485} After that, the detained person must be presented to a prosecutor or a judge for a further decision to extend detention.\textsuperscript{486} Detainees have the right to meet with their legal representative during detention. Women are kept separate from men in detention, and one judge also stated that they have women working in the police force who are responsible for detaining women.\textsuperscript{487}

\textsuperscript{479} Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 17 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
\textsuperscript{480} Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 13 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
\textsuperscript{481} Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 14 and 15 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
\textsuperscript{482} Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 15 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
\textsuperscript{483} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{484} Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 13, 14, 16 and 17 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
\textsuperscript{485} Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 13, 14, 15 and 16 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
\textsuperscript{486} Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 15 and 16 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
\textsuperscript{487} Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 15 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
According to the information received from the judges currently working in Idlib, these procedures are written down and available to the people in the area should they wish to read them.488

The defendant can bring witnesses or other evidence, within a time limit, and is given some time to prepare the defence, although no exact time was specified. Women can also be called as witnesses. However, there was no information in the interviews as to the weight given to women’s testimony compared with men’s. The defendant is allowed to speak in front of the court and tell their own version of events, and also has the right to stay silent. They also have the right to be represented in court by anyone, be they a lawyer or a relative, of their own choosing.489

The one who brings an accusation has to prove that it is true. Thus, the prosecution has the burden of proof in proceedings, meaning that a person is innocent until proven guilty in criminal cases.490 However, it is not clear what standard of proof is required.

The courts seem to have some enforcement issues, although most judges stated that fees and penalties are generally paid in accordance with their judgments.491 If they are not, the court can warn the parties, and can use detention to enforce the decisions.492 One interviewee reported that this has happened to members of armed groups as well.493

It is not surprising that the procedure described by the judges above coincides with Syrian criminal procedure. This is likely to be the only criminal procedural that many of them are familiar with. This is consistent with the account from the House of Justice in Daraa and might indicate some willingness to accept some aspects of Syrian procedural aspects as common ground between different groups.

488 Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 13, 14 and 16 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
489 Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
490 Ibid.
491 Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 14, 16 and 17 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
492 Ibid.
493 Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 16 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
Reports and interviews from outside observers paint a different picture of the operation of the courts in Idlib, however.

“The judiciary system in Idlib is akin to jungle law, in which the powerful use it to impose their rule on the others. Examining the judicial system shows how the role of the military factions use the judiciary to encroach on civilian affairs. Some traditional Islamic concepts like Sharia and ijtihad [freedom for judges to make new rulings not based on precedent] are exploited to eliminate armed groups’ enemies and reinforce the control of militants and their associates.” 494

According to reports, the Idlib Sharia courts work with armed groups that openly arrest, kidnap, or assassinate people in their respective areas of control.495 Reports also indicate that armed groups arrest political opponents or civil society activists under charges of espionage and apostasy. Contrary to the account given by the Sharia judges, persons arrested by armed groups are often driven to a secret prison, where former detainees report the use of physical and psychological torture. There are many documented cases of prisoners dying under torture in these areas. In other cases, prisoners are released after bribing their jailers.496

Outsiders also report that if a person is convicted by the Sharia courts, they are imprisoned or given huge fines that can reach as much as 500,000 US dollars. Prisoners who are found innocent are obliged to pay money for lodging and food they received during their detention.497

494 Atlantic Council 2016 article, supra n. 452. See also Enab Baladi English 2016 Idlib article, supra n. 469.
495 Atlantic Council 2016 article, supra n. 452.
496 Ibid.
497 Ibid.
Applicable law

The Sharia courts in Idlib generally have not followed any single source of law to define their work, or determine the punishments to be levied. Instead, different sources and methods of interpretation of Sharia law are said to be used.498 One Idlib Sharia judge described this situation as follows:

“
We do not adhere to any one school. We are bound by the consensus of Islamic judicial scholars. In case of disagreement between them, we then decide which opinion seems most appropriate.”

But even this generalisation is subject to differences of opinion between the judges currently working in Idlib. One judge stated that they rely on the Shafi or Hanafi schools of jurisprudence (fiqh),500 whereas others stated that “absolute public interest” could be relied on in judgments.501 The need for a written law has become more apparent to the judges and as such, some interviewees indicated that the Unified Arab Code has also come to be widely relied upon.502

The Islamic Commission for Liberated Areas

As noted above, one of the new bodies involved in the administration of justice in Idlib is the Islamic Commission for Liberated Areas. Established by Ahrar al-Sham in April 2014 as an independent civil institution, it functions to provide security, adjudication, and Sharia-related management. The Commission has several police stations, and is formed of ten main offices, which includes an office for the judiciary, office for the police, amongst others. The Commission runs courts in several locations, including Armitaz and Abu-El Duhoor. Ahrar al-Sham, Failaq and Jaish al-Fatha provide support for the Commission in Hama and Idlib and act as enforcers of the Commission’s work.503 By August 2015, the Commission claimed to have finalised 5,000 cases, including criminal and civil claims.504

498 Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 13, 14 and 16 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
500 Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 17 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
501 Interview by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judge 16 working at an opposition court in Idlib, December 2016.
502 Interviews by SLDP on behalf of ILAC with judges 13, 14 and 15 working at opposition courts in Idlib, December 2016.
504 Ibid.
One account described how one Idlib court became part of the Commission in the summer of 2014, and now reportedly employs 65 people, including judges, ancillary staff and security officers. After the court joined the Islamic Commission, its judges were sent on training courses run by the Syrian Higher Judicial Institute in the Turkish city of Sanliurfa. These workshops are conducted over a period of two months and train 50 people at a time, using the Unified Arab Code as their reference point.

The Commission has YouTube, Twitter, Gmail and Facebook accounts. It uses these accounts to posts forms and announcements, as well as to provide notice and issue summons to court to parties to a case. The form indicates that the Commission has a case registry, a seal and includes information on the date of entry for the claim and the parties involved.

**Arbitration courts**

A parallel arbitration system has started to operate in Idlib, due to the problems with the newly established Sharia courts. Staffed by tribal religious leaders and law professionals, these structures can be used instead of the Sharia courts to handle civil or personal disputes. Such proceedings can be instituted before, during, and after a trial, if the parties are not satisfied with the verdict.

**Eastern Ghouta**

On the outskirts of the city of Damascus is an area known as Eastern Ghouta. Originally an agricultural area made up of small villages, recent decades brought suburban sprawl and new satellite towns. The area is home to roughly 2 million people before the conflict. One of the principal centres in Eastern Ghouta is Douma, a conservative regional centre of religious learning where before the conflict, the austere Hanbali school of Sunni Islam was widely practiced.

Eastern Ghouta was one of the first areas to join in the anti-government protests. As government forces withdrew and government control weakened, chaos, kidnapping and assassinations became commonplace.

---
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510 The Century Foundation 2016 article, supra n. 508.
Armed groups created improvised “courts” where detainees were tried without the presence of judges, and sentenced to death. While judges and lawyers did start going to detention centres to check the minutes and interrogate the suspects for trial, the situation was essentially anarchy. Reports did suggest though that the actions of judges and lawyers did somewhat reduce kidnapping, assassination, and capital punishment without trial.511

In the resulting bedlam, many of the modest gains made by women under the Assad government disappeared. Women were precluded from practising law as lawyers or judges, especially in the Sharia courts. A few women were allowed to work in women prisons, but only as prison functionaries and not in any judicial role. Women were required to be accompanied in order to appear in court. Domestic violence victims were reportedly not able to file complaints or go to court.512

By 2012, these legal professionals began forming more substantive courts. A Shura Judiciary Board was formed and several lawyers were appointed as judges. Improvised procedures were developed to deal with the exigencies of the chaotic situation. For example, judgment from these courts reportedly would be reviewed by legalist scholars and experienced jurists, and then submitted to a Sharia court established by one of the armed groups controlling the area. According to this source, if there was a conflict between the two judges, a third judge was brought in to settle the issue.513

The situation was made more difficult by the fact that the government transferred the government courts and its current files out of the region, leaving only the archives in the courts’ warehouses. Some files were damaged by shelling, and others were destroyed by weather. Nonetheless, the Shura Judiciary Board reportedly commissioned several experts to clean and archive the files, which were transferred to a safe place and put under the control of the Judiciary Board.514

On 24 June 2014, the main rebel factions of the Eastern Ghouta announced the creation of a Unified Judiciary Council. This was supported by 17 different armed groups in the area. Under this plan, the Unified Judiciary Council was not under the direct control of the armed groups. The armed groups agreed to relinquish control over legal affairs to a panel composed of respected Islamic scholars. This panel presided over the courts with territorial jurisdictions covering the region controlled by the armed groups. The courts also had extensive subject matter jurisdiction including criminal law, civilian matters, and family-status issues.515

512 Interview with Civil society representative in Gaziantep, November 2016.
513 Ibid.
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The initial high hopes for the Council soon began to fade. The first Head of the Unified Judiciary Council resigned shortly after its formation, and was assassinated by unknown gunmen a year later. Moreover, reports suggest that the Council has increasingly fallen under the sway of Jaish al-Islam, often referred to as the Islam Army. Founded and led by Zahran Alloush, Jaish al-Islam was considered by many as an extremist group.\footnote{Ibid.}

At the same time, the attitudes of the other factions under the Unified Judiciary Council umbrella also varied. Jabhat al-Nusra, for example, suspended its participation in the UJC almost immediately after its formation, sparking confrontations with Jaish al-Islam. Ultimately, however, the two groups co-existed, and Jabhat al-Nusra did not overtly interfere with the UJC.\footnote{Ibid.}

Unlike some of the other opposition-held areas, the newly formed courts in Eastern Ghouta were functioning in a very difficult day-to-day environment. The area has been besieged by government forces throughout the conflict, resulting in food and other shortages, which have greatly impacted the local civilian population. In August 2013, it was the scene of a chemical weapons attack that shocked the world.\footnote{Loveday Morris and Taylor Luck, ‘A month after chemical attacks, Syrian residents of Ghouta struggle to survive’, news article, Washington Post, 20 September 2013, \textcolor{red}{[\texttt{https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/a-month-after-chemical-attacks-syrian-residents-of-ghouta-struggle-to-survive/2013/09/20/399ec39a-2238-11e3-ad1a-1ad9192e890_story.html?utm_term=.890e370ed3c}]} [accessed 27 January 2017].} At this time, Eastern Ghouta was among the most militarised rebel strongholds in the country\footnote{Carnegie Middle East Center 2016 article, \textit{supra} n. 508.}, with various armed groups struggling for control of the area.\footnote{Ibid; and Middle East Eye 2015 East Ghouta article, \textit{supra} n. 509.} The less conservative forces in Eastern Ghouta faced attacks from the government on one side, and resistance from extremist groups trying to impose strict interpretation of Sharia law on the other:

\textit{“We were working in a court bombed by the regime. It was really difficult for us to keep going. Colleagues of mine were detained and we don’t know anything about them”}.\footnote{Interview with Lawyer 1, November 2016.}

Analysis and recommendations

The justice systems operating in non-government areas revealed that virtually all armed groups involved in the conflict recognise, and in fact, embrace the concept of courts or similar structures to settle disputes, provide justice (however defined), and handle routine administrative tasks. At the same time, a common attribute to virtually all the different mechanisms described is the absence of true judicial independence and impartiality. Though many judges working in these newly formed courts assert that they are in control of how the courts operate, the overall results from the interviews and other reports demonstrate that many are under the direct control of armed groups. Nearly all these new courts struggle to assert their independence from the armed actors in control of the areas where they operate.

Even where there may not be direct control by the armed groups in the area, indirect influence still raises issues of judicial independence. The House of Justice in Daraa, for example, is arguably one of the more sophisticated and ambitious attempts to establish a legitimate non-state court system in Syria. But lawyers and judges interviewed acknowledged that they allow themselves to be influenced by concerns other than the merits of the case. Interviewees said that they may apply *hudud* punishments (including the death penalty), even where it runs contrary their judicial beliefs, if a milder punishment would lead to a conflict between armed groups. This implicitly acknowledges that the court is not strong enough to act independently of the armed factions.

The failure of Syrian opposition groups to establish independent and impartial tribunals reduces their legitimacy and credibility, both within the local population and in the international community. Accordingly, it is widely recognised that these groups need to ensure that judges are qualified in matters of law, able to execute their duties without the interference from armed actors, and ensure that due process is respected at all times.

States who support armed groups opposed to the government, be it through finances, training or otherwise, have a particular responsibility to ensure that those groups adhere to international fair trial standards. This includes putting pressure on the groups to ensure that courts and tribunals they have established are regularly constituted within the meaning of Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions of 1949.

Unfortunately, a significant portion of the armed groups within Syria reject these principles. This is not out of negligence or inability, but because they fervently reject these principles on their face in favour of their interpretations of a Sharia-based system. While states and other actors who provide direct support to armed groups must continue to emphasise the importance of fair trial guarantees, the international community should also recognise that a sizeable segment of the Syrian opposition simply will not listen.

That said, the energy, dynamism and resilience demonstrated by Syrian legal professionals since 2011 illustrates their commitment to finding a solution to the current situation. Scores of patchwork courts, councils and commissions have been created, most attempting to adapt to the unique circumstances of the conflict. It needs to be borne in
mind, however, that just as many Syrians have rejected the judicial system imposed by
the government, they will likely reject any system that appears to be imposed by foreign
powers or Syrian autocrats.

Recognising these realities, ILAC recommends the following features for assistance to
the justice sector in the non-government controlled areas in Syria:

1. Continue programmes to assist non-extremist legal professionals working
   in Syria. The international community has provided assistance to lawyers,-
   judges and other legal professionals since the outbreak of the conflict.
   These and similar programmes should continue, but should have a more
   practical focus, addressing specific issues and necessary skills to assist the
   participants in providing critical services needed by the larger Syrian public.
   The focus in the international community should be on supporting those
   individuals and groups willing and interested in building a trusted reputation
   of genuine and meaningful assistance with the larger Syrian population.
   See further Chapter 5 below.

2. Support Syrian lawyers’ efforts to support their local communities.
   Syrian lawyers are able to operate freely in many non-government controlled
   areas. Courts in those areas have proven to be susceptible to pressure from
   lawyers and civil society to bring about positive changes to their operations
   In addition, they provide vital services to the local community representing
   their clients before the courts. Programmes should therefore be designed to
   help lawyers to support the local community more. Such support could take
   the form of opening resource centres for defence lawyers, bringing lawyers,
   judges, policy makers and other stakeholders together for roundtables
   to coordinate solutions, or even establishing legal aid clinics to offer direct
   legal representation for those most vulnerable within the community.

3. Support arbitration centres and conflict resolution committees to allow cases
   to be heard before Syrian trained legal experts. In many areas outside the
   control of the government, courts allow the parties to a case to agree to settle
   their differences through arbitration in commercial and civil cases, or through
   the use of conflict resolution committees in criminal cases. Such committees
   are able to rely on Syrian lawyers applying Syrian law, whilst at the same time
   respecting Sharia requirements. Programmes could be designed to support
   and promote the involvement of Syria legal professionals in such processes.
   A careful assessment of the local situation in each area such programmes could
   be considered and the potential impacts would be necessary beforehand; how-
   ever. This is particularly critical for family law cases and complaints involving
   gender-based violence, and generally in relation to the impacts on women.
4. Assist courts in non-government controlled areas to improve their efficiency and procedures where feasible. A common reaction among many international observers is to immediately dismiss all the newly established justice mechanisms due to concerns that they are unable to respect international human rights law requirements. However, it is probable that moving beyond the conflict situation, the Syrian justice system will retain at least some elements from these mechanisms. As such, efforts to address these issues would be welcomed sooner, rather than later. In addition, experience in the non-government controlled areas suggests that even the more extreme examples of these justice mechanisms tend to gravitate towards a more structured and clearly established set of laws and procedures when faced with the realities of deciding hundreds of concrete cases. To the extent feasible, the international community should therefore pursue initiatives to help professionalise courts in these areas.

5. Support a continued dialogue about present and future Syrian law and system of justice among Syrian judges and lawyers, and between the Syrian legal profession and the international legal community. Applicable law is a highly contentious issue in non-government controlled areas in Syria. Yet a prolonged division of the country under different de facto legal systems risks undermining the unity of the Syrian state in the long term. Agreement on the applicable norms in the different areas in Syria would be a significant improvement in the lives of those living in these areas, and would mitigate risks of divisions brought about by different areas being controlled by different armed actors.

6. Support Syrian judges outside areas controlled by the government in building unity and improving their support to Syrians. Those judges who were forced to flee after speaking up against abuse of peaceful protestors constitute a unique resource for Syria. These individuals have both an intimate knowledge and understanding of the Syrian state, as well as a proven commitment to human rights standards. However, these judges have struggled to maintain unity in the fractured legal landscape in non-government controlled areas. Programmes should be designed to encourage collegiality among these judges to strengthen their voice in the debate about justice in Syria.

7. Ensure a balance is maintained between supporting legal professionals working in this area and ensuring wider efforts for peace are not undermined. Support to legal professionals in non-government controlled areas needs to take into account the particular position of these individuals in the Syrian conflict, and be sensitive to the Syrian political context. These lawyers and judges have had to continuously grapple with the dilemma of how to create and support structures for upholding the rule of law in areas where the government is not present, without inadvertently establishing a de facto parallel state or challenging the territorial integrity or sovereignty of Syria. All activities directed towards improving the capacity of the legal professionals both inside and outside these areas, and support to the people inside Syria must take into account the need to uphold this balance.
4.4 Areas under Kurdish control

The Kurdish minority

The population of the Kurdish minority in Syria is around 1.7 to 2 million people. While some live in urban areas such as Damascus and Aleppo, most live in the northeast on the rolling plains along the Turkish border.

For decades, the Kurdish minority were subject to considerable repression by the government. One of the most infamous of its early efforts was Legislative Decree No. 193 of 1952. The Decree purported to address risks associated with suspicious people having property adjacent to the border. It prohibited most land transactions in certain border areas without first obtaining a license from the central government. According to one report, no Kurdish person has ever succeeded to obtain such a license. Included within the border areas defined by Decree No. 193 were all lands areas within 25 kilometres of the Turkish border, which were predominantly populated by Kurds. Another special decree soon followed, which expanded the border area to effectively include another Kurdish centre, the governate of al-Hasakah, situated 100 kilometres inside the border. While these decrees were later amended to apply to only agricultural lands, the net effect of these provisions was to severely hamper Kurds from transferring their lands in most of the northern Kurdish regions.

Over time, the Syrian authorities also introduced restrictions on the use of the Kurdish language, banned Kurdish-language publications, and prohibited celebrations of Kurdish festivities. Government efforts to suppress the Kurdish minority were expanded with the introduction of Decree No. 93 of 1962. Numerous Syrian Kurds interviewed for this report spoke of this decree, which ordered an exceptional census in the al-Hasakah governorate in north-eastern Syria. The stated purpose for the census was to identify “alien infiltrators” who had illegally crossed the border from Turkey. Kurds were forced to prove domicile in Syria since at least 1945 or lose their Syrian citizenship. As a result, 120,000 Syrian Kurds – 20 per cent of the Syrian Kurdish population – were stripped of their citizenship and became stateless “foreigners” (ajanib).

---
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In reality, the census was part of a concerted effort to increase the Arab population in the northeast. This plan sought to create a so-called “Arab belt” roughly ten to fifteen kilometres wide along 375 kilometres of the Turkish border. Part of this plan sought to relocate 150,000 Kurds and bring in Arab settlers. As the ajanib were denied the right to own property, the census results allowed the government to expropriate prime Kurdish land for settlements of Syrian Arabs displaced by construction of the Tabqa Dam on the Euphrates. While the resettlement effort was only partially successful, the legacy of Decree No. 93 and the Arab Belt continues to reverberate through modern Syria.

Despite this oppression, Syrian Kurds have avoided open opposition against central authority. This has been attributed to the Syrian government’s support for Kurdish rights in Iraq and Turkey in the closing decades of the twentieth century. In particular, during the 1980s and early 1990s the Syrian government supported the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (Partiya Karkeren Kurdistan or PKK), an armed insurgency group of Turkish Kurds. The PKK espouses a socialist nationalist philosophy while seeking a Kurdish homeland in Turkey.

Bowing to Turkish pressure, the Syrian government ended its support for the PKK, and expelled its leader, Abdullah Öcalan, from his Damascus home in 1998. This and the subsequent constitutional changes in Iraq following the U.S.-led invasion in 2003 giving greater autonomy to Iraqi Kurds, gave rise to a Syrian-based offshoot of the PKK known as the Kurdish Democratic Union Party (Hezb al-Ittihad al-Dimocrati or PYD). Like the PKK, it follows a socialist nationalist philosophy, antagonistic to Turkey.

The PYD soon became a rival to the earlier formed Kurdish Democratic Party of Syria (Partiya Demokrat a Kurdî li Sûriyê or KDPS), a sister organisation to the Kurdish Democratic Party of Massoud Barzani, President of the Kurdistan Regional Government in Iraq. In contrast to the PYD, the KDPS maintains better relations with the Turkish government.

Kurdish opposition to the government reached a boiling point in 2004 when a fight between fans at a football match in Qamishli ignited violent clashes between the authorities and Kurdish demonstrators. Numerous Kurds were killed and injured, and Syrian security services detained more than 2,000 people.\(^{537}\) While many detainees were released, some reports suggested that this did not extend to a large number of PYD members.\(^{538}\) Moreover, Kurdish political and cultural activities were further curtailed, as arbitrary arrests, sham trials, detainee abuses, and travel bans continued.\(^{539}\)

Another blow to the Kurds came with the introduction of Decree No. 49 of 10 September 2008. This decree prohibited property transactions concerning all land, including urban land in the cities, in the previously-defined border areas without central government permission. Such permissions were in fact subject to approval by the security forces, and were seldom given to Kurds.\(^{540}\) The impact was severe, with many forced to abandon their farms and villages. According to one estimate, by 2011 these policies resulted in the elimination of 335 Kurdish villages and the removal of Kurds from their agricultural lands in the entire al-Hasakah area.\(^{541}\)

---

**The 2011 uprising in Kurdish areas**

As the uprisings in 2011 spread across the country, the government began to make conciliatory moves towards the Kurdish population. This included providing social services and employment opportunities for the *ajanib*. In April 2011, the government issued Decree No. 49 of 7 April 2011 which allowed *ajanib* in the al-Hasakah governate to apply for citizenship. According to some reports, this change in the law allowed 51,000 Kurds who had been made stateless to receive identity cards providing Syrian citizenship.\(^{542}\) However, since the Decree was limited in scope, approximately 160,000 Kurdish *ajanib* remain stateless.\(^{543}\)

The initial Kurdish response to the Syrian uprising was disjointed and ambivalent. Some rallied to the call of Jalal Talabani, an Iraqi Kurd and then the President of Iraq, who urged the Syrian Kurds to fight for reform within the Syrian state.\(^{544}\) A different view was expressed by Masoud Barzani, President of the Kurdish Region of Iraq and strong supporter of the KDPS.

---

\(^{537}\) HRW 2009 report on Kurdish areas, *supra* n. 528, pp. 15-16.
\(^{538}\) *Ibid*, p. 43.
\(^{539}\) *Ibid*, pp. 15-16.
\(^{540}\) Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016; and interview in Erbil, 12 November 2016.
\(^{542}\) Aside from the partial nature of these changes, some Kurdish lawyers complained that by “granting” citizenship rather than “restoring” citizenship, the regime deftly avoided any potential claims for compensation - interview in Erbil, 12 November 2016.
\(^{544}\) Chatham House 2016 report on Kurdish areas, *supra* n. 536, p. 8.
President Barzani had developed a good relationship with Turkey, which in turn supported the Syrian National Council, an umbrella group of opposition Syrian political parties based in Istanbul. President Barzani and the KDPS urged the Kurds to work with the broader Syrian opposition for a transition to a new Syrian government that was friendly to Turkey.\footnote{Ibid, p. 8.}

The PYD took a different tack. As the Syrian revolution unfolded, the PYD offered a “third line”, supporting change but rejecting foreign intervention and alignment with the larger non-Kurdish Syrian opposition.\footnote{Ibid.} Moreover, though weakened by years of Syrian and Turkish government attacks, the PYD was the only Syrian Kurdish faction with political coherence and a core of trained fighters through its military arm known as People’s Protection Units (Yekeńyên Parastina Gel or YPG), which reportedly included non-Syrian fighters from the PKK.\footnote{Aaron Stein and Michelle Foley, ‘The YPG-PKK Connection’, 26 January 2016, <http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/menasource/the-ypg-pkk-connection> [accessed 27 January 2017]; International Crisis Group, ‘Flight of Icarus? The PYD’s Precarious Rise in Syria’, Middle East Report No. 151, 8 May 2014, <https://www.crisisgroup.org/middle-east-north-africa/eastern-mediterranean/syria/flight-icarus-ypd-s-precarious-rise-syria> [accessed 27 January 2017] (hereinafter “ICG 2014 report on Kurdish areas”).}

In the months following the outbreak of hostilities, the KDPS, PYD and other factions formed the Kurdish National Council, a loose umbrella group of Kurdish political parties opposed to the Assad government. Two months after the Kurdish National Council was created, the PYD separately formed the Rojava Movement for a Democratic Society (Tevgera Civaka Demokratîk or TEV-DEM) in December 2011.\footnote{Chatham House 2016 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 536, p. 7.} This movement differed from the Kurdish National Council in that it sought to implement the PYD’s own version of the PKK’s philosophy. In broad terms, TEV-DEM’s goal is to reform society as a whole, and promote individual and collective rights, such as freedom of expression, gender equality and respect for ethnic and religious identities.\footnote{ICG 2014 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 547, p. 12.} Despite their differences, the Kurdish National Council and TEV-DEM agreed to work together within the Kurdish Supreme Committee for a rapid and stable transition in the Kurdish areas of northern Syria.\footnote{Chatham House 2016 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 536, p. 9.}

On 20 July 2012, a massive bombing in Damascus killed several members of the Syrian government’s leadership. After skirmishes between Kurdish and government forces, the Syrian government withdrew its troops to key security zones in Qamishli and the provincial capital al-Hasakah, in order to divert its forces to Damascus and elsewhere.\footnote{Ibid.} The PYD moved into the vacuum left by the government forces to assert control over the majority Kurdish populations in the north of the country.\footnote{Cengiz Gunes, and Robert Lowe, ‘The Impact of the Syrian War on Kurdish Politics Across the Middle East, Chatham House, July 2015, p. 4, <https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/files/chathamhouse/field/field_document/20150723SyriaKurdsGunesLowe.pdf> [accessed 27 January 2017].}
Over the next two years, the PYD increased its influence and control within the northern Syrian Kurdish dominated area referred to by them as Rojava, with its YPG successfully defending Kurdish-controlled areas against attacks by extremist militants.\textsuperscript{553}

The Kurdish National Council’s legitimacy among Syrian Kurds was dealt a serious blow at this time when the internationally backed Syrian opposition refused to recognise a distinct Kurdish identity in Syria.\textsuperscript{554} The PYD quickly established itself as the dominant force, straining relations with Kurdish National Council.\textsuperscript{555} Though the Kurdish National Council and the PYD-led TEV-DEM had initially agreed to collaborate on an interim administration in Kurdish controlled area, the Kurdish National Council gradually withdrew as popular support swung toward the PYD. Kurdish National Council officials accused the PYD of monopolising decision-making and harassing its members, while the TEV-DEM accused the KNC with seeking to establish a separate administration to divide the Kurdish controlled area into competing zones of influence.\textsuperscript{556}

In November 2013, the PYD established a transitional autonomous “government” in Kurdish controlled areas together with several smaller groups, with the stated goal of an autonomous administration within a federal Syria.\textsuperscript{557} This unilateral action by the PYD further damaged relations between the Kurdish parties, leading to charges of a power grab and accusations by KDPS activists that they had been politically targeted and excluded.\textsuperscript{558} The net result was the eventual withdrawal of the KDPS from the local administration in Kurdish controlled area.\textsuperscript{559}

Two months later, the PYD and its allies formally established an Interim Transitional Administration for Rojava with local administrations in three non-adjacent areas of northern Syria referred to as cantons, namely Afrin, Kobani (\textit{Ain al-Arab}) and Cezire (al-Jazira region in al-Hasakah province). Though predominantly Kurdish, other ethnic communities including Arabs, Syriacs, Armenians, and Turkmen populate these areas.\textsuperscript{560} Throughout this period, the government continued to control the security zones in Qamishli and the provincial capital of Hasakah.


\textsuperscript{554} Chatham House 2016 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 536, p. 9.


\textsuperscript{556} Chatham House 2016 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 536, p. 9.

\textsuperscript{557} HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 527, p. 14. The description of the administration in al-Hasakah, Qamishli, Afrin and other areas under the control of Kurdish authorities in this report are based on testimony and third party reports about the de facto situation inside Syria. It should not be understood as a statement on the legal status of these areas under international law.

\textsuperscript{558} Chatham House 2016 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 536, p. 10.

\textsuperscript{559} Ibid, p. 9.

\textsuperscript{560} HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 527, p. 14.
Later in January 2014, the PYD introduced a provisional constitutional document called the “Social Contract” for the three cantons. In doing so, the PYD stressed that it did not seek independence, but instead “local democratic administration” within a Syrian federal framework. Described by some as following natural law theory, the Social Contract is based on the principle that the people should agree on the regulation of the essential aspects of their coexistence. Notwithstanding, the PYD assumed de facto authority throughout the Kurdish controlled area and began a transitional administration by providing security through its military (YPG) and police forces (asayish), running courts and prisons, and distributing humanitarian aid.

According to the PYD, governance in Rojava is guided by the principles of “democratic confederalism” put forward by Abdullah Öcalan. Responding to what he saw as the failures of capitalism and the nation-state system, Öcalan promoted a direct system of bottom-up government based on grassroots democratic participation. In principle, this philosophy promotes the unity of all different faiths and ethnic groups without

561 Map reprinted with approval from HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 527, p. 1.
565 Chatham House 2016 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 536, p. 11.
assimilating them. As a result, the PYD espoused decentralisation at every level, indicating that it would establish local institutions to respond to the needs of the local communities after decades of heavily centralised rule.

A watershed moment for the Kurdish forces occurred when ISIS launched its offensive on Kobane in September 2014. Kurdish authorities in Iraq eventually agreed to support the YPG in its struggle against ISIS, allowing fighters and weapons into Kobane through Turkey. The attack on ISIS finished the alteration of the political scene in northern Syria, leading to the establishment of a de facto local self-rule by the PYD and TEV-DEM.

Many Kurds interviewed for this report, and particularly those outside the Kurdish controlled areas, describe the PYD as a “collaborator with the government”. In their view, the government ceded some of its power to the PYD in exchange for the Kurdish north remaining uninvolved in the broader Syrian uprising. Both military units and civil servants paid by Damascus remain and continue to operate in parts of Qamishli and the provincial capital al-Hasakah. The PYD has also continued to communicate with the government in Damascus, and focused its efforts on combating ISIS and establishing its transitional administration.

While the PYD concedes that it made a strategic decision not to confront Damascus, it argues that it is acting as a “third line” between the Syrian government and extremist Islamist rebels. PYD officials point to sporadic clashes with government elements as evidence of their independence from the government.

PYD critics also contend that its current administration is simply authoritarianism in the guise of democratic confederalism. Opposition parties within Kurdish controlled areas have been excluded from the newly established administrative structure. In August 2016, the Kurdish National Council’s president was arrested at an asayish checkpoint in Qamishli, based on a complaint that the Kurdish National Council opposed the “Kurdish revolution in Rojava.” Though other senior Kurdish National Council officials have avoided arrest, hostility between the factions remain. Indeed, a number of lawyers and activists interviewed contended that they fled to avoid PYD persecution, and could not safely return to the area. In addition, as the YPG began to regain control over areas in northern Syria previously controlled by ISIS and other extremist groups, reports
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began to surface of abusive practices against political opponents and minority communities. Refugees interviewed by the ILAC contend that as many as 50 non-PYD activists are imprisoned in the Kurdish controlled areas, while many others fled. These actions, and Turkey’s insistence that the PYD is simply an arm of the PKK have led to the PYD being excluded from many international conferences and peace negotiations.

Courts

In the 1990s, leftist Kurdish political activists in northern Syrian cities with Kurdish majorities formed so-called Peace and Consensus Committees. These committees operated underground and often in parallel to the existing justice system. Though their numbers were reduced with the increased governmental repression after the violence of 2004, the Committees continued to exist in certain Kurdish communities. When portions of northern Syria came under Kurdish control in the summer of 2012, existing Peace and Consensus Committees quickly began handling local justice issues. Similar committees were established in communities where they had been absent prior to the uprising.

After July 2012, the TEV-DEM established regional justice councils (diwana adalet) in the various regions. These justice councils were composed of judges, lawyers, prosecutors, jurists, and others who had left the governmental justice system. In addition, the Peace and Consensus Committees elected and appointed members to the councils. After extensive discussions, the justice councils founded the new justice system in the Kurdish controlled areas. The PYD-led administration apparently has created a “Ministry of Justice”. Although the exact details and functioning of that entity is unclear to persons not directly involved, the ministry did respond to ILAC’s questions in writing.
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People’s Courts

The central features of the justice system in the Kurdish controlled areas are both first-instance and appeals People’s Courts. These courts handle both civil and criminal cases. There is conflicting information whether these courts handle property and family status matters, or if these are left to the government courts still operating in Kurdish controlled areas. The People’s Courts do not appear to include property registries, however.

Information concerning the actual structure and functioning of the first-instance People’s Courts is conflicting. Some reports indicate that there are first-instance People’s Courts in Amuda, Hasakah, Tal Nemir, Derbassiyeh, Qamishli, Maliki, Qahtaniyah, Afrin, Kobani and Al Shadada. Other reports indicate that there are first-instance courts in Malikiyah, Gergelige (Gîrke Legê), Kahtanieh (Tirbespiyê), Qamishli, Amuda, Derbasiyah, Ras al-‘Ain, Halakha (Hisicha) and Tel Tamin (Tal Tamer). There appear to be four appeals courts, located in Ras al-‘Ain, Malikiyah, Qamishli and Halakha.

ILAC was unable to obtain any official statistics concerning the volume of cases handled by the People’s Courts. One unverified report indicated that in 2014 nine courts in the Jazira canton received 6,061 cases and resolved 4,500 cases.

According to a senior official in the “Ministry of Justice” in Afrin, there is one prosecutor in every city and town. However, one lawyer working inside the Kurdish controlled area indicated that there were four prosecutors in every court. The prosecutors of the People’s Courts are appointed in the same fashion as the judges, outlined below.

---

587 Information given in interviews in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016, and in Erbil, 11 November 2016 stated that People’s Courts do handle property and family status matters. However, ASO New Network, a media channel active in the areas under Kurdish control, has published a video with interviews with lawyers and others from the region, stating that the government courts handle these cases, see <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQY4mADsMs&feature=youtu.be> [accessed 23 March 2017].
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Judgements of the People's Courts can be enforced by the *asayish*.\(^{595}\) Reports based on interviews with PYD officials indicate that decisions of the first-instance courts may be appealed to the appeals court where all judges must be jurists.\(^{596}\) However, Kurdish lawyers interviewed contend that, while the right of appeal exists in theory, it often is absent in practice.\(^{597}\)

In at least some of these courts, no single judge presides. Some Kurdish lawyers reported that cases are heard by a panel of three judges, which was also confirmed by a senior official in the “Ministry of Justice” in Afrin.\(^{598}\) The statement from this official – that there are 16 judges in total in the People’s Courts – does not match with there being a three panel judge adjudicating cases, given the reported number of first-instance courts, however. Another report indicates that cases are heard by a committee of five, where four committee members are lawyers or legal experts, and the fifth is a non-legally trained citizen who “represents society.”\(^{599}\) Another source reporting on Jazira canton indicated that there are nine judges for nine first-instance courts in 2014.\(^{600}\) According to information received from the “Ministry of Justice” in Afrin, there is a total of 16 judges, seven of whom are women.\(^{601}\) However, several Kurdish lawyers interviewed by ILAC indicated that there were no women judges in any of the People’s Courts, nor were there any in the government courts prior to the 2011 uprising.\(^{602}\)

Descriptions of the selection process for People’s Court judges likewise differ. According to statements from PYD officials, judges on the first-instance People’s Courts can be nominated by the local justice council or any citizen in the area.\(^{603}\) However, according to one senior official, there are no formal processes for the selection of judges and no written criteria.\(^{604}\) Though regional justice councils apparently advise on the nominations, nominees need not have any judicial training.\(^{605}\) Seven people are elected for each area.\(^{606}\) A number of Kurdish lawyers interviewed by ILAC contend that this ostensible structure is simply a façade. They contend that the PYD selects judges according to their party loyalty. According to these sources, the councils appoint judges only after getting the consent of PYD.\(^{607}\)

---
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An apparent weakness in the People’s Courts is the lack of trained prosecutors and judges. While there is a significant pool of Kurdish lawyers, few Kurds were allowed into the judiciary under the Ba’athist system. Nevertheless, a senior official in the Ministry of Justice in Afrin of the administration established by the PYD, maintained in February 2017 that 13 out of 16 judges have a law degree. Supporters of the new courts argue that this weakness is actually a strength, since it allows individuals from different fields and with different expertise to become judges. Under this view, by allowing the election of non-legally trained individuals, the system also allows community input in decision-making, rather than permitting the state to monopolise it. Indeed, some supporters of the system simply characterise the elected judges as akin to a jury.

A number of Kurdish lawyers not based in the Kurdish controlled areas interviewed by ILAC sharply disputed that judges were sufficiently qualified. They characterised the judges of the People’s Courts as untrained, and often illiterate. Though some judges are lawyers, others were reportedly architects, construction workers, bakers or auto mechanics. For example, according to one source, none of the People’s Court judges in Kobani were legally trained. Activists further complained that PYD authorities pressured them to avoid criticism of the new courts.

In part, the lack of qualified jurists is due to the reluctance of those legal professionals previously working in the government institutions to join the bodies created by the PYD. Others argue that the lack of trained prosecutors and judges is a direct result of the PYD’s hostility and harassment of KDPS supporters. According to these sources, many Kurdish lawyers in the Kurdish controlled areas supported the KDPS and fled to avoid the PYD.

A senior official in the “Ministry of Justice” in Afrin stated that there is no formal training program for People’s Court judges. However, some reports suggest that the citizen judges are trained by Kurdish lawyers after they are elected. One lawyer working in the Kurdish controlled areas reported that new judges undertake a 15 day training course with ideological lectures about PYD’s goals and some new laws that have been introduced in the areas. Another published report indicates that an academy for jurists of the three cantons was founded in mid-2013 in Qamishli. According to this report, the academy runs courses lasting four months. Participants must pass the exams of these courses before they can begin work in the new justice system.
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Article 63 of the Social Contract provides that “[t]he independence of the Judiciary is founding principle of the rule of law, which ensures a just and effective disposition of cases by the competent and impartial courts”. While PYD officials claim the People’s Courts enjoy full independence, others acknowledge problems, but blame them on the lack of qualified legal experts. However, many of those interviewed for this assessment, not affiliated with the PYD, disputed that claim. Many lawyers and jurists sharply criticised the Peoples’ Courts enforcement of the concept of social justice. Several complained that the judges of the People’s Courts ignore the law, and base decisions on personal views, biases and beliefs. Critics also complained that there was significant corruption throughout these courts, though these allegations were dismissed by others who attributed the poor decision-making to a lack of professionalism. Regardless of the cause, the result has been a pronounced lack of consistency in court judgments.

Many outside critics also argue that the division of power between the various branches of the new administration in the Kurdish controlled areas is blurred, at best. According to these critics, the People’s Court system was staffed by PYD-appointed personnel who have politicised the system to primarily serve the interests of the PYD. One critic complained that while the Assad government interfered in 80 per cent of the cases in the old system, the PYD interferes in 90 per cent of the cases in the People’s Courts. Another went so far as to say that there was no real system of justice in the Kurdish controlled areas, just a military regime.

An alternative view shared by some Kurdish observers is that despite instances of political interference, the People’s Courts were the best judicial institutions in a flawed system in Syria. These courts were relatively free of corruption. Professionalism is lacking, but improving. According to this view, in an imperfect world, the People’s Courts deserved support.

---
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**Peace and Consensus Committees**

Though not part of the formal justice system, the Peace and Consensus Committees are an integral component of bringing justice to the Kurdish controlled areas. Each Peace and Consensus Committee usually consists of five to nine people, 40 per cent of whom should be women.\(^{633}\) Most committee members are over 40 years old, chosen for their perceived ability to bring conflicting parties together in discussion.\(^{634}\) PYD supporters argue that many committee members are well-known activists who fought for the Kurdish cause, respected in the local community.\(^{635}\)

The Peace and Consensus Committees are formed at the local level.\(^{636}\) For example, all residents in a commune (typically consisting of 30 to 150 households) assemble and elect the local committee members. Committees for the district or village communities (around seven to ten villages) are then chosen by delegates of the communes.\(^{637}\)

General committees are responsible for minor social and legal issues, such as divorce, unpaid debts, land disputes and crimes.\(^{638}\) Separate women’s commissions handle cases involving gender-sensitive issues, such as domestic violence, forced marriage, and polygamy.\(^{639}\) However, the Peace and Consensus Committees do not handle more serious criminal cases such as murder, which instead are referred to the People’s Courts.\(^{640}\)

The Committees resolve cases based on consensus decisions and not on the law. Rules and procedures are not codified, but instead have developed over the years, and to some extent are orally transmitted.\(^{641}\)

Advocates of this system argue that members of the Peace and Consensus Committees are not traditional judges, since they are elected democratically and with gender parity. Instead, the modern committees correlate to the traditional councils of elders, but infused with the values of democracy, gender liberation, and human rights.\(^{642}\) Detractors point out that the failure to follow any specific laws or rules may give primacy to conservatism and traditionalism, at odds with modern principles of social justice.\(^{643}\)
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The Supreme Constitutional Court

Article VIII of the Social Contract provides for a Supreme Constitutional Court. According to Article VIII, this court should have seven members who must be judges, legal experts and lawyers with no less than fifteen years of professional experience. Members are to be nominated by the Legislative Assembly, and handle a variety of functions set forth in the Social Contract. However, a senior official in the “Ministry of Justice” in Afrin stated that there is no Supreme Constitutional Court.644

Government courts

A parallel system of courts operated by the Syrian government in Damascus continues to function in the enclaves they control.645 These dual court systems do not cooperate with each, only co-exist. It appears that some lawyers serving as judges in the People's Courts still appear in the government courts in these enclaves.646

Interviews with lawyers working inside the Kurdish controlled areas indicate that government courts of first instance work in most Kurdish areas, namely al-Hasakah, Qamishli, Ras al-Ain, Derbassiyeh and Amuda, but not Kobane.647 A government Court of Appeal with both civil and criminal chambers continues to operate in al-Hasakah.648 These courts are operated by judges and employees from Syrian state, who continue to be paid by Damascus, and apply pre-existing Syrian law and procedures.649

The government courts in Qamishli and al-Hasakah handle some cases and produce documents under the auspices of the central government, but have no police or other methods of enforcing their judgements.650 These government-controlled institutions do not accept judgments or documents issued by Peoples' Courts.651 Indeed, documents issued by the People's Courts have far less recognition both inside and outside the Kurdish controlled areas than those issued by the government courts, causing some inhabitants to leave the region.652 The People's Courts likewise do not typically accept the judgments of the government courts.653
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Most lawyers interviewed by ILAC argue that these residual government courts lead
to a confusion, double standards, and contradictory verdicts and judgment.⁶⁵⁴ Indeed,
some lawyers indicated that some litigants will re-litigate disputes in the government
courts if they dislike the outcome of the same claim in a People’s Court, and vice-versa.⁶⁵⁵

**Lawyers**

As noted above, though there is a shortage of trained judges and prosecutors in the
Kurdish controlled areas, there are a significant number of Syrian Kurdish lawyers.
These lawyers are taking the lead in attempting to develop and professionalise the legal
system in these enclaves. A number of women lawyers reportedly remain in the Kurdish
controlled areas, though their roles are unclear.⁶⁵⁶

Nonetheless, Kurdish opposition lawyers complained that old patterns of favouritism
and prejudice was retained in the Kurdish controlled areas, as, lawyers must be regis-
tered with a new bar association formed in 2014 and controlled by the PYD to appear in
the People’s Courts.⁶⁵⁷ Though statistics concerning the extent of lawyers’ participation
in these new bar associations are unavailable, it appears that only a small number of
lawyers’ joined the new PYD-controlled bar association.⁶⁵⁸ One source indicated that of
the 105 lawyers in Kobani in 2013, only seven initially joined the new bar association.⁶⁵⁹

Other sources report that many Kurdish lawyers still to belong to the pre-2011 bar
association controlled by the government, which continues to exist and operate.⁶⁶⁰

Official statistics from the Syrian Bar Association indicate that the number of lawyers
registered in the local bar association for the al-Hasakah governate actually increased
by one lawyer between 2010 and 2014.⁶⁶¹

Formal legal education in the Kurdish controlled areas has ceased. Most law students
from the these areas studied at the law faculty at the Syrian university in Deir ez-Zor,
or its branch in in al-Hasakah. With the main university in Deir ez-Zor shut down due
to ISIS control, and the al-Hasakah branch operating on a limited basis, legal studies in
the region are at a near standstill. Female students in particular avoid the law faculties,
due to the increased risks brought about by the security situation. Some law students
left for Damascus, while other crossed into the Kurdish region in Iraq, but most were
unable to go elsewhere due to economic issues.⁶⁶²

---

⁶⁵⁴ Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016. See also Enab Baladi English 2016 article on Kurdish areas, supra n. 590.
⁶⁵⁵ Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016; and interview in Erbil, 11 November 2016. See also Enab Baladi
English 2016 article on Kurdish areas, supra n. 590.
⁶⁵⁶ Interview in Erbil, 11 November 2016.
⁶⁵⁷ Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016; and interview in Erbil, 12 November 2016.
⁶⁵⁸ Interview in Erbil, 12 November 2016; interview with lawyer, 12 November 2016.
⁶⁵⁹ Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016.
⁶⁶⁰ Interview with lawyer, 12 November 2016.
⁶⁶¹ Annex I. See supra n. 190.
⁶⁶² Interview in Erbil, 11 November 2016.
Applicable law

While opinions concerning governance within the Kurdish controlled areas and the PYD remain sharply split, its supporters trumpet the secular, progressive principles outlined in the so-called Social Contract. For example, Article 20 of the Social Contract provides that international human rights conventions form “an essential part and complement this contract.” Similarly, Article 22 incorporates the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948\(^ {663}\) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966 as an “integral part of this charter.” Indeed, the Contract dedicates 45 out of its 96 articles to basic principles of rights, representation and personal freedoms.

According to PYD supporters, the decision to adopt a social contract instead of a constitution reflects the multi-faith/ethnicity principles underlying the concept of the democratic autonomy in these areas. Proponents argue that the Social Contract was developed through consultations among representatives of different ethnic and belief groups, with the goal of securing safety and self-rule for all groups. In principle, the Social Contract provides that all groups are to be present and active in decision-making on political, economic and social questions. It also ensures the right of self-determination of different ethnic and religious groups through self-rule on village level, as well as the right to organise themselves autonomously on other levels.\(^ {664}\)

PYD supporters also point to the adoption of a progressive gender equality standard in governance structures. This calls for equal gender representation in all levels of administration, including the military. Indeed, the PYD-led authority has established a Ministry for Women’s Liberation to promote these values.\(^ {665}\) PYD officials claim that these steps have dramatically improved the protections for women in the courts.\(^ {666}\)

Kurdish lawyers and activists opposed to the PYD interviewed by ILAC disputed these claims, arguing that systemic gender bias persists in the People’s Courts. These sources stated that while one could find People’s Court decisions that appeared to promote gender equity, these decisions inevitably resulted from a woman’s political connections with the PYD, rather than any commitment to human rights.\(^ {667}\) One lawyer suggested that while a woman has no right to divorce in the Kurdish controlled areas, if she is a PYD member, a husband can be forced to agree to a divorce. Another critic concurred, stating “if you don’t belong to the PYD, you are restricted”.\(^ {668}\) Even the PYD’s gender equity laws are dismissed by critics as just for the media, and seldom enforced.\(^ {669}\)

\(^{664}\) Movements@Manchester 2014 article, supra n. 566.
\(^{666}\) Kurdish Question 2015 article on Kurdish areas, supra n. 592.
\(^{667}\) Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016; interviews in Erbil, 11-12 November 2016.
\(^{668}\) Interview in Erbil, 11 November 2016.
\(^{669}\) Interview in Erbil, 11 November 2016.
Opponents also contend that the PYD’s promotion of these progressive principles is merely a front for a military autocracy. Several lawyers interviewed by ILAC argued that the various international conventions supposedly adopted in the Social Contract are ignored in practice. They highlight as examples of this property confiscations, control over the media, and conscription of minors, including girls, into YPG forces.670

While it is unclear how the principles set out in the Social Contract are applied in practice, the courts face another significant issue of which law to apply. Various lawyers interviewed gave different accounts of the laws in effect.671 Some sources suggest that while the People’s Courts apply Syrian law, they do so randomly or “in a deformed way.”672 Some even suggested that Swiss, German, British, French and Egyptian law have been applied on occasion.673

Article 18 of the Social Contract states “[t]here is no crime and no punishment without a legal text”. However, it appears that this principle is often ignored. Kurdish lawyers interviewed indicated that the People’s Courts often apply customary law, which varies between different locations and ethnic communities.674 Others indicated that in some instances, no specific, written law was applied, and verdicts were a matter of “social justice” based upon public opinion.675

The issue is further complicated by the efforts of the PYD-led authorities to reform Syrian laws to reflect the principles contained in the Social Contract.676 The PYD has adopted laws covering certain family issues, such as banning polygamy and permitting civil marriages, for example.677 However, even on these issues, where a gap exists in the new laws, existing Syrian state law may be applied.678

Although some Syrian laws discriminate against Kurds or violate other human rights standards, changes are being introduced in a haphazard and non-transparent manner, leaving lawyers and the public confused.679 To make matters worse, the authorities have not otherwise published changes to Syrian laws or the Criminal Code.680

Adding further confusion to this, at least one source suggested that each of the three cantons has, or will have in the future, a justice parliament (meclisa adalet) composed of 23 people.

---

672 Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016; and interview in Erbil, 12 November 2016.
673 Carnegie Middle East Center 2014 article on Kurdish areas, supra n. 582; HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 527, pp. 14-15.
674 Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016. See also Carnegie Middle East Center 2014 article on Kurdish areas, supra n. 582.
675 Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016. See also Enab Baladi English 2016 article on Kurdish areas, supra n. 590.
676 Interview in Erbil, 11 November 2016.
677 Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016. See Enab Baladi English 2016 article on Kurdish areas, supra n. 590. Others interviewees reported that the PYD had also adopted new laws on customs, civil status, personal status, and criminal procedure. Interview in Erbil, 12 November 2016.
678 Interview with lawyer, 12 November 2016. See also HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 527, pp. 14-15
679 HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, supra n. 527, p. 2.
Three are representatives of the cantonal justice ministry, eleven from the local justice councils, seven are supposedly from the Constitutional Court, and two from the local bar association. The justice parliaments are charged with the responsibility of accommodating the legal system to the specific needs of the Kurdish controlled area in transition. This includes both broad issues of adapting the law to meet the principles of the Social Contract, as well as resolving technical and administrative questions within the legal system. Information concerning the entities is sketchy, and it appears that the plan at present remains skeletal, with little agreement on details or procedures.\textsuperscript{681}

\textbf{Criminal law and procedure}

One critical aspect of the reforms introduced in the Kurdish controlled areas are the applicable principles of criminal law and procedures. Notably, Article 26 of the Social Contract abolishes the death penalty, Article 72 guarantees the right to a fair trial, and Article 73 makes it a criminal offence to detain a person without evidence.

PYD officials paint a picture of significant reform. These supporters contend that arrest is considered a last resort, with convicted persons viewed not as a criminal, but as someone to be rehabilitated. Prisons are described as educational institutions, soon to be transformed into rehabilitation centres, rather than punitive institutions. Though no statistics have been provided, PYD sympathisers credit the new justice system and self-organisation of the people with decreasing the number of crimes, including honour killings, throughout the Kurdish controlled areas.\textsuperscript{682}

When an arrest is made, officials within the asayish claim that current procedures require police to first obtain a warrant from the public prosecutor. According to these officials, asayish regulations allow a person to be held for only to 24 hours, which can be extended for up to two more days by order of the public prosecutor, and that detainees must be “referred to the judiciary” within seven days.\textsuperscript{683}

PYD officials further contend that detainees are treated humanely, granted access to a lawyer, brought promptly before a judge, and tried before an independent court.\textsuperscript{684} In principle, every accused has the right to defend themselves in their own language, and the court is required to hire an interpreter for them.\textsuperscript{685} Life imprisonment, which has been temporarily set at 20 years, can be imposed only in cases of murder, torture, or terror.\textsuperscript{686}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{681} New Compass Press 2014 article on Kurdish areas, \textit{supra} n. 579.
\item \textsuperscript{682} \textit{Ibid.}
\item \textsuperscript{683} HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, \textit{supra} n. 527, pp. 14-15.
\item \textsuperscript{684} \textit{Ibid.}
\item \textsuperscript{685} Kurdish Question 2015 article on Kurdish areas, \textit{supra} n. 592.
\item \textsuperscript{686} New Compass Press 2014 article on Kurdish areas, \textit{supra} n. 579.
\end{itemize}
However, interviews conducted by ILAC and the reports of other independent organisations strongly suggest that the current system in the Kurdish controlled areas neither meets basic standards for fair trial nor protects the right of detainees from arbitrary detention and mistreatment.\textsuperscript{687} A number of reports indicated that it was often the case that \textit{asayish} procedures were not followed, with detentions often occurring without due process and lasting beyond the time limitations indicated by PYD officials.\textsuperscript{688} Some lawyers contended that arrest warrants were often issued by PYD security forces, rather than the public prosecutor,\textsuperscript{689} while others contend that people are simply picked up off the street by masked men and end up before the People’s Courts.\textsuperscript{690} Few prisoners reported that they were provided access to a lawyer.\textsuperscript{691}

These complaints were epitomised by a story told by a lawyer from Kobani. According to the interviewee, a smuggling suspect was tortured by \textit{asayish} personnel with the approval of the People’s Court prosecutor. After he was acquitted, the accused sought to sue the prosecutor. When the lawyer prepared the file to bring the claim, he was summoned to the local YPG headquarters. The General in charge took the file, and told the lawyer to never pursue such a claim again.\textsuperscript{692}

Sentencing issues are also apparent. Detainees often complained of confusion regarding their sentences. Some reported that they were serving sentences without having ever appeared in court, while others complained that they were being held while discussions about compensation were underway with the aggrieved party.\textsuperscript{693}

\textsuperscript{687} For example, HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, \textit{supra} n. 527, pp. 14-15.
\textsuperscript{688} Interview in Erbil, 11 November 2016. See also HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, \textit{supra} n. 527, pp. 14-15.
\textsuperscript{689} Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016.
\textsuperscript{690} Interview in Erbil, 12 November 2016.
\textsuperscript{692} Interview in Gaziantep, 10 November 2016.
\textsuperscript{693} HRW 2014 report on Kurdish areas, \textit{supra} n. 527, pp. 14-15.
Analysis and recommendations

It is an understatement to say that the exact details of the current justice system in the Kurdish-controlled areas in northern Syria are murky. In part, this lack of clarity arises from the fluid, transitional nature of the situation, with only de facto governance and the continuation of the armed conflict. Equally important in this is the fact that the Kurdish-controlled areas are geographically separated. Accordingly, rather than the justice system being designed and formed by one central administration, different systems and structures are being locally formed, without coordination or informing other regions or the embryonic central authority of developments.

Political positions dramatically coloured the information provided to ILAC and others who have reported on Kurdish controlled positions. PYD activists and officials and their Western supporters have a human rights-oriented almost Utopian vision of justice in the areas under Kurdish control based upon the Social Contract. They acknowledge some flaws, but argue that they are minimal and inevitable in the current transitional situation. With time, they argue, these issues will disappear as the principles of democratic confederalism take root throughout these areas.

On the other side, KDPS supporters and Turkish and Iraqi officials paint a far different picture. PYD persecution of KDPS supporters led a number of Kurdish lawyers and judges to flee these areas to Turkey and Iraqi Kurdistan. While there are indications that some of those who fled earlier are now returning, many of those interviewed outside of Syria were highly critical of the justice system put in place by the PYD.\textsuperscript{694}

The reality, as often occurs, appears to lie somewhere in the middle. The PYD-constructed justice system is not a unitary organisation with a consistent, well-defined structure. Rather, the judicial structures appear to vary from region to region, and even from village to village. Even within a geographic area, structures are fluid, changing with the political and military ebb and flow.

Unquestionably, the judges and prosecutors in the People's Courts are ill-trained and, in a number of instances, incompetent – at least in the sense of knowing and applying principles of law and jurisprudence. Political pressures by the PYD and its allies clearly colour some judicial decisions, as do personal biases, prejudices and community pressures. To a lesser extent, the People's Courts are also influenced by economic corruption.

At the same time, the People's Courts are essentially free from extremist religious biases seen in other areas outside government control. Many PYD supporters working in the system, though ill-equipped to bring about reform, do aspire to the standards set out in the Social Contract.\textsuperscript{695}

\textsuperscript{694} Interview in Erbil, 12 November 2016.
\textsuperscript{695} See New York Times Magazine 2015 article on Kurdish areas, supra n. 535.
Moreover, at least at present time most Syrian Kurds speak in terms of remaining in a reformed Syria, albeit with greater autonomy in a federal system. There is a demonstrable societal and political commitment by Syrian Kurds to a system of justice based on separation of powers and the rule of law. Unlike factions in other areas of the country, Syrian Kurds of all political persuasions largely reject the visions of justice put forth by extremist groups. Such voices may be pivotal in deciding the course of post-conflict Syria.

Any programme of assistance to the Kurdish controlled regions in northern Syria must recognise the major obstacles posed by the ongoing security situation, the internal political instability within these regions, and the antipathy of regional powers to Kurdish separatism in general and the PYD in particular. Putting aside other issues, these matters create significant obstacles to any access to these areas.

Moreover, prior to 2011 there were few Kurdish judges working in the Syrian justice system in northern Syria. Nor were there any ethnic Kurdish officials in the Syrian Ministry of Justice offices in these regions. Accordingly, there is little possibility to provide training to experienced judges or Ministry officials currently working in these areas.

On the other hand, there were significant numbers of Syrian Kurds trained as lawyers living in northern Syria in 2011. Substantial numbers of these lawyers fled due to the hostilities and conflicts with the PYD, but others have remained to form at least a skeleton of trained legal professionals within the People’s Courts system. Moreover, despite political differences, Kurdish lawyers inside and outside the Kurdish controlled areas, as well as those inside and outside the government-controlled enclaves, generally appear to retain some level of professional civility.
With these factors in mind, the following may form the basis for effective assistance to the justice sector in the Kurdish controlled areas:

1. **Provide training to lawyers presently working in these areas.** Lawyers currently in these areas are likely to be among the leaders in developing and implementing a justice system there. Though logistical, political and security issues would need to be addressed, providing these lawyers with skills, ethics and substantive training may be among the most cost-effective methods of promoting positive change in this region.

2. **Provide similar training to lawyers from the Kurdish controlled areas presently outside these areas.** One goal of any meaningful assistance programme should be to promote a healing of the divisions within the Syrian Kurdish community. Assistance programmes should not choose sides in this context, but instead provide a common message and encourage dialogue between lawyers both inside and outside the Kurdish controlled areas. Such assistance should be designed to allow lawyers to draw on experience of colleagues from the region and internationally.

3. **Provide organisational training and support for the new bar associations in the Kurdish controlled areas.** Though embryonic, these bar associations are likely to remain in some form in a post-conflict Syria, regardless of how that state is organised.

4. **Engage the current administration in the Kurdish controlled areas to encourage and plan for the incorporation of legal professional standards in the People’s Courts.** ILAC’s assessment suggests that there is a continuing debate inside the Kurdish controlled areas over the long-term nature of the court system in this region. While some progressive political theorists view the current jumble of community-based, non-professional courts as a positive development, a significant portion of the Syrian Kurdish population seeks a more formal system of justice following democratic principles. Assistance to those working on such issues in the Kurdish controlled areas may help avoid some of the pitfalls experienced in other transitional societies facing similar choices.

5. **Support property registration in northern Syria.** Decades of expropriation and other forced transfers of Kurdish land followed by the recent displacement of both Kurds and non-Kurds from these regions sets the stage for decades of turmoil over title to these lands. Preservation of evidence of property rights, including the protection of archives of records, is of crucial importance in all of Syria. See also recommendations in Section 5.3 below. The ultimate rules for resolving these issues await a political solution, but maintaining records of interim transactions pending these decisions is vital.
### 4.5 Areas under ISIS Control

#### Background

In the aftermath of the 2003 invasion of Iraq, a number of Iraqi-Sunni militant groups formed to resist US forces and strike at the Shia population. Several of these groups joined together to later declare the Islamic State of Iraq, comprising Iraq’s six primarily Sunni Arab governorates. After unrest began in Syria in 2011, this group began sending experienced fighters across the border to establish a presence throughout the country. In January 2012, these forces formed Jabhat al-Nusra, a strong military force opposed to the Syrian government.

Gradually, Jabhat al-Nusra took control of much of northern Syria together with other anti-government militant groups. In March 2013, they took control of Raqqa, a major city of more than 220,000 inhabitants in north-central Syria. At the outset, local Syrian lawyers played key roles in forming local councils to oversee the Raqqa governorate.

Shortly after the expulsion of government forces, a Sharia court was established in Raqqa. Court files were initially preserved and many ongoing cases, especially civil cases, were referred to the Sharia court. However, most criminal cases languished because defendants fled to government-controlled areas. Government shelling also hit the courthouse and its archives, ruining many files. While this court began applying the Unified Arab Code as in other areas where the government had lost control, lawyers were given a limited role, though some worked as judges in civil claims. Ominously, the Islamic State of Iraq forces rejected the new Sharia court and instead established their own court based on their own ideology.

In April 2013, the Islamic State of Iraq announced that it had merged with Jabhat al-Nusra to form the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (variously known as ISIS or ISIL). ISIS immediately made clear that its primary aims were not to fight the Syrian government, but to hold territory and impose their interpretation of Sharia rule. Though the merger was denied by some elements of Jabhat al-Nusra, ISIS began taking control of territory in northern Syria.

---

698 See section 4.3, above.
699 Enab Baladi English 2016 article ISIS areas, supra n. 697.
A few months later, ISIS ferociously attacked the other rebel groups in Raqqa. When these groups withdrew, ISIS took control. Though historically considered a dusty backwater by Syrians, Raqqa was a provincial capital and became the ISIS headquarters. Foreign fighters joined Syrians and Iraqis as ISIS gained notoriety.\footnote{Ibid.}

After assuming control of Raqqa, ISIS dissolved the existing Sharia court, leaving its own court as the main body in the region.\footnote{Enab Baladi English 2016 article ISIS areas, \textit{supra} n. 697. See also Enab Baladi English, ‘Judiciary in Deir ez-Zor terminated by ISIS’, 26 January 2016), <http://english.enabbaladi.net/archives/2016/01/judiciary-in-deir- ez-zor-terminated-by-isis/> [accessed 17 February 2017].} In June 2014, an ISIS offensive seized large portions of northern Syria and western Iraq. Following the capture of the Iraqi city of Mosul, ISIS proclaimed the creation of the “State of the Islamic Caliphate,” or a \textit{khilafa ‘ala minhaj al-nubuwwa} (“caliphate in the prophetic method”) which they claimed following the model used 1,400 years earlier by the Prophet Muhammad.\footnote{See William McCants, ‘The ISIS Apocalypse: The History, Strategy, and Doomsday Vision of the Islamic State’, (New York: Macmillan, 2015), pp. 126-144.} At its zenith, ISIS controlled territory in Syria and Iraq containing 6 million to 8 million inhabitants.\footnote{NYR Daily 2014 article ISIS areas, \textit{supra} n. 700.}

ISIS has constructed a system of governance, including courts and other nominal trappings of a state in the areas under its control. While such structures are clearly pertinent to a review of the current state of the justice system in Syria, ILAC had no access to ISIS-controlled areas during the preparation of this assessment. Accordingly, these observations are based on third-party (often unconfirmed) reports, and ISIS’ own propaganda.

As the time of writing, Syrian and multi-national forces are pressing military actions to eliminate ISIS control of Syrian territory and Iraq. Regardless of the outcome, given ISIS’ influence throughout the Syrian conflict, an understanding of its approach to law and justice may be vital in a post-conflict Syria.
ISIS’ conception of law

ISIS’ vision of justice was shaped by its goal to restore the Caliphate. This vision did not merely seek a state governed by its interpretation of Sharia; it sought a specific type of state based on ISIS’ conception of “God’s law.”\(^{705}\) As one commentator described it: “ISIS aims to establish scrupulous legality for itself, from its very ‘constitutional’ foundations to its narrowest public policies.”\(^{706}\) Underscoring this quest for legality, one of the first acts of ISIS’ leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, whom they describe as “Caliph”, was to urge judges and fuqaha’ (experts in Islamic jurisprudence) to join ISIS.\(^{707}\)

At the same time, ISIS ideologues sought to avoid the trappings of many modern states, such as codes of law and formal constitutions. Following classical Islamic theories of statecraft, the ISIS model of “religiously legitimate governance” envisioned a dualistic model of law and governance. Under this theory, codification of any but the most widely known Islamic legal rules was forbidden. Instead, justice was to be found in God’s law, only as expressed in the primary texts of revelation. Sharia courts thus were required to enforce this essentially unwritten law in most matters.\(^{708}\)

ISIS doctrine also held that the Caliph’s role is to administer and enforce the Divine Law.\(^{709}\) Accordingly, the Caliph and other authorities can make legal decisions based on the welfare of the Muslim community, provided that they do not violate known laws. The Caliphate can also deliver rules and regulations to enforce subjects’ compliance with their obligations.\(^{710}\)

Under ISIS’ conception of law, the Caliph has different legal obligations to Muslims and non-Muslims. Thus, by paying an annual tax, certain non-believers such as Christians and Jews may remain in the Caliphate.\(^{711}\) At the same time, the ISIS iteration of Divine Law provided legal justifications for the extermination of certain non-Muslim minorities within the Caliphate’s territory, such as the Yazidis.\(^{712}\)

---


708 Foreign Policy 2015 ISIS article, supra n. 705.


710 Foreign Policy 2015 ISIS article, supra n. 705.


Because ISIS’ goal is to control territory, land law took on significant importance. On a conceptual level, ISIS needed legal underpinnings to support its claim that it was merely retrieving lands unlawfully expropriated from Muslims by the Crusaders and colonial powers. This required ISIS to formulate rules for property ownership and land use. ISIS issued a fatwa validating the expropriation of agricultural businesses from apostates, and rules for distributing the confiscated property to recruits. Indeed, ISIS propaganda stresses property as an incentive for recruitment: “Do not worry about money or accommodations for yourself and your family. There are plenty of homes and resources to cover you and your family.” 713

The importance to ISIS of maintaining an appearance of legality can be seen in other ways. It claims to deploy legal scholars alongside combatants in Syria to advise military commanders on the legality of operations according to their interpretation of Islamic law. In the same vein, ISIS published a 136 page document, meticulously buttressed with Quranic verses, setting out rules according to which Muslim and non-believer prisoners may be killed, decapitated, tortured, enslaved, or mutilated.714 ISIS also published a pamphlet for its members outlining rules for having sex with captured and enslaved non-Muslim women and girls.715 All these examples are in violation of international humanitarian law obligations set out in Common Article 3 to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 as outlined above. While completely against international legal requirements, the treatise does illustrate ISIS’ efforts to develop a specific legal framework governing the conduct of its fighters.716

713  Foreign Policy 2015 ISIS article, supra n. 705.
714  Revkin 2014, supra n. 707.
716  Revkin 2014, supra n. 707.
**ISIS courts**

For these reasons, ISIS leadership viewed establishing courts as a priority in creating their Caliphate. These courts were viewed as instrumental in installing ISIS’ uncompromising form of *Sharia* as the sole source of authority in the territory under their control. Accordingly, there are reports describing ISIS courts in northern Aleppo province as early as July 2013. Other ISIS courts appeared in Idlib province in November 2013.  

These courts were tolerated by many residents weary of lawlessness and chaos in the initial phases, if not accepted. Any law and order was seen as an improvement, even ISIS’s brutal interpretation of *Sharia*. Some viewed the ISIS courts as less subject to overt corruption than the government courts.  

By the spring of 2014, ISIS had expanded its court system. In Aleppo, ISIS claimed to have a main court with four branches. Other ISIS propaganda suggested that ISIS courts were achieving some level of specialisation. One ISIS report described the situation in Aleppo as:

> “One Main court and the remainder Sub-courts. They govern by the laws of God, implement the hudud punishments, ensure rights, and extend justice; dozens of cases are dealt with daily, and it is based upon a legal and administrative cadre.”

More definitive judicial structures appeared over time. While the “Caliph” sat at the apex, the *Sharia* Council oversaw the implementation of *Sharia* law throughout the “Caliphate.” Composed of members of several different nationalities, the Council’s responsibilities are broad, including overseeing the “Caliph’s” and his surrogate’s speeches, dictating punishments, preaching, mediating, monitoring the group’s media, indoctrinating recruits, and advising the “Caliph” on hostages and their execution. Within the *Sharia* Council is a three-person committee of self-proclaimed Islamic experts who set religious policy.

---

717 ISW 2014 report on ISIS areas, supra n. 706.  
719 ISW 2014 report on ISIS areas, supra n. 706.  
720 Foreign Policy 2015 ISIS article, supra n. 705.  
While the Council apparently had a committee for the judiciary, reports suggest that this committee for religious schools was responsible for training judges.\textsuperscript{723} Other anecdotal reports indicate that ISIS also forced lawyers to take courses in their interpretation of Sharia law in areas they control.\textsuperscript{724}

Under the direction of the Sharia Council, the governor of each ISIS administrative region supervises a Sharia deputy for his region. This deputy in turn supervised regional Sharia Commissions, which were responsible for managing the courts and monitoring the work of judges.\textsuperscript{725} These Sharia Commissions also issued fatwas, rulings, laws, and execution orders.\textsuperscript{726}

While definitive information is unavailable, it appears that the ISIS judiciary was organised into three branches: (a) so-called Islamic courts, including the Supreme Islamic Court, to deal with routine civil and criminal matters; (b) a “Court of Grievances” to process complaints against ISIS public officials and fighters; and (c) a system (Diwan al-Hisba) for adjudicating charges brought by the morality police.\textsuperscript{727}

The Court of Grievances, which functions like a complaints office, reportedly existed in some form in both Raqqa and Aleppo provinces. Not surprisingly, descriptions of its efficacy are mixed. For example, in one ISIS-produced video, an aging civilian describes bringing a grievance against an ISIS official, who was convicted and imprisoned by the ISIS court.\textsuperscript{728} Another report indicated that the ISIS court in Tal Abyad set a designated time each week for community members to come forward,\textsuperscript{729} while others maintained that numerous ISIS fighters had actually been punished as a result of such complaints.\textsuperscript{730}

On the other hand, refugees from ISIS-controlled areas reported that judges often favoured ISIS members in disputes with the general public, often by quoting Quranic verses or sayings of the Prophet, including “God prefers those who fight in jihad over those who sit.”\textsuperscript{731}

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{723} U.S. News and World Report 2015 article on ISIS, supra n. 721.
\textsuperscript{724} Atlantic Council 2015 article on ISIS areas, supra n. 718.
\textsuperscript{726} Global Cultural Knowledge Network 2016 report on ISIS, supra n. 722.
\textsuperscript{727} Foreign Policy 2015 ISIS article, supra n. 705.
\textsuperscript{728} Revkin 2014, supra n. 707.
\textsuperscript{729} ISW 2014 report on ISIS areas, supra n. 706.
\textsuperscript{730} Foreign Policy 2015 ISIS article, supra n. 705.
\end{flushright}
Sharia law does distinguish between crimes specifically defined in the Quran (hudud), and discretionary punishments (ta’zir) for misconduct not mentioned in that text.\textsuperscript{732} Traditional forms of punishment for hudud are severe, and have been rejected by most modern Muslim nations. However, as ISIS’ grip strengthened, its courts implemented a more rigid form of hudud to eliminate any hint of tolerance or compromise from its interpretation of the principles set forth 14 centuries earlier.\textsuperscript{733}

One of the first published indications of this doctrinal rigidity was the March 2014 publication in ISIS-held Aleppo of a compilation of ISIS-mandated hudud punishments.\textsuperscript{734} In Raqqa, weekly public demonstrations of punishments were held in the main square, often in the form of executions. ISIS hudud punishments were also reported in al-Bab, Manbij, Maskana, and Deir Hafer.\textsuperscript{735} ISIS also used such punishments as a device to instil fear in the populace, which the group’s media operatives widely disseminated to maximise social compliance throughout the rest of the population.\textsuperscript{736}

Fundamental due process appears totally absent.\textsuperscript{737} Many observers doubt that ISIS’ courts even listen to evidence, yet summarily issue death sentences.\textsuperscript{738} First-hand accounts and videotaped proceedings leading up to and including executions bear witness to these atrocities conducted under the thin veneer of ISIS-defined law.\textsuperscript{739} Extrajudicial detention, torture and execution are also commonplace in ISIS-controlled areas.\textsuperscript{740}

Reports indicate that ISIS punishes and sometimes executes judges who balk at the official position. In one case, an ISIS judge was removed and faced trial for objecting to the legal justification supporting the immolation of a Jordanian pilot. In another report, a judge was enforceably disappeared after objecting to the torture of prisoners in ISIS jails, while others have been executed on charges of treason and collaborating with foreign governments.\textsuperscript{741}

In order to enforce the legal rulings, ISIS maintains police forces to serve as the “executive body for the court”.\textsuperscript{742} One of these units, the so-called Islamic police, handles ordinary law enforcement and public safety matters. ISIS propaganda claims that this force incorporates legal specialists who report to a senior jurist, who in turn serves as a direct link to the judges in ISIS’s courts. According to ISIS, these jurists will first attempt to resolve the interpersonal conflicts through informal mediation, and only refer the dispute to the court if that effort fails.\textsuperscript{743}

\textsuperscript{732} ISW 2014 report on ISIS areas, supra n. 706.
\textsuperscript{733} Nance 2016, supra n. 725, p. 267.
\textsuperscript{735} ISW 2014 report on ISIS areas, supra n. 706.
\textsuperscript{736} Global Cultural Knowledge Network 2016 report on ISIS, supra n. 722.
\textsuperscript{737} COI Report 2016, supra n. 273, p. 14, para. 79.
\textsuperscript{738} NYR Daily 2014 article ISIS areas, supra n. 700.
\textsuperscript{739} COI Report 2016, supra n. 273, p. 15, para. 80.
\textsuperscript{740} ISW 2014 report on ISIS areas, supra n. 706.
\textsuperscript{741} Foreign Policy 2015 ISIS article, supra n. 705.
\textsuperscript{742} ISW 2014 report on ISIS areas, supra n. 706.
\textsuperscript{743} Foreign Policy 2015 ISIS article, supra n. 705.
The other police force is a religious moral unit known as the *hisba*, comprised mainly of foreign fighters. The *hisba* has two branches, the religious Morality Police Units and Counterintelligence Combat Support Units.\(^744\)

The morality units are tasked to “promote virtue and prevent vice to dry up sources of evil, prevent the manifestation of disobedience, and urge Muslims toward well-being”. Among their assignments are enforcing the ban on commercial activity during prayers, detecting drug or alcohol use, and destroying banned materials, including musical instruments, cigarettes, or polytheistic idols. The *hisba* also investigate other alleged instances of disobedience to ISIS’s interpretation of *Sharia*, and refer serious crimes to the courts.\(^745\)

Using checkpoints and patrols, these units monitor behaviour and enforce ISIS’ brand of *Sharia* in population centres under its control.\(^746\) ISIS literature suggests that the *hisba* are a benign force maintaining social tranquillity. For example, in a 12 page ISIS manifesto detailing its judicial system, a *hisba* member is instructed to “be gentle and pleasant toward those he orders or reprimands. […] He must be flexible and good mannered so that his influence is greater and the response (he gets) is stronger.”\(^747\)

However, accounts from Syrians who fled ISIS-controlled areas depict extreme brutality including intimidation, arrest, incarceration, and draconian forms of punishment by the *hisba* for minor transgressions.\(^748\) Even when extreme violence was not used, foreign fighters in the *hisba* often subjected the local Syrian population to various forms of humiliation.\(^749\) Among the most active are the Saudi members of these forces.\(^750\)

*Sharia* laws pertaining to women are enforced by the all-female al-Khansaa and Ume Rayhan Brigades. Segregated from the male police units, these forces’ primary function is to identify violations of the dress code by women in ISIS-controlled areas.\(^751\)

Members of the Counterintelligence Combat Support Units form an internal security police organisation. Like security agencies in other police states, they create an atmosphere of mistrust within society by using informants, collecting intelligence, and arresting non-conformists.\(^752\)

---

\(^744\) Global Cultural Knowledge Network 2016 report on ISIS, *supra* n. 722.

\(^745\) Foreign Policy 2015 ISIS article, *supra* n. 705.

\(^746\) Global Cultural Knowledge Network 2016 report on ISIS, *supra* n. 722.

\(^747\) Al Arabiya Network 2016 article on ISIS areas, *supra* n. 731.

\(^748\) Ibid.

\(^749\) Global Cultural Knowledge Network 2016 report on ISIS, *supra* n. 722.

\(^750\) NYR Daily 2014 article ISIS areas, *supra* n. 700.


\(^752\) Global Cultural Knowledge Network 2016 report on ISIS, *supra* n. 722.
Analysis and recommendations

With the current military operations underway to dislodge and bring an end to ISIS's control of Syrian territory, the infrastructure and personnel of the “Caliphate” and its courts are being systematically degraded. At this stage, the long-term impacts are uncertain. According to some, the airstrikes have increased ISIS paranoia, resulting in more random violence.\(^753\) Other reports suggest ongoing resistance to ISIS and its courts.\(^754\)

Still others suggest that ISIS is attempting to decrease local resentment of the foreign fighters by enlisting local leaders in its Syrian enclaves. In the unpredictable and insecure environment, even for Syrians unsympathetic to ISIS’s ideology the ability to achieve positions of power and responsibility is attractive. Moreover, as military action by government forces increases in the ISIS controlled areas, some Syrians have turned to that group as what they feel is the only available defence against Assad.\(^755\)

On a broader level, ideas of re-establishing the Caliphate will not vanish with the destruction of ISIS. Similarly, though ISIS’ brand of conservative orthodoxy was largely promoted by non-Syrians who formed ISIS, it will not quickly disappear. Obviously, a military victory in the ISIS-controlled areas, followed by restructuring of the justice system, will push this ideology underground. But it will not result in this extremist theory disappearing.

If it is other extremist groups that drive out ISIS, debates over the nature of Sharia and the courts will continue. The main theoretical debate to continue will likely be over the permissibility of creating a written Sharia code. ISIS and most other Salafi groups reject this approach. To them, any such code or “man-made” law is a violation of the principle of absolute divine sovereignty.

In their view, Sharia is to be interpreted and applied on a case-by-case basis by trained religious judges. By injecting fallible human judgment into the process, any codification inevitably would alter the original meaning of Sharia.\(^756\) Other groups favour codification, to simplify judicial decision-making and lay the groundwork for a stable, predictable judicial system. Proponents of codification typically rally around the adoption of the Unified Arab Code.\(^757\) This twenty-year old Code reflects a relatively strict interpretation of Islamic law. For example, it recognises the hudud and leniency for honour killing.\(^758\) However, it provides a more moderate framework for justice and judicial decision-making compared with the extreme orthodoxy of the ISIS courts.

\(^{753}\) NYR Daily 2014 article ISIS areas, supra n. 700.


\(^{755}\) NYR Daily 2014 article ISIS areas, supra n. 700.

\(^{756}\) Revkin 2014, supra n. 707.

\(^{757}\) Ibid.

\(^{758}\) Martin 2014, supra n. 353.
1. Depending on the military and political outcome, legal assistance programmes should be prepared to move immediately to support those who will be dealing with the legacy of ISIS control in those regions. Until the military situation clarifies and stabilises, effective assistance to the justice sector in the ISIS-controlled areas of Syria is impossible. However, experience in other areas of Syria suggest that a doctrinal debate within the Islamist community may continue. As such, programmes to support legal professionals and others engaged in these debates and in restricting the justice system could be designed at this stage to enable quicker implementation at the appropriate time.
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V. Planning for peace – anticipating conflict-related justice challenges in Syria

Previous experience in conflict-affected settings demonstrates that there are a variety of pressing challenges that need to be addressed as soon as hostilities end. Advance plans can be devised to address some of these conflict-related issues even during the conflict in order for responses to be timely and effective. Life-saving humanitarian aid and reconstruction of destroyed infrastructure are obvious issues of general concern, but a number of challenges go directly to questions of where justice plays an integral role.

Justice questions will almost certainly destabilise peace processes if they are not addressed, particularly when there are high numbers of victims on all sides, as is the case in the Syrian conflict. At the same time, addressing conflict-related violations often threatens the objectives and vested interests of those negotiating for peace. The scale of these challenges and the difficulty of addressing them tends to increase with the duration and extent of the conflict, and systematic and strategic nature of the violations.

Post-conflict justice claims engage both domestic and international law. Even where serious gaps or flaws exist in domestic law prior to conflicts, many of the acts and consequences of the conflict will clearly be illegal under domestic law. International law is also increasingly clear in proscribing particular conduct as criminal, with many serious violations now representing breaches of customary international law, and therefore giving rise to criminal responsibility regardless of whether or not the state in question has ratified the relevant international conventions. The legal nature of these questions tends to place domestic justice sector actors at the centre of dealing with these many justice claims, subjecting them to strong political pressures at a time when they and their institutions are already weakened by the effects of conflict. This can undermine their legitimacy if they cannot respond effectively.

Transitional justice has become the dominant paradigm for analysing conflict-related justice claims, and focuses not only on addressing violations directly through mechanisms such as truth-seeking, prosecution of perpetrators and reparations to victims, but also on reform of institutions to prevent the recurrence of conditions that led to
violations in the first place. In a 2015 report, the United Nations Special Rapporteur for transitional justice issues pointed out that judicial reform is one of the most important and challenging institutional reforms for preventing the recurrence of atrocities. While this emphasis on increasing the capacity and independence of justice sector actors in post-conflict settings is welcome, it raises a problem seen in other ILAC assessments. As was highlighted in ILAC’s assessment of the justice system in Libya in 2013, the combination of expectations that conflict-weakened courts will reform themselves, together with requirements for these courts to continue processing their ordinary caseloads and undertake politically sensitive transitional justice prosecutions can constitute an unbearable burden. Nevertheless, given the obstacles in politicised cases such as Syria in accessing international justice forums, it is crucial to assess the role and capacity of national justice actors in conflict situations, as well as their potential to prevent and address violations.

This has been the main aim of the current assessment, and the focus in the interviews conducted was therefore on the institutions interpreting and applying the law, as well as the law currently applied, rather than the particular conflict issues dealt with in this section. As a result, this section presents only a summary of the significance and scope of the post-conflict justice issues in Syria, as reflected in the discussions and observations of the expert assessors. In all cases, these initial findings underscore the urgent need for more focused and detailed research on each of the issues identified in order to maximise the possibility of an effective response in the context of an eventual peace process.

---

760 In 2004, then-UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan defined transitional justice as “the full range of processes and mechanisms associated with a society’s attempts to come to terms with a legacy of large-scale past abuses, in order to ensure accountability, serve justice and achieve reconciliation. These may include both judicial and non-judicial mechanisms, with differing levels of international involvement (or none at all) and individual prosecutions, reparations, truth-seeking, institutional reform, vetting and dismissals, or a combination thereof.” United Nations Security Council, ‘The rule of law and transitional justice in conflict and post-conflict societies – Report of the Secretary-General’, UN Doc. S/2004/616, 23 August 2004, <http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/2004/616> [accessed 17 February 2017].


5.1 Accountability

It falls outside the scope of this assessment to map and describe crimes and human rights violations committed in Syria. However, it is clear from numerous reports by Syrian and international organisations, as well as from the interviews conducted by ILAC, that a wide range of atrocities has been committed in Syria since 2011. These have involved systematic attacks against civilians, including the use of indiscriminate and chemical weapons, enforced disappearances, extrajudicial executions, and torture. What is clear is that demands for justice, accountability, and reparations will reverberate through Syrian debate for many years to come.

According to international law, states have the obligation to respect, ensure and implement international human rights law. This implies a duty to “investigate violations effectively, promptly, thoroughly and impartially and, where appropriate, take action against those allegedly responsible in accordance with domestic and international law”. This is an established rule under customary international law.

States are responsible not only for violations committed by their organs, including their armed forces, but also those committed by persons or entities empowered to exercise elements of governmental authority, by persons or groups acting de facto under its instructions, or under the state’s direction or control, or by private persons or groups which it acknowledges and adopts as its own conduct. Numerous international conventions provide that the obligation for states to take measures to make reparations for the damages of violations, which can include monetary payments and giving assurances of non-repetition.

---


764 United Nations General Assembly, Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law, adopted by General Assembly Resolution 60/147, 21 March 2006, para. 3(b). See also para. 4.
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But it is also important to emphasise that all parties to the conflict, including non-state organised armed groups have extensive responsibility for their actions under international humanitarian law.\footnote{Common Article 3, Geneva Conventions I-IV of 1949, \textit{supra} n. 251. See also Hague Convention II with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land and its annex: Regulation concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land: 29 July 1899, 32 Stat. 1803, 1 Bevans 247, 26 Martens Nouveau Recueil (ser. 2) 949, 187 Consol. T.S. 429, Article 1; Hague Convention IV, Declaration I- Concerning the Prohibition, for the Term of Five Years, of the Launching of Projectiles and Explosives from Balloons or Other New Methods of a Similar Nature, July 29, 1899, 32 Stat. 1839, 1 Bevans 270, 26 Martens Nouveau Recueil (ser. 2) 994, Article 1; Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property 1954, 249 UNTS 240, Article 7(1); Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts, 1125 UNTS 3, Article 80(2); Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps and Other Devices as amended on 3 May 1996 (Protocol II, as amended on 3 May 1996) annexed to the Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons which may be deemed to be Excessively Injurious or to have Indiscriminate Effects, 2048 UNTS 93, Article 14(3). See further ICRC Customary International Law Database, Rule 139, https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/v1_rul_rule139#Fn_60_15> [accessed 17 February 2017].}

Domestic war crimes trials face a challenging and polarised political climate at the best of times. This can be exacerbated by the lack of qualified personnel, court infrastructure and that legislation usually is not in accordance with international standards typically following a non-international armed conflict. Deficiencies in justice systems lacking independence have often contributed to the conflict in the first place and, nearly every national prosecution of international crimes has been heavily criticised by human rights institutions for failing to remain independent from political institutions.\footnote{Mark S. Ellis, ‘Sovereignty and Justice: Balancing the Principle of Complementarity Between International and Domestic War Crimes Tribunals’ (Newcastle upon Tyne, UK: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014).}

If a post-conflict Syrian government is serious about building legitimacy, merely having the willingness and commitment to prosecute international crimes committed during the conflict will not be enough. It is also necessary to ensure that domestic trials are able to live up to demands under international standards of due process, judicial independence and fairness. If domestic courts do not meet international standards, this will undermine both the legal process itself, as well as the legitimacy of the very idea of having trials in the first place. A first step would be to explicitly allow and encourage international assistance in the statutes or laws establishing domestic prosecutions of international crimes committed during the conflict. In the challenging post-conflict context, the difficulties of establishing such a process should not be underestimated, however. It is therefore crucial that the international community prepare itself to play a comprehensive role in a coordinated fashion to support these processes.

Although it is impossible to fully predict the future, there is little to indicate today that responsibility for establishing these processes properly will be taken in the way that is necessary within the foreseeable future. That leaves the international community as the only possible avenue for victims in search of redress.
Given these challenges, it is of the utmost importance that investigations of international crimes are conducted by properly constituted authorities and not by private initiatives or well-meaning NGOs. This work needs a focal point, a role that could potentially be played by the new International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism to Assist in the Investigation and Prosecution of Those Responsible for the Most Serious Crimes under International Criminal Law Committed in the Syrian Arab Republic since March 2011 set up by the United Nations General Assembly to prepare prosecutions of international crimes committed in Syria during the conflict. Though unable to initiate prosecutions, this mechanism will analyse information, organise and prepare files on the worst abuses that amount to international crimes, and identify those responsible. The files will be used for future prosecution by others.\textsuperscript{770}

As noted above, Syria has not ratified the Rome Statute, efforts to refer the situation to the ICC by the United Nations Security Council under Article 13(b) of the Rome Statute have been blocked by the exercise of the veto by permanent members.\textsuperscript{771} Even if this were to change, the ICC is not structurally and conceptually designed to handle mass volume of cases. Instead, it operates in a complementary role to national prosecutions. This poses its own sets of challenges. Complementarity is a dynamic and powerful principle for prosecution of international crimes providing an effective framework that emphasises the cooperation between international and domestic accountability mechanisms. However, it is conditional on the domestic legal systems incorporating, embracing and enforcing international norms, and the ICC being willing to actively support, embrace and implement the principle of complementarity.

Under the current political situation, the most realistic avenue to addressing international crimes in the near term is by other states using universal jurisdiction to prosecute individuals within their jurisdiction. There are several examples of cases relating to international crimes committed in in recent years.\textsuperscript{772}


\textsuperscript{772} See, for example, John Senna, ‘Swedish court sentences Syrian rebel to life for war crimes’, news article, Reuters, 16 February 2016, \textless http://www.reuters.com/article/mideast-crisis-syria-sweden-idUSL8N1G12S8 \textgreater [accessed 17 February 2017].
Recommendations

1. **Tailor efforts to related to transitional justice to those justice avenues that are actually available.** Syrian lawyers and activists consistently highlight allegations of serious crimes committed in Syria as a key concern where they seek international support. However, such support will only be useful if it includes realistic strategies for bringing cases to courts. Support should therefore be focused on projects that can either realistically contribute to cases before existing international mechanisms, or, where applicable, before courts in third countries. Long term projects may also be designed that aim to increase the chances that the Syrian justice system might be able to deal with these cases. With this in mind, the international community could:

2. **Facilitate dialogues between different actors in the Syrian legal professions (judges, prosecutors, defence lawyers, investigators etc.) with international colleagues from recent post-conflict countries and those with international expertise.**

3. **Provide workshops and discussions with the Syrian legal profession about international standards, international tribunals, and universal jurisdiction.** Such efforts could, for example, include information on when court proceedings in third countries could be an alternative, and strategies for making such trials a success.
### 5.2 Missing persons

The last two decades have seen significant developments in how the issue of missing persons is addressed, both in post-conflict setting or following natural or man-made disasters. Though not every missing individual can be found and identified, DNA-based techniques today make it possible to identify many more victims’ remains than before. But these techniques require that investigations, and collection and handling of the remains are coordinated, professionally performed, and involve the necessary authorities. Conversely, where such work is not coordinated or performed by appropriate personnel – however well intended – individual identification of victims may be lost. Equally important, evidence needed to identify and convict responsible perpetrators may also be lost or rendered unusable in court.

In Syria, the number of missing persons cannot be accurately known. Ample evidence exists demonstrating that even before the 2011 uprising, the government used the practice of enforced disappearance as an instrument of social and political control. Since the uprising began, other armed groups have joined suit. The location and identification of missing persons in Syria is further complicated by the fact that an unknown number of Syrian refugees are missing in the Mediterranean Sea, drowned as they attempted to seek refuge in Europe. But even the numbers of persons missing as a result of the armed conflict and human rights abuses, which are more intensively monitored, are difficult to verify, given the reluctance of most state and non-state actors involved in the conflict to deal honestly with this issue.

The problem of missing persons does not respect borders. For this reason, the issue is increasingly understood as a global challenge that demands a structured and sustainable international response, as opposed to uncoordinated, ad hoc, situation specific approaches. As a consequence, the role of the international community in dealing with this issue has evolved.

The developing global perspective was framed in the 1990s when, the International Criminal Tribunal for former Yugoslavia (ICTY) (and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) were established. The tsunami in 2014, and other efforts of International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) and others to establish a permanent platform to respond to disasters, further highlighted the necessity and effectiveness of a coordinated international response.

---

773 International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance 2010, 2716 UNTS 3, Article 2 provides a definition of enforced disappearance in cases involving state actors. Under ICC Statute, supra n. 253, Article 7(1)(i) establishes that the crime of enforced disappearance can amount to a crime against humanity.
Subjectively, a missing person can be defined as anyone whose whereabouts are unknown and who is being sought by others. However, the term “missing person” acquires an objective meaning when a person is formally reported as missing. A tribunal investigating crimes against humanity, such as a widespread or systematic murder or extermination, will look for reported missing persons in order to determine whether a crime has been committed. Ideally, the tribunal will accomplish its mission by locating victims’ remains. But locating and identifying individual missing persons may be of secondary importance in such investigations. From the perspective of the criminal tribunal, the phrase “missing person” simply signifies a common characteristic of a group of possible victims of a crime. As such, when missing persons are reported to a criminal tribunal, individual cases may not necessarily be investigated and resolved. In addition, if an individual's disappearance does not provide evidence of the alleged crime, their case may not even be included in the investigation.

In contrast, humanitarian efforts generally concentrate on alleviating the anguish of relatives without seeking to attribute responsibility or satisfy demands for accountability. Consequently, in such cases evidence to prove a criminal act might not be collected or documented.

Through various strategies, law-based and forensic approaches are becoming the norm in attempting to redress the legacy of violent conflict and massive human rights violations. Developments in the field of genetics, the use of modern forensic methods, and the creation of dedicated databases have made it possible for investigators to locate and identify missing persons with a level of efficiency and certainty that was not previously possible. These advances have impacted developments in countries emerging from periods of conflict and systematic human rights abuses, and societies coming to terms with large-scale natural disasters.

In the conflict in the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s, it is estimated that 40,000 persons went missing as a consequence of armed conflict, abuses of human rights and other atrocities. Today, 70 per cent of those missing have been accounted for due to a well-planned, professional and coordinated international response and assistance to local authorities, professionals and relatives.

The International Commission of Missing Persons (ICMP) started its work in the former Yugoslavia. The ICMP has since become the main international actor in this field, able to provide knowledgeable and professional assistance to local authorities in these most difficult circumstances. This process involves building the capacity of local actors to create law-based, sustainable structures that are transparent and accountable to stakeholders, while at the same time involving civil society, family associations and victims’ relatives.

Examples of such assistance include the creation of: the Missing Persons Institute of Bosnia and Herzegovina; the Libyan Identification Center; the Kosovo Commission on Missing Persons; Law on Missing Persons in Bosnia and Herzegovina; Central Records of Missing Persons in Bosnia and Herzegovina; and the Law on the Protection of Mass Graves in Iraq.
The involvement of families of missing persons in different decisions about how the society should deal with this issue is crucial. Such processes will influence the possibility for reconciliation, and help prevent the recurrence of violence. Lawyers working inside Syria are frequently faced with questions about missing persons, and routinely receive information about remains and temporary grave sites. Many humanitarian and civil society organisations receive similar reports. It is vital to support both the creation of a unified system for logging: (a) cases of missing persons in Syria; and (b) information regarding unidentified human remains or mass grave sites. The criteria for and collection of such data should be standardised in order to facilitate future identification and repatriation procedures. ILAC believes that the international community should promptly come together behind a credible, experienced and professional body to take on these tasks.

Recommendations

1. **Support the ICMP to take a leading role in assistance to local actors, and coordination of international efforts regarding search and identification of missing persons and human remains.**

2. **Handle issues related to missing persons within a legal framework that includes professional criminal investigators.** The high number of missing persons in Syria is an urgent humanitarian concern. However, it is crucial to involve trained legal professionals in addressing these issues – notwithstanding the difficulties and sensitivities that this entails. The magnitude of the problems experienced in Syria means that missing persons will remain a primary concern in the country long after the international community has moved on. Therefore, the Syrian legal profession must be included in this work.

3. **Provide training and capacity building of Syrian judges, lawyers and other relevant actors within the Syrian legal community in how to support relatives and family members, preserve human remains, handle registries etc.** Such training is necessary to implement both recommendations 1 and 2 above, and should be carried out in coordination with the lead international organisation identified further to recommendation 1.
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Since the early 1990s, successive internal, interstate and regional conflicts have pitted groups against each other based on ethnic and sectarian identity. In cases in which these groups are fighting to achieve strategic territorial goals, these conflicts have frequently resulted in active policies to remove groups from different areas. Expulsion and deportation of civilian populations violate numerous provisions of international law, and are often accomplished through other human rights violations designed to terrify people into taking flight. However, the violations most associated with this phenomenon are those perpetrated against the housing, land and property assets of the displaced victims. Such violations are intended to not only force civilian populations to flee, but also to permanently prevent their return.

Housing, land and property violations frequently involve attempts to undermine the legal claims of displaced populations to their homes and lands, and to create physical impediments to their return. The former can include the intentional confiscation or destruction of individuals’ documentation or property record archives, uncompensated expropriation proceedings, and the abuse of rules conditioning rights on the active use of property in cases where people have been forcibly displaced. Physical obstacles include actions such as the destruction of the property, or granting rights to other populations to use property left behind by those displaced.

Rights to housing, land and property do not traditionally enjoy strong protection under international human rights and international humanitarian law. However, these rights have emerged as a major area of focus since the end of the Cold War, with significant normative developments and innovative practice in conflict settings.

Beginning with 1990s peace processes in Central America, Cambodia and the Balkans, addressing violations of property right was increasingly recognised as key to the sustainability of the peace. This trend in recognition was reinforced by the prominent role played by restitution of confiscated properties in negotiated political transitions, such as the end of apartheid in South Africa or the reunification of Germany. In 1995, the Dayton Peace Agreement set a precedent by explicitly requiring the physical restitution of property left behind by displaced persons, along with compensation where this was not possible. This was in the context of a broader right of displaced persons to voluntary return. With the aid of heavy international monitoring, property restitution was achieved in Bosnia a decade after the peace agreement was signed. These successes prompted the drafting of international standards such as the 2005 “Pinheiro Principles,” which posited a post-conflict right to house, land and property restitution. However, the complexities of property restitution are daunting, and there have been few success stories since Bosnia.

---

Experiences ranging from German property restitution to Bosnia, together with decisions regarding the right to property by the European Court of Human Rights, tend to support a number of key principles. Most notably, efforts to provide remedies for property violations are difficult, but ultimately crucial to restoring stability and the conditions for economic wellbeing within a post-conflict society. Such remedies should be seen as fair and even-handed without discrimination against any categories of victims. Remedies should also avoid unnecessarily burdening displaced claimants through the use of expedited procedures and flexible evidentiary standards, particularly where incomplete documentation and informality were already issues prior to the conflict.

Whatever the outcome of the conflicts in Syria, the existing situation relating to housing, land and property will be a high priority for people of Syria and should be for those involved from the international community.

Both returning displaced persons and the non-displaced populations in Syria will face a major shortage of shelter as a consequence of the massive destruction during the conflict. Longer-term housing, land and property issues will therefore need attention. Without political and social peace, the economy will suffer. Such peace, in turn, cannot be achieved in the absence of a solution of the housing, land and property issues.

While ILAC has primarily focused on the status of the justice systems, this work has provided insights on the country’s past and current challenges. On the one hand, the ILAC interviews revealed major rule of law issues regarding property as early as the 1970s, including arbitrary state expropriations without legal recourse and a flawed agrarian reform. Pre-conflict land conflicts also arose between private owners, in part as a result of legal pluralism and widespread informality. Although a formal property registration system has long existed, it did not extend to significant categories of property, and private property transfers within families were rarely registered. Women’s rights to property were hampered by restrictive legal interpretations and practices. These pre-2011 factors will considerably complicate efforts to provide remedies for post-2011 events.

The years since 2011 have seen armed conflict, wholesale property destruction, and massive displacement, some of which has apparently come about as a result of the political agendas of parties to the conflict. These factors, along with loss and destruction of property records, create a risk of widespread disputes over land and property in the event of a ceasefire. Victims of housing and property violations will face significant difficulties in seeking to return to their homes, including the destruction of entire neighbourhoods, punitive expropriation of the property of individuals and families presumed to have sided with the different sides to the conflict, negotiated local population exchanges, and the reallocation of abandoned homes to other communities.
Recommendations

Restitution in Syria will be necessary to promote an economically and socially stable country in the future, and prevent protracted and destabilising disputes that could reignite conflict in Syria. Recommendations therefore include the following:

1. **Any future Syrian restitution system must be adapted** to the obvious fact that in many cases, little or no formal evidence will be available to support claims. As such, alternative forms of evidence should be accepted and considered.

2. **In light of the egregious nature of housing and property violations on all sides**, the rights of those displaced from their homes should presumptively be prioritised over any right asserted by subsequent occupants to remain in possession of disputed property.

3. **The international community should seek to assist** in the preservation of evidence of property rights, including the protection of archives of records, in any way feasible.

4. **In light of the centrality of property issues for the future of Syria** and particularly in light of recent reports of policies intended to permanently remove some populations from their homes of origin, further focused assessment and fact-finding work on these issues is required, including a possible ILAC follow up mission specialised in housing, land and property questions.

5.4 **Personal documentation**

The *de facto* division of Syria’s territory under different administrations for a prolonged time has particular ramifications in the area of personal status law and civil documentation. There are promising signs that actors in some regions take efforts to avoid the further proliferation of personal status systems within the country. Nonetheless, the mere fact that life has continued under separate administrations, with all marriages, births and deaths not registered by a central government, poses enormous challenges for a future Syria. It is therefore imperative that the right to citizenship to Syrians born during the conflict should be guaranteed, and information in government and opposition registries incorporated into one unified registry.

Women and children in particular face a host of concerns which may have ramifications long after the conflict ends, including potentially statelessness of children, lack of financial rights for women in undocumented or illegal marriages, and lack of services for victims of gender-based violence. Women in Syria experience double victimisation, in the form of specific targeting and discrimination in addition to the general risk posed by the widespread violence and indiscriminate attacks on civilian populations.
The inability to access civil documentation such as marriage or birth certificates can exacerbate the effects of discriminatory practices targeting women in Syria. Such problems directly impact women's rights to move, act freely and independently, and retain custody of their children.

Children without documentation such as birth certificates or proof of birth within wedlock are particularly vulnerable to long-term negative effects, including the denial of education or inheritance. Moreover, boys and girls whose status is not registered, often as a result of being orphaned, face additional social stigma. These negative effects are felt throughout society, but are particularly pertinent in situations such as displacement, where individuals face both the immediate practical vulnerability that comes with displacement, and legal difficulties arising from the inability to access original documents or records from their home areas. Indeed, the inability to document family relationships can obstruct the receipt of humanitarian aid.

As noted above, opposition groups have rejected the application of Syrian law in many areas outside government control in Syria. Many of these groups do recognise the need to preserve the integrity of one unified system of personal status documentation, however. The need for a unified system also limits the discretion of these groups to adopt ad hoc solutions to meet the particular protection needs of populations under their control. The fact that pre-2011 Syrian law and procedures on these issues is not adapted to the conditions arising in armed conflict has exacerbated the risks faced by marginalised groups. Nonetheless, the rights of citizens inside Syria and in neighbouring countries must be upheld without discrimination based on factors such as gender, age or displacement.

Documentation centres have proven a viable way to restore some measure of normality and security to the lives of Syrians through the return to local governance structures with rudimentary administrative functions and by the provision of basic legal services. Thanks to the efforts of judges, lawyers and documentation centre staff, people are now able to register births, marriages and divorces in accordance with the same laws and procedures that applied before the conflict in many opposition areas.

Functioning justice sector institutions and legal services, such as these are an indispensable element in securing rights, supporting democracy and promoting development. While a fully functional justice sector is inconceivable under the current wartime circumstances, programmes that prevent complete institutional collapse and ensure that legal professionals maintain their skills and can provide critical services can contribute materially to greater respect for human rights and gender equality.

Donor countries have underscored the importance of supporting “an administration that provides public services in order to preserve existing administrative structures at a technical level and avoid institutional collapse (...).”

The presence of an effective administration in the form of documentation centres that have proven themselves able to perform essential services may also contribute to strengthening civilian actors in relation to armed groups. In many areas outside government control, local bar associations were involved in establishing personal status documentation centres that they were then able to use as a platform to provide other services to the population outside the scope of the original programme, such as property registration. Among the most successful in this is the Daraa Bar Association, which has come to play a crucial role in the design of the entire administrative system in that region.

However, considering the political sensitivities to foreign interference in personal status documentation, such projects must build on local initiatives, rather than impose outside solutions. In many instances, records of who once lived in a particular area have been targeted in attacks, seemingly aimed at undermining future efforts for those displaced by the conflict to return home. In other instances, civilians have been punished for living in an area known for widespread support to the opposition and any records of residence in such areas could put individuals at risk. Therefore, control over personal registration programmes is a sensitive issue and must be supported in a way that promotes trust among Syrian actors, and between registries and international donors. Only by working with local actors and building on initiatives founded and run by Syrians can registries gain recognition and local legitimacy, as well as a degree of physical protection.

Given the complexity in opposition-held areas in Syria, this necessarily means some variation between different areas. In Aleppo, the local council has taken overall responsibility of documentation centres run by two different international donors. In Idlib, Homs, Daraa and al-Quneitra, local bar associations have taken leading roles in establishing and running centres. All regions have agreed on one common system for the running of these centres, which is based on Syrian family law and focused entirely on ensuring continuity with the official Syrian documentation. Centres in all opposition areas are operated by the same staff as before the conflict began, under the supervision of qualified Syrian lawyers and judges.

The Syrian Interim Government is formally responsible for the documents. Documents from all these centres, except Aleppo, carry their stamp, both as an assurance that the documents are issued in accordance with their requirements, and as an indicator that the document is not a falsification of those issued by the Syrian state, but rather a proof that Syrian experts have verified that the marriage, birth, etc took place in accordance with Syrian law and a document should be issued. Documents from Aleppo carry the stamp of Aleppo Local Council.

778 An example is the 15 documentation centres in Syria that ILAC support, all of them run by local Bar Associations or local councils.
The fact that a common system for personal status documents has emerged in areas outside government control is hopeful for the future. Over the course of the conflict, the natural progression of family life has meant that hundreds of thousands of marriages, divorces, births, and deaths of ordinary Syrians have come to be registered in centres coordinated through this system. It will be crucial to the success of any future government in Syria to ensure that these documents are adopted as official Syrian documents and included in Syrian registries as part of a peace deal.

Recommendations

The international community and Syrian actors should take steps to:

1. *Include the issue of personal status documents in peace negotiations.*
   It should be ensured that documents issued in areas outside government control, but in a systematic way that is based on Syrian family law, are validated as official Syrian documents and included in the Syrian census as part of a future peace agreement.

2. *Ensure that support to personal status documents is based on the initiative of and run by genuine Syrian actors.* Such actors should have a commitment to ensuring the future reliability of the documents in all of Syria and the necessary local legitimacy to gain the trust of local populations.

3. *Work with Syrian actors to improve the services of Syrian documentation centres.* In particular, ILAC can take steps to improve centres’ responsiveness to the particular protection needs associated with the armed conflict, as well as to improve access to the centres for the local community and civil society in general and women in particular by supporting workshops, trainings and meetings.
5.5 Empowering women both inside and outside Syria

Whatever the outcome of the conflict, women are an indispensable part of any Syrian peace settlement and rebuilding. A detailed picture has been provided above on the situation of women in Syria at the present time. Programmes should be designed that aim to address the issues raised, so as to empower women to be able to access justice in a fair and equal manner.

In working towards peace, it is also necessary to recognise and design programmes to address the particular vulnerabilities of those that have fled the conflict. Syrian women and children refugees face the risk of double discrimination due to their displacement and gender and age. Children of refugees run a high risk of being stateless. These children have no right to citizenship in their host countries, and in order to attain Syrian nationality, Syrian children born outside Syria must have Syrian documentation. While Syrian embassies still function in many neighbouring countries and provide civil registry services, refugees associated with the opposition fear entering these bodies. There are logistical and financial constraints as well, as many Syrian refugees reside outside the city where the embassy is located and cannot easily travel within their host country. As such, many refugees have resorted to paying exorbitant fees to have a middleman register the birth of a child in government-held areas inside Syria. For those who do not have the financial means to pay, their children are at risk of being undocumented and stateless.

Statelessness is also a concern for children of child marriages. Child marriage is on the rise due to economic hardship, both inside and outside Syria, but particularly in refugee camps in neighbouring countries. A female Syrian lawyer in Turkey stated that when these girls become pregnant, they refuse to go to the hospital for pre-natal care and birth because they fear being prosecuted for the illegal marriage. They are afraid to register their children for the same reason. Consequently, children of child marriages often remain undocumented and run the risk of being stateless.

According to interviewees, polygamy is also on the rise, both inside and outside Syria, due to a rising number of widows and economic hardship. While polygamy is legal in Syria, Lebanon and Jordan, it is illegal in Turkey. Despite this, many Syrian women are becoming second wives to Turkish men as result of family pressure, economic destitution, or in the false hope of accruing rights of Turkish citizenship. However, because the marriage is not legal, they cannot become Turkish citizens and, should they seek a divorce, have no right to financial support.

Gender-based violence often increases during conflict. Interviewees asserted that this is the case among refugees in countries neighbouring Syria. They also report that there are not enough programmes to assist victims. Where programmes do exist, victims are often unaware of the availability of services. According to a female activist in Beirut, there are only three shelters in Lebanon that serve the refugee and the local population. An NGO employee that works with refugees in Gaziantep in Turkey stated that she was told of the existence of a shelter in Gaziantep, but could not find out its location.
There has been at least one documented case of a trafficking ring involving Syrian refugee women in Lebanon.\textsuperscript{779} Interviewees in Lebanon and Turkey expressed the opinion that trafficking is occurring on a much larger scale, but has yet to be investigated or prosecuted.

Women’s right to access to justice in post-conflict Syria will be a necessary component to reduce gender-based violence and discrimination in the future, and secure the empowerment of women. It will open the way for security and development, allowing women to be more participatory and functional in public life and thus enable them to take a greater part in the post-conflict reconstruction and rebuilding process of peace and justice at the transitional stage. Thus, in the transitional stages of return to normality and reconstruction of peace, empowering women before the law and in seeking redress in legal and judicial institutions will prevent gender-based inequality, subjugation and discrimination.

To date, the concept of justice in the Syrian legal system and culture was not conducive to affording women sufficient formal legal mechanisms to easily access or receive justice. Education is crucial in being able to identify what means and avenues are available for restitution or redress. But even those who have received an education or have trained as legal professionals face challenges and vulnerabilities in being able to overcome cultural obstacles designed to reinforce discriminatory gender roles within the society.

Research has shown that post-conflict situations make women more vulnerable to be victims of violence, discrimination and other human rights violations.\textsuperscript{780} In addition, female survivors of conflict risk stigmatisation, rejection and discrimination by their families and communities, particularly those who are disabled or otherwise impaired as a result of conflict related violence, including sexual violence. In addition, former fighters tend to experience difficulty in adjusting to family life, which can lead to substance abuse and domestic violence, leading to a cycle of violence for women in post-conflict settings. Economic hardship further aggravates the situation for both men and women. Being more susceptible to victimisation, this situation disempowers women even further, especially when seeking and obtaining legal remedies.\textsuperscript{781}

All of this suggests that programmes for the empowerment and education of women on their legal rights will be crucial in the future to allow women to take part in the rebuilding of Syria. While it is impossible to predict what that future looks like, there are actions that can be taken now to increase the capacity of Syrian legal professionals to take part in peace building and reconstruction post-conflict.


\textsuperscript{781} Ibid.
Those efforts should engage female legal professionals in the transition process from the outset to ensure that women’s legal needs and concerns are addressed in constitution drafting, legislative reform, and state-building and not demoted or overlooked, as often happens in post-conflict settings where security issues are seen as paramount.

However, donors should recognise the highly controversial nature of what is easily perceived as foreign powers pushing their own agenda. In the decade prior to the conflict, several efforts were made by civil society and the Syrian government to amend the Syrian constitution and legislation to bring them in line with international standards on gender equality, efforts that faced fierce resistance.\(^782\) To help increase the chance of successful adoption of amendments in a post-conflict Syria, efforts should be made to bring together those programmes that work through the Syrian diaspora and those programmes that work through Syrians within Syria. This will ensure that a broad array of voices is heard and result in increased legitimacy.

---

**Recommendations**

The following recommendations provide actions aimed at increasing participation of Syrian women legal professionals, and women in general, in the transition process, whatever shape it takes.

1. **Train Syrian women legal professionals in Turkey, Lebanon, and Jordan on comparative law, international standards, legislative drafting, and peace building and mediation.** To the extent possible, these trainings should bring together Syrian women lawyers from inside and outside Syria, to ensure that Syrian women lawyers from diverse areas and backgrounds are able to take part in peace building, transition, and reconstruction of the justice system.

2. **Coordinate with ongoing initiatives to ensure the active and equal participation of Syrian women lawyers and judges in efforts to amend the Syrian Constitution and laws, and ensure these are in line with international standards on gender equality.** Coordination with other donor efforts is important not only to avoid duplication of efforts, but also to ensure that women’s voices are not side-lined to a “women only” process.

3. **Connect Syrian women lawyers and judges with regional and international legal and judicial associations.** Connections with regional networks for women legal professionals will allow Syrian women jurists to benefit from the experience of other female legal professionals from nations that are in the process of transition. Many countries in the region also share a common legal history, which is reflected in their personal status codes, and regional networks would allow for sharing of legal reform experiences. Connections with international networks will broaden the knowledge of Syrian women jurists and allow them to draw upon global expertise.

\(^782\) Van Eijk 2016, supra n. 82, pp. 72-96.
4. **Increase legal aid and awareness programmes for women inside and outside Syria.** Outside Syria, these efforts should work through existing networks of refugee populations, including in camps and community centres that provide refugee assistance. These programmes should engage and train Syrian women lawyers, which would serve the dual purpose of providing legal assistance to refugees and building the capacity of Syrian women lawyers outside Syria. Inside Syria, legal aid and awareness programmes may meet with resistance and therefore must take place in safe spaces for women. Both inside and outside Syria, these programmes should aim to help women understand their rights under existing laws. While women will still face barriers to exercising their rights, an educated female population is not only in line with Syrian tradition in the past, it is a pre-requisite to a more just and egalitarian future Syria. In addition, opportunities to address discrimination by male judges and the population in general should be considered in conjunction with awareness activities for women.

5. **Utilise the great wealth of talent and skills within the Syrian refugee legal community to strengthen host-country legal support to Syrian refugee populations.** Syrians outside Syria repeatedly voiced their frustration that few Syrians are hired to assist other Syrians. This is due to a host of factors, including resistance from host country governments and bar associations, the difficulty of registering Syrian-led organisations in neighbouring countries, and a lack of training on the financial systems required to receive donor funding. While there are challenges, it is important to utilise the large body of talent and skills in the refugee community, including lawyers and judges whose legal skills are currently languishing. To the extent possible, donors should assist judges and lawyers, particularly women judges and lawyers, to establish civil society organisations with the institutional and financial capacity to enable international funding, and use their leverage with host governments to enable these organisations to work in their own communities to address gaps in host-country legal support. However, recognising these barriers may be difficult to overcome, donors should pursue alternative, near-term solutions such as supporting networking of Syrian women lawyers and judges with host-country NGOs that may be more open to cooperation with their counterparts, such as women’s legal organisations or documentations centres and projects in need of increased professional capacity.
## Annex to the Assessment

### 2014 - 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governorates</th>
<th>Total number of Women</th>
<th>Total number of Men</th>
<th>Total number of Lawyers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>5356</td>
<td>5107</td>
<td>4540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damascus</td>
<td>2033</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>1669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleppo</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homs</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarsus</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latakia</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hama</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasakah</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raqqah</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deir ez Zur</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2010 - 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governorates</th>
<th>Total number of Women</th>
<th>Total number of Men</th>
<th>Total number of Lawyers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>4033</td>
<td>2956</td>
<td>2680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damascus</td>
<td>1544</td>
<td>1099</td>
<td>1022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleppo</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homs</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarsus</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latakia</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hama</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasakah</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raqqah</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deir ez Zur</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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